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DTP Books
Michael Baxter reviews three books that readers involved

with DTP may well find useful, if not essential to their work:
A Guide to Type 1 PostScript fonts, Collier's Rules for
Desktop Design and Typography, and Desktop Publishing
by Design.

Working with
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Gunter Minnerup offers a
"hands-on experience" of
Didot Professional, taking

readers step-by-step
through the process of
creating a page of text

and graphics, using last
month's STicks and

STones column.

Printed in the U.K.

Software to speed the ST:
Douglas Drummond considers

some of the software designed
to help the ST's operating sys
tem work rather more quickly,
speeding up those screen re

draws that take an age on the
normal machine, and banishing

the busy bee for ever...
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jthe century. Yea, you've guessed it: Liv-|
brpool'fi EA. Cup senti-tlnal replay win;
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As an exiled Pompey tan now living in
Birmingham, Ijuathadtoheat Villa Park;
jo witness it even though if meant aj
hurriedreturnfrom a holiday in Paris.I:
amaure Ihave theheartfelt sympathies of!
all ofyou—well,at least that high-brow:
Section of ST Applications readers with!
enoughinterestin thearta not knowingly;
jo miss any football match on whatever:
TV channel, and not to waste their Sat-!
jurday afternoons with any leas worthy:
rursuifa than a pilgrimage to their;
favourite aoccerground.Hutwhat,I hear;
some of youask, does all this have to do;
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ating the name of the produot with
pleasantand excitingexperiences —this,
preaumably, is the reaaon why ATARI;
alwaysappears behind both goals, Now

' fhe nearest thingto AtariI haveever'seen;
at an English football ground was the
plasticpitch at Luton,but eventhat was;
green ratherthangrey —andI wonder if
AtariUK are not missing out on some*
thing.
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be the largestpersonalcomputermanu
facturerin theworld on thestrengthofthe;
C64,Chelsea were undoubtedly an apC
choice: after all, they also find their;
stror^eatsupportina curiousrelicfroma|
by-gone age — the Shed. Commodore;
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Acceleration

Inside

the TT
As a follow-on to his

popular series on the
innards of the ST, Paul
Rossiter outlines what

lies at the heart of its

big brother, the TT.



RLEKIN
- your dreams can come true

Highspeed
Pascal 1.5Harlekin 2 is a unique collection of utilities and

applications for your Atari ST and TT computers. All
programs are available from a single desk accessory,
providing maximum convenience while taking up only
one slot on the Desk menu:
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complete editor with search and replace, block-
marking with the mouse, external clipboard with
cut copy and paste, full page setup options for
printing, word wrap and more.

ProFlight 1.2
We are pleased to announce the release of version 1.2
of ProFlight, our im- mensely popular
Tornado flight simu- ^m lator, loved by
reviewers and users „^d^H alike.

This new version of

simulator includes

graphics, the ability
set-up, a pause key,
the view angle and
works on the TT!

Registered users can upgrade by sending their master
disk back, together with £2.50.

our Tornado flight
improved colour
to save your cockpit
more control over

more ... it even

HiSoft BASIC 2

KPreS.
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HiSoft BASIC 2 is here at last:-

New, multi-window editor with lots offeatures

Extremely fast development thanks to pre-
tokenising

Many more language features inc. static arrays
Full support for the STE, MegaSTE and TT
Completely new high level GEMtoolbox
Unking with Lattice C & DevpacST assembler files
Resource construction set and debugger included

2-voiume documentation ofover 700 pages

• extremely powerful appointment diary/calendar/
ideas organiser called the Manager. This allows
you to make notes ofany size and assign dates,
times, priorities, icons and alarms to them. Then
print out your notes by day, month, year etc. for a
complete time management system.

• dynamic printer spooler that takes just as much
memory as it needs, comprehensive printer filter.

• full macro processor allowing keyboard shortcuts
for Harlekin's modules and extensive keyboard
macros, all totally under your control.

• communications package allowing X-Modem and
Y-Modem protocols plus full modem set up and
an extensive dial directory.

• many, many more utilities too numerous to
mention in this small space, plus a 150-page,
wire-bound manual.

Harlekin 2 is available now at a price of £59.95
inclusive. Upgrades from version 1 cost £24.95; just
send your master disk back to HiSoft, together with
your remittance.

Version 1.5 of this immensely popular compiler is now
available. Additional features over 1.1 are:

inline assembler

help desk accessory

i/o-mapped maths co-processor support

faster, improved editor; more compact libraries
structured constants - an invaluable addition

absolute-address variables

Upgrades from earlier versions cost £7.50 inclusive
including new documentation.

For those not in the know, Highspeed Pascal comes
from Denmark, is extremely fast and friendly to use
and is very closely compatible to the immensely
popular Turbo Pascal on the PC, even including the
graphics unit from the PC.

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000 lines per minute
with excellent code generation for the ST and the TT.

HiSoft C
The ideal way to learn the difficult C language is
with an interpreter and HiSoft C for the ST has all
you need:

• try out your new C programs quickly and
easily

• interactive editor with on-line help

• debugger with single-step
• extensive GEM toolbox

• complete manual with C tutorial

HiSoft C is al- ready widely used
and has ,m€§wS^%.. been well
received / by its users and
reviewers / . "' ^v.'-" alike.

So take \'/ '• >••-.,_, the hassle out of
C and £&$ learn the
language everybody's
talking about.

When you're ready, move up to Lattice C 5.

Diamond

Back II
Diamond Back is the hard disk backup utility that
you have all been waiting for. Packed full of
features and with an extensive manual, it is the

fastest and friendliest package available:

• Extremely fast backup ofany number of
drive partitions and directory paths

• Easy-to-use GEMinterface with online help
• Incremental backups by date/time or using

the archive bit (TOS 1.4 upwards)

• Lots ofinformation and features - disk

statistics, disk usage estimation, backup to
different floppy types or to other partitions,
automatic drive switching, flexible full or
partial restoration

• Incredibly fast data compression algorithm

• File encryption included

• Even backup Spectre partitions

Priority Order Form
Vies, please rush me copy(ies) of

: J Harlekin version 2 @ £59.95
G HiSoft C Interpreter @ £59.95
G Lattice C 5.06.02 @ £149.00
G ProFlight Tornado Sim @ £39.95
G HiSoft BASIC 2 @ £79.95
G HiSoft Devpac 2.25 @ £39.95
G Highspeed Pascal 1.5 @£99.95
G Diamond Back @£39.95

Name:

Address:

Postcode:

L.J / enclose a Cheque/Postal Orders
I would like to pay by:

LJ Access/MasterCard/EuroCard etc.
L.J Visa/TrustCard etc.
Card No:

Expiry Date: Signature

All prices include UK VAT and postage within
the United Kingdom. Goods will normally be

despatched within 2 working days of
receiving your order. Call, write or fax for

export prices. All offers subject to availability.

Please post this coupon to HiSoft at:

The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford
MK45 5DE UK.

Tel: +44 525 718181, Fax: +44 515 713716

Free mouse mat with
every order!

Please phone or write for upgrade details for
HiSoft BASIC 2 and Harlekin 2.
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ReadMe 1st
Subscription Expired? If you received
this copy of ST Applications through
the post, check the first line of your
address label carefully: if it reads
STA20, then your subscription has
expired with this issue; if the informa
tion line reads "Complimentary Copy"
you have been sent a free evaluation
copy of ST Applications. Either way,
you must take out a new subscription
in order to receive further issues.

Information

Editor: Paul Glover

Sub-Editor: Nicky Wilson

Layout: David Smith

News Editor: Steve Delaney

Published by: The ST Club

2 Broadway
Nottingham NG1 IPS

Tel: 0602 410241

Fax: 0602 241515

New Address:

Mail sent to our old Stoney Street address will

be forwarded and our telephone number is
unchanged.

Owing to lease restrictions, we are no longer

able to make retail sales from our offices.

Callers by appointment only, please.
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Advertising

There is a limited amount of space for commercial
advertising in each issue of ST Applications. Contact
Nicky Wilson on 0602-410241 for further details and to
request a media-pack. Subscribers can place free classi
fied advertisements - see page 57 for details.

©The ST Club, 1992.

No part of this magazine may be reproduced without
written permission of the publishers. Whilst every care
is taken in the preparation of this magazine, the pub
lishers cannot be held legally responsible for any errors.

Subscription Rates
United Kingdom:
12-issues : £15.00

12-issues plus 6 Disk Mags : £2250

Air Mail to Europe:
12 issues: £18.00

12 issues plus six Disk Mags : £2650

Subscription and Order form will be found on page 57.

Overseas Distribution

Distribution overseas is dealt with via our agents:

Worldwide Magazines

Contact us for details of your nearest ST Applications

stockist.

Disk Mags

These are bi-monthly compilations of the best PD
software to come to our attention in the preceding
couple of months - not magazines on disk. The next
Disk Mag, DMG.30, will be dispatched a few days
after this issue is sent out.
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CREDITS
Typeset on an Atari ST using Time-
works Publisher v2, with some help
fromFSP3&PS2.

Text Preparation: Redacteur 3.

Finaloutput on HP DeskJetPlus.

Printers: Wiltshire (Bristol) Ltd.
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Mark Baines Michael Baxter

Adam Boocock Jon Butler

Joe Connor Douglas Drummond

Jon Ellis L.T. Freedman

Ofir Gal David Harvey

William Hern Gunter Minnerup
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Contributions

The articles in ST Applications are
written by users for.users. Everyone
reading this magazine will have
something to contribute; even if you
do not feel able to do a full-length
review or article there is the Forum

section for short hints, lips and ques
tions. If you are interested in writing
for ST Applications - regularly or
irregularly - please write for a copy
of our terms and conditions. We

always do our best to reward quality
work with appropriate re
muneration.



News

Atari Nintendo Battle

Decided

Atari have lost a

major legal battle
with Nintendo

which has been

going on for over
two years. Atari had claimed
that Nintendo was illegally
monopolising the video game
market in the US. The trial

lasted for eleven weeks and

Atari were claiming $160 mil
lion by way of lost sales as a
result of alleged illegal mono
polistic practices. Atari's case
was based on the fact that

until 1990, Nintendo only
allowed developers to create
software for their consoles if

they signed an agreement not
to produce a version of the
same game for any other
machine within the following
two years. Atari were claim
ing that this restriction pre
vented developers from pro
ducing software for their
machines.

The court decided that

Nintendo did have monopolis
tic power but had not harmed
Atari's sales and no damages
were awarded. The jury
failed to reach a decision on

two further charges that
Nintendo's licensing terms
were an unreasonable re

straint of trade and that these

constituted abuse of their

monopolistic postion. Atari
are considering pressing for a
retrial on the outstanding
charges and may even appeal
against the original decision.
The result was being welco
med by Nintendo as this was
the first of a number of pend
ing cases involving alleged
anti-competitive practices.

STE Support From
Atari

Atari have decided to start

producing STE only games
which take advantage of the
extra features of the machine

such as the blitter chip, hard
ware scrolling and stereo
DMA sound. They have
already aquired the rights to
several coin-op conversions
which will appear later this
year. The games currently
under developement will also
be fully TT compatible and

Atari News

will take full advantage of the
increased clock speeds of the
Mega STE and TT. This move
has been taken owing to the
lack of STE only software by
third party developers. As
well as the coin-op conver
sions, a number of original
titles are also being planned.

Success For WWF

Sponsorship
Atari's recent sponsporship of
Sky TVs World Wrestling
Federation events has been

hailed a great success. The
sponsorship deal advertised
Atari at every commercial
break. The advertising was
targetted at 10 to 15 year old
games players and Atari
claim that sales of the Lynx
handheld games console have
increased by 40% since the
event. Future tie-ins with

other WWF events are

being considered.

Multi-TOS - The

Details

Further details of Multi-TOS

(see ST Applications 19)
emerged at the ACE '92 Show
in Toronto. Atari's Bill Reh-

bock demonstrated the new

operating system to the
general public and gave the
fullest account yet of its capa
bilities. Contrary to its name,
it will allow GEM-based pro
grams to multi-task as well as
TOS and TTP applications.
The Mega STE and TT will
take full advantage of the
68030 chip's memory protec
tion facilty which prevents a
crash on one application tak
ing the whole system down
with it.

Multi-TOS will be a com

bination of hardware and

software. The 'bare bones' of

the system will be incorpora
ted into TOS in the ROM

chips. However, the majority
of the system will be disk
based. This will allow the user
to set up and save preferred
parameters. Software pro
vided shows how much CPU

time an application is being
offered and how much it is

actually using. Although
Multi-TOS assigns the
required memory and share
of CPU time, the user can

change these to suit. If for
example, an application was
allocated 15% of processor
time but it actually used up
only 10%, the remaining 5%
could be reclaimed for use by
other applications. The
reverse is also true if an appli
cation was running sluggishly
because it required more CPU
time.

Multi-TOSwill be supplied
as standard with all new

machines and will be avail

able as an upgrade to existing
ST owners. The average user
with an ordinary 68000 based
ST or STE will not have the

benefit of memory protection
but Multi-TOS will attempt to
identify the problem applica
tion and shut it down without

affecting other applications.
However, the most serious of
crashes will still result in sys
tem lockup. Multi-TOS is
transparent to all software
and existing applications will
not require to be re-written to
take advantage of it.

Multi-TOS is claimed to

run almost as fast as existing
TOS versions. This is done by
reclaiming CPU time which is
currently lost waiting for
AES event input. The only
limit to the amount of applic
ations running concurrently
and the amount of windows
open will be available
memory. Multi-TOS has
already been sent out to
developers and is expected to
be released to the public this
Winter in The States. A UK

release should follow shortly
afterwards.

Atari Encounter Big
Losses

Atari Corporation recently
posted their 1st quarter trad
ing results for 1992. Sales
dropped by $19.3 million
compared to the 1st quarter
of 1991. This translated into a

net loss of $13.4 million com
pared to a loss of $2 million
for the same period last year.
A large proportion of Atari's
income is derived from

Europe and the loss was con
tributed to by an extra $8.1
million in exchange charges
compared to that of the 1st
quarter of 1991.
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Music Pro News

Feeling Partner is a flex
ible arranger and real
time harmony response
with a 16 track Midi

sequencer. It has six pre
defined instruments which play in
harmony with your melody,
chords and instruments in real time

and you can build up complex
songs from your own recorded
tracks plus a variety of preset but
programmable features. Feeling
Partner costs £175.

Lizard is a comprehensive

universal keyboard editor. It can
edit up to 10 keyboards at once
and is Softlink and MROS com

patible. Lizard can snapshot your
keyboard's configuration, allow
ing for perfect synchronisation
and the keyboard drivers make
full use of all your keyboard's
features. Lizard costs £175 and

the keyboard drivers, of which
there are currently 55, cost £35
each.

The MCA-16 is VCA Midi

automation rack which will will

work with any sequencer hard
ware or software. It includes flex

ible input/output configurations
with powerful Midi control acting
as a stereo/mono mixing bus

using presets. The supplied soft
ware allows you to run the MCA-
16 from your computer desktop
or from a dedicated main pro
gram. The MCA-16 costs £999.

The Quasar-XL is an auto

mation rack designed for the pro
fessional musician. It includes all

the features of the MCA-16 and

several more, including XLR
input/output in an 8 track unit.
The Quasar-XL costs £849.

The MPG-8 is a single rack
four track Midi noise gate. It
works independently of auto
mation racks and allows you to
link your sequencer directly to
your desk for effecient fader con

trol. You can link together as
many MPG-8 racks as you
require. The MPG-8 costs £549.

For further details of the

above products contact:

Music Pro Import (UK),

15 Gartmoor Gardens, Southfields,
London SW196NX;

Tel:(081) 789 8641;

Fax:(081)7809541.



The Dawn Of A New Era
2 New programs that will revolutionize your ST(E)/TT

Instrument

Didot LineArt, is the latest
and possibly greatest
vector art package of its
type to become available
for the Atari ST(E)/TT,
Didot LineArt displays a fully thought out user interface, and a
wealth of features to make vector graphics useable.

Paraneter HfHlt^ Extra
Contrast
Trace Edges!
Sharpen!
Soften ;
Blur!

Darken
Hake Rough
Add Structure
Flip Horizontal
Flip Vertical
Invert
Erase

Effects operate on
Visible Area

V Hhole Picture

Didot
E A R Ti

' r

Stipple

I i.

Didot LineArt includes three main modules which are; The Font Editor
allowing Postscript Type 1 and Calamus fonts to be edited/converted; The
Auto-trace Module (level 1), which allows you to trace bitmap images for
conversion to vector file formats; and finally The Vector Module itself, allowing you
to create simple and complex artwork. Also a number of file formats are supported,
including IMG; GEM; CVG; TIFFand many more.

'What better compliment could a reviewer make than to say that the package under
review has pushed all competitors off his hard disk? For me, it's definitely good-bye to
Easy Draw, Megapaint Professional and Outline Art."
GLinter Minnerup. ST Applications

Price: £235.00

QaEEEIB
THE DIGITAL REPROSTUDIO

Retouch is a truly revolutionary new graphics tool
for the Atari ST(E)/TT. As a Creative user you'll
know that a picture can say a thousand words
and that powerful tools are essential to achieve
the quality you need. We can guarantee that after
using Retouche. you'll look back on the days of
tortuous pixel-punching with the best of the
current bunch of high resolution monochrome art
programs as a gruesome nightmare.

Retouche brings new levels of graceful ease and
elegant sophistication to the subtle art of fine
halftone image retouching, whilst possessing the
sheer brute block processing power necessary
to execute its comprehensive range of radical full
blown image processing techniques. All very
smoothly at the highest quality possible and
available directly from your desktop.

CGS ComputerBild
19 Ledbury Place

Croydon
Surrey CRO 1ET

Tel: 081-686 8121

Fax:081-666 0405

•>%
For further information and to place your order, please complete and return this coupon to: CGS ComputerBild,19 Ledbury Place, Croydon, Surrey CRO1ET.
10%Discount available with this coupon. All prices are inclusive of VAT. Please allow for postage and packing.

Please rushmy orderthrough as soon as possible. Ienclosepayment of£. Please send me further information rj

NAME RETOUCHE fj

ADDRESS: RETOUCHE PROFESSIONAL B/W [J

POSTCODE: DIDOT LINEART Q

TEL: DIDOT PROFESSIONAL B/W Q

£

R.R.P

E £

P & P Total

175.00 - 10% + 3.75 = 161.25

530.00 - 10% + 5.00 = 482.00

235.00 - 10% + 3.75 = 215.25

355.00 - 10% + 5.00 = 324.50



News

Another Bubblejet
Fujitsu recently entered the Bub-
blejet market with a budget-priced
model called the BlOO. It gives a
draft speed of around 160 cps and
has a maximum resolution of 300

dots per inch. The BlOO is fitted
with a semi-automatic sheet feeder

and a 70-sheet feeder is available

as an optional extra. The BlOOcosts
£349 and comes with six built in

fonts. Thirteen additional font

cards are also available.

Z'Net Merges With Atari
Explorer
Readers of the on-line magazine
Z*Net may be interested to know
that the publication recently mer
ged with Atari Explorer Magazine,
the official publication of Atari
Corporation in The States. The
result is a new fortnightly on-line
magazine called Atari Explorer
On-Line. It continues to be avail
able for download from Genie.

Many of the Z*Net staff have
transferred to the new publication.

Electronic Arts Drops The
ST

In a surprise announcement, lead
ing software house Electronic Arts
have said that they are to develop

no more titles for the Atari ST.

They decided to pull the plug on the
ST version of John Madden's
American Football after they con
sidered that the game would not
generate enough revenue when
compared to versions for other
computers. This essentially puts
paid to any hopes of an upgrade to
the popular DeluxePaint package.

Microprose News
Microprose have just opened a new
office in Manchester which will act

as a development base for their
programming teams. In addition,
they intend to move their head
quarters from Tetbury to a less
rural setting towards the end of this
year. As part of their expansion
plans, they have recently pur
chased independent software deve
loper, Vektor Graphix, who have
been responsible for a number of
releases over the past few years
with probably the most notable
being Shuttle from Virgin. Micro
prose intend to expand the com
pany, who are currently working
on two Microprose titles.

Formfinder Predicted Gold
Cup Winners!
Adam Squibb's Shareware Form
finder program has recently been
upgraded to v2.0. It now uses
menus, takes account of the top ten
trainers and jockeys for the current
course, past favourite form and
gives even more accurate predic
tions. During testing in January
1992 it accurately predicted the
winners of the Newbury Gold Cup,

Gemulator Set For September Release

Branch Always Soft
ware's Gemulator (see

ST Applications 18) is
to be released in Sep

tember at $399. Advance orders
are currently being taken at an
introductory price of $199 until
31st August. The Gemulator is
an ST emulator for the IBM PC

and compatibles. It requires a
'386 or '486 with at least 4 mega
bytes of memory and a VGA
monitor. It consists of a plug-in
board and software. Any ver
sionof TOS may be fitted (in 6 or
2 ROM sets) and the Gemulator

runs all three ST resolutions. The

blitter chip is emulated in soft
ware. Although the TOS ROMs
will be required, they are not fit
ted as standard. Most ST soft

ware will run, with Midi applic
ations and some copy protected
games being notable exceptions.
The Gemulator has two extra

ROM sockets which could be

used for plugging in MAC
ROMs.Thisshould allowSpectre
3.0 to run under emulation. Mac

emulation will not be a feature in

the first release but may be in
corporated at a later date. For
further details on the Gemulator
contact

Branch Always Software,

14150 NJE.20th Street,

Suite 302,

Bellevue,

WA 98007, USA;

Tel/Fax: 206 885 5893.

Cheltenham Gold Cup and two win
ners in the Cheltenham Festival.

The Shareware version which has a

number of features disabled is

available from The ST Club.

Registration entitles the user to the
full version which comes in a smart

black wallet along with instructions
on the program and advice on how
to bet and how much. Features of

the full version include loading and
saving of races, up to 20 runners
per race, entering of race results
and updating of resource, trainer
and jockey files. The full version of
Formfinder v2.0 costs £20.00 and is

available direct from the author

Adam D Squibb, 11 Beaulieu Place,
Peel Common,Gosport, Hampshire,
PO130QP.

Monulator Upgraded
Moriarty Software's Monulatorhas
been upgraded to vl.85. The
Monulator is a software alternative

to the high resolution monitor. It
gives a 640x400 pixel display on a
colour TV or monitor. Contrast is

better than the PD mono emulators,
with two text filters and a green
screen option. In addition, the
Monulator can display the high res
screen as a double height display
using the mouse to scroll the screen.
The Monulator costs £20 and is
available from Moriarty Software,
PO Box 262, Crawley, W Sussex,
RH117FJ.

Third Coast Go Bust!

Third Coast Technologieswent into
receivership recently. They made a
name for themselves as the first UK

distributors of low cost ICD hard
drives. The products they sold
were very competitive but Third
Coast had established a bad name in
customer relations over the years.
No details of outstanding debts
were available as we went to press.

Chart Your Family Tree On Your ST

Family Rootsis the latest
release from Floppy-
shop. The program was
written by Chris Skel-

lern, author of several Budgie
titles, and took three years to
develop. It is designed around a
fully functioning integrated
workbench which is ideal for

both the serious user and begin
ner alike. It uses a combination

of screen graphics and integra
ted database to create a high
degree of flexibility. The grow
ing tree structure can be zoo
med, scrolled, altered, scanned,

printed, manipulated etc. The
workscreen can be described as

a sheet of graph paper 20448
units wide by 6400 units deep
and can accommodate almost

270,000 individuals. Memory
usage is very conservative with
data for 1,000 entries taking up
as little as 100k. Family Roots
costs £24.95 and a demonst

ration disk is available for

£1.00. For further details con

tact:

Floppyshop, PO Box 273,
Aberdeen AB9 8SJ; Tel: (0224)
312756.

CES '93 Now A Strong Possibility

Following last month's
announcement that

News International are

contemplating a UK
version of the Chicago Com
puter Electronics Show, we can
confirm that further discussions

have taken place between them
and a sizeable group of potential
exhibitors. Those attending the
special presentation included
Dixons, BT, JVC, Sony, Sharp,
Sanyo, Atari, Commodore and
Acorn. A further meeting is
expected to have taken place by

the time you read this, with a
final decision on whether or not

to stage the event being taken
shortly afterwards. If it does
take place, it will be held in
Autumn 1993 and will cater for

home computers, games con
soles, TV, video, audio, radio
and photography as well as
everything else which comes
under the banner of consumer

electronics. The preferred dates
are September 16th to 19th with
November 11th to 14th also
under consideration.
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THE HOME COMPUTER

Over the last ten years, the computer
has establisheda permanent placein the
home, and the number of home .
computer users increases dramatically
every year.

Many people have yet to tap the full
potential of their homecomputer and
are constantly looking for new ideas
and applications.

The most popular systems have
proven to be the ST, Amiga and PC, and
at the International ComputerShow,
youwill be ableto see, try and buya
whole range of productsand services
which will help you to maximiseyour
useand enjoyment of these machines.

Working from home? In the home
officefeature you willsee all the latest
technology available for the small home
office, including word processing,
spreadsheets,desk-top publishing,
upgrades, tele-networking and modems.

Looking to help your child's
education? Many companies will show
all the latest computerised educational
coursesfrom early learningto GCSE and
beyond.

What about Multi Media? It is

now possible to create, reproduce and
store sound usingyour homecomputer
thus enabling you to unleash your own
musical creativityand improveyour
musical performance.Video and visual
interfaces are another rapidly
developing field where you can edit and
change your home videos.

All this and entertainment too!

Many exhibitors will be showingall the
latest games software and of course the
hand held games consoles- the fastest
growing home computing niche.

So whatever your area of interest,
you'll find the hardware,software,
peripherals and consumables you'll
need at the International Computer
Show and all at great show prices.

Pre-purchase yourfast laneticketsto
save money and beat the queues.
Simply call the ticket hotline number 0726
68020 foryourtickets now. Orsendthe
voucher with your cheque orcredit card
number. Closing date3rdJuly 1992.

For all your home computing needs

COMPUTE
W SHOW

Incorporating the
16 Bit Computer Show

AMIGA

Sponsored by

aimi$%
p UJOPRESS

Britain's top computer magazines

10th - 12th July 1992
Friday and Saturday 10.00 to 6.00, Sunday 10.00 to 4.00

Wembley Conference
& Exhibition Centre, London

K Nearest tube station - Wembley Park (Metropolitan & Jubilee Lines)
£ > mmm^mmmmm ~m* ^asYaccess -On site parking -Follow the signs to Wembley

vmmEOFLBc^iiDs Wider gangways and facilities for the disabled

Europe's biggest show specialising in everything for
the ST, Amiga, PC and consoles - Hardware, Software,

Peripherals and consumables.
In addition to 180 companies showing the latest available for use in the home, there
will be seminars, demonstrations, hands on opportunities, a home business feature

area, free advice centres and rides! A fun day out for one and all!
Ticket prices:
Admission on the door £6,
Under10's£4

Fast lane tickets (before 3rd July
1992) £5,under 10's£3

To: InternationalComputer Show,
PO Box 68, St. Austell PL25 4YB

Please send me Fast Lane Tickets @ £5.

Under 10's Fast Lane Tickets @ £3

Westminster

EXHIBITIONS

Westminster Exhibitions Ltd,

Surrey House,
34 Eden Street,

Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER

I enclose a cheque/P.O./Credit card details for £.

Name

Address

Credit Card No.

made payable to
International Computer Show

Postcode

Expiry date

OR phone 0726 68020 to book with credit card m



MIDI Show

The Third miDI music ihoco
Report by Ofir Gal

Held at the Novotel,

Hammersmith this

year, the MIDI Music
show was the biggest
so far with more
than 130 stands

displaying the latest
samplers, synthesi
zers and music

software. The ST still

rules as far as the
MIDI scene is

concerned, although

several stands were

proudly demonstrat
ing their software on
Macs and PCs

(Windows 3).

any new ST programs and some
hardware devices were officially
launched at the show and I will do

, my best to mention all of them - MPI
were demonstrating Lizard, their new generic
synth editor on a brand new Mega STE as well as
FeelingPartner, a composition oriented sequencer.
MCA-16 is a new VCA mix automation system
that claims to overcome the dreaded zipper-noise
phenomenon at less than £1000. A similar product
named Niche-ACM could be seen at the Argents
stand. Both systems can be controlled via a
sequencer.

MIDI files are becoming increasingly popular
and Hands On, Heavenly Music and Newtronic
were playing selections from their ever-growing
catalogues. Hands On were also demonstrating a
unique device: OnStage allows loading and play
back of MIDI files using an ST without a monitor,
hence the name. Newtronic, distributers of
Geerdes products, were demonstrating StarTrack,
a brand new multi-tasking sequencing package
running under MIDIShare at £150 for the basic
package. The full English version will be available
soon.

A new MIDI to CV converter was launched

by Kenton Electronics, known for their analog
synths MIDI retrofits. Intonation had Cubase
drum maps for the AlesisSR16 drum machine for
£7 as well as a simple hard-MIDI-thru/out split
ter. Disappointing was the absence of Steinberg/
Evenlode, as many visitors were keen to see
Cubase Audio at work.

Creative Sounds were demonstrating Impro-
viser, an interactive improvising editor which
produces, well... creative sounds... The program
requires the user to input the basic melody and
harmony to generate improvised melody lines
based on the original melody.

The United Kingdom MIDI Association were
offering MIDI documentation as well as back
issues of MIDI Monitor, a bi-monthly magazine
dedicated to MIDI. Membership to the UKMA
entitles you to a free help line supported by Vic
Lennard. The UKMA also launched a new and

useful product named ModemMIDI, which allows
you to use the serial output of the ST as an extra
MIDI out and therefore giving a total of 32 MIDI
channels. At a special show price of £25, this in
my mind was the bargain of the show.

Sound Technology distributors of C-Lab soft
ware and hardware were busy demonstrating
Notator Logic for the Mac, while PolyFrame II

was not being given the attention it deserves.
Version 2 of PolyFrame is to be available shortly,
but I understand that one of the improvements is
that all modules are now included at no additional
cost, which is good news. MonoFrame is a cut-
down version offeringone module only.

HCS are a company that specializes in
memory and expansion modules for most major
computers. At the show they were selling
memory upgrades for all ST models at bargain
prices as well as the excellent ICD 16MHz board
for the ST.

Intrinsic Technology had several new MIDI
utilities on display such as a desk accessory track
sheet as well as some shareware and PD pro
grams. MIDIHelp! offer data retrieval services
dedicated but not exclusive to MIDI.

GenEdit 2 was launched at the show by
Atlantic Audio distributor of Hybrid Arts. GenE-
dit is a generic synth editor offering compatibility
with SoftLink,Switcher and HybridSwitch and an
extensive module library. Also on show was
ADAP SP32 sample player, a 32-voice sampler,
which in conjunction with Digital Master and an
ST/TT can serve as a full post production system.
SmpteTrack Gold and EditTrack Gold are now TT
compatible.

Free seminars were also held at the show

with various topics covered such as sampling,
MIDI guitars, jingles making, drum programming,
synchronising, digital mixers and more.

The next London MIDI Music Show will be

held in November at Wembley and is set to be
even bigger with many stands already booked.
More shows are to be held at other major cities in
the UK; contact Westminster Exhibitions for

more details.

MPI 081-789 8641

Argents .071-379 6690
Hands On 0705 452628

Heavenly Music 0255 434217
Newtronic 081 691 1087

Kenton Electronics 081-974 2475

Intonation 071-624 6194

Creative Sounds 0272-244395

UKMA .081-368 2245

Sound Technology 0462 480000
HCS 081-777 0751

Atlantic Audio 071-272 8944 ext 248

Intrinsic Technology .081-761 0178
MIDIHelp! .0733-322 311
Westminster Exhibitions 081-549 3444
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DTP Books
Desk TopPublishing: books on the subject are plentiful - good
informative books, however, areharder tofind. Michael Baxtertakes a
lookat three books that should beof interest to ST layouters: one is a
publication withApple Pagemaker users in mindbut which can alsobe
used as a guide for PageStream 2 and FSP3 users; another is a
comprehensivelist of PostScript fonts, while the third is a slim but
extremely useful guide to the "do's and don't's" of Desktop Publishing...

The PostScript Font Handbook

- A Guide to Type 1 Fonts

chaseevery font listed in the book,
you would have to arrange an
overdraft well in excess of
£50,000. Fortunately, there are
one or two good third party sup
plierswho can supply almost iden
tical PostScript Type 1 fonts with
similar names for a greatly redu
ced outlay. For example, Gate
Seven Computers or PCG can sup
ply a large range of high quality
PostScript-compatible typefaces
at a fraction of the price of the
original articles.

Included with the book is a

voucher entitling the purchaser to
an original Adobe Garamond font
set, comprising of four faces -
book, italic, bold and bold italic -
supposedly worth £200. The fonts
can only be supplied on Apple Mac
or IBM format disks, but since
later ST/STe's can read MS-DOS
disks, this doesn't really represent
a problem. Adobe Systems will
also give you a free subscription to
their "Font & Function" update
guide which is published three
times a year, and details the new
typefaces released since the hand
book was printed.

The remaining 56 pages of the
book are given over to two sec
tions covering typography and
basic page design, and the Post
Script language and its usage. The
former section is excellent, and
despite it only running to just over
22 pages, manages to cram in a

A year or so ago, this pub
lication would have been

of little interest to Atari

users. The release of PostScript-
compatible DTP software such as
Didot Professional, CompoScript
and PageStream 2.1 has changed
that, with Atari users now having
access to the largest range of pro
fessional, industry-standard type
faces in the world.

As its name implies, this book is
largely a listing of all the Post
Script Type 1 fonts available from
all four authorised libraries,
namely Adobe, Agfa Com-
pugraphic, Linotype/Hell and
Monotype. The actual directory
section accounts for 380 pages of

the 426-page publication, and the
authors have managed to cram
typeset examples of every single
PostScript font family into this
space, including all the variations
in style and weight available at the
time. The result is the most com

prehensive typeface guide you are
ever likely to see, and as a source
of reference to amateur and pro
fessional DTP users alike, it is in
valuable. Also, anyone involved in
font design would probably find
this book worth its weight in gold.

The only problem with a pub
lication such as this, with so many
quality typefaces listed, is that
you end up wanting them all! This
presents a small problem, since a

single face costs
£50 - a typical
font family
would set you
back between

£200-£500,

clearly out of the
range of amateur
and home users.

In fact, to pur

r Y
Title: The PostScript Font

Handbook - Revised Edition

Authors:... Johnathan Grosvenor, Kaye
Morrison, Alexandra Pirn

Publisher -....Addison-Wesley Publishers Ltd.,
Finchampstead Road,
Wokingham,
Berkshire RG112NZ

Price: ... ...£24.95

ISBN: ...0-201-56893-4
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great deal of invaluable informa
tion for all users of desktop pub
lishing software. Clear explana
tions of typographical measuring
systems and typeface terminology
are given, as well as a useful sec
tion detailing main typeface varia
tions and how best to use them for

maximum impact. Perhaps aware
of how prohibitively expensive a
large library of genuine typefaces
can be, the Font Application sug
gests manageable selections of
versatile body, display, decora
tive and speciality fonts which
would be able to cover the vast

majority of publishing tasks with
out having to re-mortgage the
house. The remainder of the sec

tion is taken up with an extensive
glossary of DTP terminology and
a less useful guide to copy mark
up symbols.

The rest of the book is given
over to a very readable and infor
mative history of the PostScript
system, and for the newcomer,
manages to clear up a few of the
system's grey areas regarding
hints, Type 1 and Type 3 dif
ferences, and rendering techni
ques.

An overview of Adobe's new

Multiple Master Type Technology
is also given. Multiple Master
faces are an enhancement of Type
One fonts, containing two or more
sets of outlines per typeface -
hence the name. By mathemati
cally manipulating and combining
these outline sets, a complete and
varied range of weights, widths,
styles and sizes can be created
from a single outline typeface,
thereby removing the need to
manually install bold, italic, bold
italic, etc., typefaces to make up a
comparatively limited font family.
Multiple masters are a giant leap
forward in computerised type
technology, but since Apple users
are just starting to get to grips
with the new system, it may be
some time before an ST implemen
tation arrives.

Overall, this books represents
an invaluable source of reference

to the PostScript system, and any
users of the ST based PostScript
packages could do a lot worse than
investing in a copy. Even if you
are simply involved with design
ing fonts for other systems, you
will do well to find a more com

plete source of example fonts to
work from. This coupled with the
free font family offer and free
subscription to the Adobe Systems
font update guide make it a very
attractive buy for both amateur
and professional users alike.
Highly recommended.



Book Reviews -

I have always been a little
wary of books and tutorials
which set out to impose a
strict set of rules or guide

lines on a creative activity such as
graphic design or desktop publish
ing. By definition, "Collier's Rules
for Desktop Design and Typogra
phy" would appear to be just such
a publication, but despite my in
itial reservations, this book turns
out to be one of the best extensions
to any DTP package manual you
could ever wish for.

Desktop Design and Typogra
phy - DDAT from now on- runsto
135 A5 pages, and is supplied in
softback form. It's diminutive pre
sence on the bookshelf belies the
sheer volume of information that
the writers have managed to cram
into the book, and its extremely
stylish and innovative presen
tation is an education in itself.

Eleven very readable chapters
work through the entire design
and layout process, from elemen
tary text layout through to print
ing in-house and colour bureaux
printing, and then on even further
to look at hypermedia and the
future of DTP. As with most
general desktop publishing orien
ted material, DDAT contains quite
a few references to Apple Macin
tosh hardware and software. In
this case it is not a problem, since
most references are purely casual,
and in any case, with the likes of
Calamus, PageStream 2, Didot
LineArt et al gracing the ST scene,
there is very little that cannot be
applied to ST environments.

Desktop Publishing is an
art. It is no easier to put
together an attractive-
looking document using a

DTP program than it is to create a
multicolour masterpiece with
Deluxe Paint, or an arcade hit with
Devpac. We duly blow our hard-
earned on the latest "market beat
ing" software, ram it in the disk
drive, marvel at the vast array of
features and battle for hours to
master them. Then what do we do?

Probably struggle to do anything
really impressive with it, if we
were being totally honest. Such is
technology - the tools to produce
truly professional results can be
had by anyone with a few hundred
quid to spare, but unfortunately
the technical skills to use those
tools is not included in the pur
chase price. The obvious solution
is to bite the bullet, accept
ignorance and invest in a suitable
book which will, one hopes, pick
up where the manual leaves off.

One of the best books on this
subject I have come across is
"Desktop Publishing by Design"by
Microsoft Press. It is available in
two editions, a Ventura Publisher

Collier's Rules for

Desktop Design and

Typography

To describe each chapter in depth
would probably not make very
illuminating reading, and so listed
below is a brief overview of the
topics tackled in each section:

Characters

Beginners start here - this chapter
contains the obligatory ground
work regarding typesetting jar
gon, measuring systems, character
anatomy and so on, but then goes
on to clearly and decisively dis
cuss the differences and respective
merits of outline and bitmap fonts,
and even goes so far as to discuss
advanced concepts such as hints,
page description languages, and
professional font design. All this is
done with such clarity that it
makes me mad that books like this
were not available when I first
started out in DTP!

Typefaces and Fonts

A logical continuation of the pre
vious chapter, this section exa
mines fonts in general and the look
of type, suggesting which faces are

edition and an Aldus Pagemaker
edition. Don't let this put you off
however, since there is very little
in this book that can't be applied to
any current ST DTP software. It's
quite a hefty book, weighing in at
424 pages and sporting the same
dimensions as your average tele
phone directory. It's split into
three main sections:

1 Elements of Design

This first section will be of the
most use to newcomers to DTP

with a very informative introduc
tion to the principles of page
layout and typography. The
"Visual Glossary of Typography"
exhaustivley explains the jargon
associated with the subject, start
ing with simple concepts such as

best suited to which situations. It
then proceeds into some deep dis
cussions regarding type classes
and their history, and the nuts and
bolts of the PostScript language
system while somehow managing
to remain interesting throughout.
Well, I stayed awake anyway.

Words and Lines

This section covers a multitude of
sins, outlining a whole host of
potential typographical errors and
blunders. Apart from its extreme
readability, this section doubles as
an excellent source of reference
covering character spacing, font
mixing, character modification,
type effects and table creation.

Punctuation

Fortunately, this is not reminiscent
of those long, hot summer after
noon English lessons, when we
punctuated endless lists of quite
forgettable sentences while Mrs
Fearsome trudged the dusty
boards, present in body but light-
years away in spirit, along with

typefaces and styles, progressing
steadily through to proportional
leading and multiple grids. In fact,
that is the beauty of this publica
tion - beginners can work through
the book as a tutorial at their own
pace, yet experienced users will
find it invaluable as a source of
reference.

The chapter explaining the effi
ciency, colour and personalities of
type is especially good, and high
lights the subtle (and often not so
subtle) differences between simi
lar typefaces by showing sixteen
identical paragraphs set in dif
ferent fonts. It's often quite diffi
cult to appreciate the deviations
between similar fonts when look

ing through catalogues using
"ABCDEfghklm" type examples,
but when shown in this context, the

Desktop Publishing By Design

- 2nd Edition
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everyone else in the room. Instead,
this chapter is a very informative
and often very humorous list of
do'sand don't'sregarding punctua
tionsymbols, especially in a design
sense. Why couldn't my school
books have been like this?

Paragraphs

The heading says it all really, but
it will be invaluable to anyone who
finds themselves sitting in front of
a powerful document processor or
DTP program which is bursting at
the seams with text formatting
options and wondering what the
hell to do with them all. In keeping
with the rest of the book, it high
lights common errors with justifi
cation, leading, hyphenation and
suggests when to use the likes of
ranged right, justified or centred
text for maximum impact.

Illustrations and Graphics

Thischapter successfullymanages
to convince you that you need to
buy a 600dpi laser or imagesetter
but probably doesn't go far
enough to convince your depen
dents or your bank manager.
Again, the relative merits of bit
map and vector graphics are exa
mined, and which format to use in
given situations.

Page Layout

Unlike some other publications,
such as Microsoft's Desktop Pub
lishing by Design, DDAT does not

difference is quite staggering.
The "Personalities" chapter

explains which typefaces are best
suited to a particular publication,
and which types you can and can't
mix - again with plenty of
examples.

The remainder of the section is
given over to the anatomy of prin
ted pages, and the design of multi
ple grids. Again, dozens of exam
ples are given with detailed
explanations regarding margin
widths, typefaces and sizes, lead-
ing...in fact the text goes into
design rules that I never knew
existed, yet remains remarkably
easy to understand. Throughout
this section the body text in the
examples is written in Latin,
encouraging you to study the
layout and design of the page,
rather than what is actually
written on it.

2 Portfolio

The second section is divided into
three chapters covering a broad
selection of publications, with
designs ranging from the simple to
the intricately complex. Subjects



give page after page of example
flyers, posters, newsletters,
adverts, etc. Instead, the chapter
progressessteadily throughexam
ple grids, headline and typeface
do's and don't's, graphic do's and
don't's and so on, then encourages
the reader to create pages with
regard to these guidelines, rather
than cataloguing someone else's
creations for you to copy frame
by frame. The usefulness of this
approach probably depends on
how creative you actually are, but
I can see no harm in either method.

Printing and Binding

This is essential reading for anyone
intending going the whole hog and
producing a complete printed and
bound publication. It details the
traps and pitfalls that can end up
costing you a fortune in wasted
time at the printers, and also dis
cusses the merits of the various
printing techniques and processes
available, along with a good
explanationofprinters' jargon.

Colour

This section will be of most interest
to smug PageStream 2.1 and
overtly wealthy Calamus SL/
Didot Professional users who at
the moment rank as the only ST
DTP'ers who will have more than a
passing interest - or potential - in
CMYK colour separations and the
like. Again, all the various elec
tronic colour output options are
discussed, but manages to keep

aspiring goggle-eyed DTP fana
tics' feet on the ground by examin
ing just exactly what is involved,
its associated cost, the many pit
falls, and not least the horren-
dously powerful hardware setup
you need to handle such tasks in
anything more than an amateur
capacity.

Document Handling

No, this doesn't give any advice on
how to pick up printed sheets
without getting smudged thumb
prints and the like all over the
place, but rather an overview of
Proofreaders' marks, the ubiquit
ous style sheets, and high resolu
tion imagesetting tips.

Hypermedia

Not quite in context with the rest
of the book, this chapter neverthe
less makes interesting reading,
examining the impact that hyper
media is going to have on the
printing and publishing industry in
general - several existing systems
are looked at, such as CD-ROM,
CD-I, Digital Video Interactive -
even Commodore's struggling CD-
TV makes a brief appearance.
Quite whether computers and
VDUs will ever replace books,
magazines and newspapers
remains to be seen, but this section
provides some very interesting
food for thought...

The publication is rounded off
with a small and not very exten
sive glossary and perhaps repre

covered include health, education,
manufacturing, politics, fashion,
law, and art. Some examples were
created by freelance designers,
others by top DTP studios, and the
level of graphical sophistication
varies considerably. The first
chapter covers flyers, posters and
brochures. The next deals with
newsletters, journals and maga
zines. Data sheets, catalogues and
forms covered in the final chapter.
Again, all the examples are accom
panied by a detailed discussionof
the page makeup, this time from
the original designer, explaining
why he/she chose a specific type
face, border, grid etc. As a source
book, this section is invaluable. No
matter what sort of publication
you are planning, you will find at
least one suitable example - if not
several - which will drum up some
inspiration. Allof the examples are
monochrome, and there was very
little that most ST DTP software
could not handle. This is relative to
your hardware/software setup,of
course. If you had PageStream 2
or Calamus together with a flatbed
scanner, suitable retouching soft
ware and a good variety of fonts,

then there is hardly anything in
this book that you could not
recreate. Running Timeworks on a
1040ST with a few GDOS fonts is
obviously more limiting, but there
is still plenty that can be perfectly
recreated. In fact, following the
guidelines in this book, it is amaz
ing what you can do with a rela
tively cheap hardware/software
combination. After all, the system
is only a tool - and to a large
extent, how skilfully and crea
tively you use that tool is entirely
down to you.

3 Hands-on Projects

The final section is a tutorial speci
fically for Aldus Pagemaker 4
users. Nine projects are covered
from creating simple award certi
ficates and small space adverts,
right the way through to tabloid
advertisements incorporating pho
tographs and colour. Again, as an
ST user, it would be easy to write
this section off, but it is worthwhile
reading through it since there is a
great deal that applies to current
ST software. In fact, I was surpr
ised just how well PageStream 2.1

sents the weakest part of the whole
publication.

Fortunately, "Collier's Rules"
aren't really rules at all, simply
general guidelines to help you
avoid common errors while
demonstrating professional tricks
and techniques which have obvi
ously been learned the hard way
over many decades - techniques
which can make the difference
between an attractive layout and
a stunning one. As an extension to
any ST based DTP package's
manual, DDAT cannot be recom
mended strongly enough, and in
particular, users of packages
which support outline font techno
logy, such as Calamus, FSP3,and
especially PageStream 2.1 should
not be without a copy. At £14.95 it
is within everyone's grasp, and is
more informative than many simi
lar publications costing twice or
three times as much. And for
anyoneconsidering going intoDTP
for commercial gain, this book is
absolutely essential reading -
period. All this, coupled with its
excellent readability and fair
smattering of humour, make it one
of the best general DTP guides I
have yet come across in seven
years of computing.And as far as
any purported creative restric
tionsgo, in the words of the author
himself: "Once you've learned the
rules - break them!"

copedwith the tutorial. Evenwhen
a directly equivalent feature was
not available, it could often be
worked around using a combina
tion of other functions. In fact,
using PageStream with Megapaint
II Professional enabled me to pro
duce results just as impressive as
those illustrated in the book, with
the exception of large scanned
photographs and colour which I
haven't the facilities to handle.
Maybe this justifies Softlogik's
claimed cure for Mac-Envy....

Conclusion

This is one of the few DTP books I
have come across that can justify
its rather hefty price tag - but then
again,don'texpect anythingaimed
at the Applemarket to be budget
oriented. However, in this case
you certainly do get what you pay
for: 424 pagespacked full of infor
mation and ideas. This, coupled
with its readability and dual
tutorial/reference abilities, allows
me to recommend it without reser
vation. Put it on your Christmas
list!
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About the Author

David Collier is regularly
featured in design journals
and on television as an auth
ority on desktop publishing
and creative design, and has
been aptly named as one of
the faces to watch in the

design industry of the 1990's.
He is a leading exponent of
new computer-based techno
logies and the author of two
other books, "Designing for
DTP", and "Desktop Publish
ing Source Book".

Title: ..Collier's Rules for

Desktop Design
and Typography

Authors:......David Collier with

Alex Gollner and

Lynn Clark
Publisher:....Addsion-Wesley

Publishers Ltd.

Finchampstead Rd
Wokingham
Berkshire
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Pages: ...140

...£14.95

ISBN: ... 0-201-54416-4

About the Authors

Ronnie Shushan and Don
Wright have extensive
experience in both book and
magazine publishing. They
are currently partners in
"Broadview Media", where

they specialize in desktop
publishing.
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Title: Desktop

Publishing By
Design - 2nd
Edition for Aldus

Pagemaker 4
Authors:. Ronnie Shushan

& Don Wright
Pages- 424
Publisher:....Microsoft Press

Price: £26.95

ISBN: 1-55615-364-3
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GNU C+ +
The ST's First C++ Compiler
Reviewed by David Harvey

Readers of PC magazines will have
noticed over the last year or so
that one programming language
in particular has been getting a

great deal of attention. In the next few years,
C++ is set to supplant C as the standard PC/
Unix development language. C++ is a superset
of C, with object-oriented extensions (see last
month's ST Applications for an overview of
the language): whether you adopt the prag-
matist's view that such extensions of C
guarantee the usefulness of the new
language,or hold the 00 purist's opinion that
it is a hybrid, of dubious parentage and pos
sibly even more 'dangerous' than C, with the
likes of Microsoft and Borland weighing in
behind C++ its future would appear to be
assured.

I'm a Gnu....

In its pre-HiSoft incarnation, the Lattice C
compiler tentatively played with a C++ pre
processor, a product which was never
released as it performed unreliably at best.
Until HiSoft can be persuaded to upgrade the
(now superb!) Lattice C v5 to C++, the only
C++ system available for the ST is the Free
Software Foundation's GNU C". As will
become clear from this review, this cannot
be regarded as a perfect solution(and I hope
it won't be the last word in C++ systems for
the ST): as it is the first, though, it deserves
consideration. It turns out that the system is
at least adequate for initial experimentation
with the language.

The FSF is a US organisation dedicated to
the ideal of free software. Its flagship pro
duct is an operating system and associated
utilities which go under the name of GNU.
This stands for "Gnu's Not Unix", a recursive
definition in keeping with the somewhat off
beat nature of the enterprise, but which
belies the quality and extent of FSF software.
(It also makes possible a number of amusing
ruminant jokes - for example, GNUs version
of YACC, the Unix compiler-compiler, is cal
led BISON.) Typically, FSF software is dis
tributed in source-code as well as execu-
tables, which is another important aspect of
the FSF philosophy.

Contents, system requirements

GNU C++ is supplied on five double-sided
discs, with all files archived. The contents of

the package is impressive: apart from the
C++ system itself (version 137, comprising
compiler, linker and other executables, hea
der files and object libraries), you also get a
complete ANSI C programming system (GNU
C 1.35), the GNU MAKE utility, PML (a
portable library of mathematical functions)
and MKPTYPES, a utility for extracting C/
C++ function prototype information from
source files. Source code is provided for all
C++ and C library functions (reading these is
an education in itself), and for MAKE and
PML. Finally, the ZOO archive program is
included for unpacking the files, and the
popular Gulam shell as a basic development
environment (like the Unix tools on which
they are based, all GNU programs are com
mand-line driven).

As with much FSF software, the documen
tation provided is minimal. (I suspect that the
versions of FSF programs on the original
UNIX platforms are adequately documented,
and that these files get left by the wayside as
the systems are ported to other environ
ments. If anyone knows of a reliable source
of current FSF software documentation, I'd
be glad to hear from them!) You will not be
able to teach yourself C++ on the basisof this
package alone - see the panel for a couple of
recommended books. As GNU software is
closely based on Unix, standard Unix
manuals are helpful when it comes to com
mand line structure, parameters and flag
options and so on, and it is from these sources
that much of the information in this review is

derived. The Gulam documentation is inclu
ded, but for the C++ system itself there is
only a short README file in German, which
gives installation instructions and (very!)
brief notes on compiler options and use of the
libraries.

The languageas supported by the GNU com
piler is not the most recent. It sits between
the C++ described by its inventor, Bjarne
Stroustrup, in the first edition of his book
The C++ Programming Language and that of
the second. Two features described as
experimental in the later edition are Excep
tion Handling and Template Classes. There is
an attempt to implement the second of these,
with pattern headers which must be run
through a special program to generate source
code and class library functions for specific
versionsof generic classes: unfortunately this
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program is not provided, and in any case it
depends on being able to produce files with
names such as stackJntJi, possible on Unix
but not under TOS. A specification for
Exception Handling has only recently been
formally adopted in the language definition,
so it is not surprising that it is missingin the
GNU system. There are a few other dif
ferences: the most annoying is the compiler's
inability to accept an inline member function
definition within a class declaration (no error
message here, just the familiar bombs). How
ever, multiple inheritance (the ability to
define a class with more than one parent
class) is supported.

The stated requirement for running GNU C++
on the ST is a system with hard disk (about 9
MB required for a full installation, with
sources for C and C++ libraries, MAKE and
PML), and at least 2 MB RAM. The memory
requirement unfortunately seems to be an
absolute - as GNU software originates on
UNIX systems, large amounts of system
memory are assumed, and the compiler
quickly runs out of space on my 2.5 MB
machine if header files containing large class
definitions are included. As far as disk usage
is concerned, I see no reason why the system
should not be run successfully on a double-
floppy system: the supplied C++ class library
(the largest of the object libraries) is some
170K in size, and not all the C++ header files
are needed (the ST C++ library does not in
clude all the classes provided). With careful
planning, such an installation should be pos
sible, although some disk-swapping between
compile and linkstageswouldbe required.

Installing GNU C++

Creating a GNU installation on a hard disk is
relatively simple. If you don't already have a
command shell, the first step is to copy the
Gulam shell and start this - installation is
much easier from a command-line environ
ment than from the GEM desktop. It is worth
spending some time becoming familiar with
Gulam: the manual is comprehensive and in
formative. A directory \GNU must be crea
ted on whichever disk partition you wish to
use (existing GNU C users will already have
one of these). Copy ZOO.TTP from the first
disk to this directory, then use ZOO to un
pack the followingfiles:

EXECZOO
EXEC2.Z00

GLIB.Z00

GLIB2.Z00
INCLUDE.Z0O

LIB.Z00

The command zoo x// A:\exec (for the first
file) instructs ZOO to create the directory
structure stored in the archive before restor
ing the archived files to their correct places.
This should be done for all the archives listed
above. It speeds things up if the archive files
are first copied to the \GNU directory - they
may be deleted after unpacking the data.

If you wish to load MAKE, PML and
MKPTYPES, then the archive files are un
packed using ZOO as above, except that
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directories must be created manually for
each of these. The appropriate directory
must be current when ZOO is run, as the
unpacked files will be placed in the current
directory.

Having unpacked all the files, you will need
to correct the effects of a bug in the ZOO
program. Files archived with a '+' character
in their filenames are restored with V in
place of the plus sign. A number of GNU C++
files have '♦' or '++' in their names (for exam
ple, g++.ttp, crtO+.o): use the Gulam mv
command to rename these to their correct
equivalents (e.g. mv exec\grr.ttp
exec\g++.ttp). Finally, if you intend to use
Gulam as your GNU development environ
ment, you will need to edit the file gnu.g.
This is a Gulam batch file which contains set
tings for the environment variables required
by GNU programs. Unless you have a full
GNU installation, you won't need all the file:
you should at least keep all lines which con
trol standard GNU defaults (temporary file
directory, command prefixes) as well as
those which apply specifically to C and C++
(library and header file paths), changing the
drive and path names identified to those
which exist in your own installation. Before
running the compiler, you must execute this
batch file to initialise the GNU environment.

Hello world? Using GNU C++

Having got this far, you may be keen to
compile and link your first program in C++.
Unfortunately, there seem to be problems
with the way the C++ programs get their
environment variables (I think this is due to
environment variable names such as G++LIB:
'+' seems to be used as a delimiter of some
sort in Gulam, which means values are not
correctly retrieved). Moreover the linker
runs with a dubiously small default symbol
table which invariably generates 'out of
space' messages for even the smallest pro
grams. After much experimentation, frustra
tion, and diving about in Unix manuals, I
have come up with the working solution
described here.

The GNU C++ compiler, like the earlier GNU
C compiler, is a multi-pass compiler, with
separate programs for preprocessor, com
piler, assembler, optimiser and linker. A sin
gle driver program is supplied which is used
to call some or all of the compiler passes and
linker, depending on the options passed on
the command line. This gives a considerable
amount of flexibility, as each program may
also be called independently. The most im
portant options for the C++ program are:

-o<name> used to specify the name of an
output file from the linker. By default
(and as in Unix) the executable is named
a.out, which is not a great deal of use.

-v makes the programs display their name
and version as they are called. This is
useful to check up on the progress of a
compilation.

-c instructs the compiler driver to produce
object filesonly (no link is performed).

-S instructs the compiler driver to produce
assembler output (the assembler and

link passes are not called).
-E instructs the compiler driver to run the

C/C++ preprocessor only. Useful if you
are not sure about macro expansions.

-I<path> defines a search path for files that
are "included in a C++ source.

-L<path> defines a search path for library
files during linking.

-l<lib> identifies an extra library to be
searched during linking.

The command line for the g++ program may
contain any number of input filenames in
addition to the options described above. Files
with extension .C or CC are preprocessed
and compiled: the assembler is run on files
with extension S, and object files (extension
.0) are passed directly to the link phase. An
example:

g++ .„ -ig++ub\g++-inc test.cc x.o

-Lg++lib-Llib-otest.ttp

This compiles test.cc (using the path
g++lib\g++-inc to search for include files),
linking the result to the file x.o, and search
ing for referenced symbols in default
libraries in the directories lib and g++lib. The
-I option above must be used with GNU C++
on the ST, at least when using the Gulam
shell. If invoked using g++, the linker auto
matically searches the default C++ class libr
ary g++.olb and the C standard library
gnu.olb, which it will attempt to locate in the
two directories specified above. In addition, a
standard start-up file for C++ programs
(crtO+x)) is linked by default.

Unfortunately, the linker soon runs out of
symbol space. This can only be overcome by
compiling and linking separately, which
means using the -c flag when g++ is run, in
voking the linker (gcc_ld++) directly. The lin
ker works with a default symbol space of
400 symbols, which is soonexhausted by C++.
There is presumably a way of increasing this
default (I have not yet discovered this), but
the problem can be overcome by instructing
the linker not to store unnecessary symbols
(-S) or debugging information (-s). However,
if the linker is called explicitly, it needs to be
passed the namesof the default start-up code
object file, and the names of the default
object class and C function libraries. To com
pile and link a file successfully, then, the fol
lowing two commands must be executed:

g++ -c -v -I\gnu\g++lib\g++-incl test.cc

gcc_ld++ -C -S -s -L\gnu\g++lib -lAgnuMib
\gnu\g++ltb\crt8+.o test.o -lg+* -lgnu
-otest.ttp

(N.B.: the link command is one line only!)
These commands may be placed in one or
two batch files, which accept the names of
the input files as parameters. This simplifies
use of the package considerably (these batch
files have been added to the GNU C++ disks
in the ST Club's PD library).

GNU Object Class Library

If a programmingsystem is to be of any real
use, it must support the abstractions with
which programmers work, and must inter
face with the environmentfor which produc
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tion code is intended. These issues are
addressed in C by object code libraries (for
example, by providing functions to manipu
late files, databases, graphic user interfaces),
and in C++ by class libraries. GNU C++ as
implemented on the ST does not include class
support for the GEM AES or VDI (an indica
tion of how this might be done was given in
the C++ article last month), although the stan
dard GNU C system included has the usual
GEM bindings. Apart from some utility and
support functions, the GNU class library in
cludes the following modules supporting C++
classes:

st_file TOS-specific versions of standard C++
File classes.

stream The basic stream i/o classes for C++.
Note that these are somewhat old-
fashioned: most recent C++ systems (for
the PC and other environments) have
adopted a different form of these
classes.

plotfile Another file class, this time a simple
class designed to produce graphic files
which may be sent to the Unix plot
command.

sfile A final file class, allowing more struc
tured access to binary file data.

string Strings as objects, including classes to
support regular expression processing.

integer An implementation of an integer class
allowing arbitrarily large numbers to be
represented.

rational Rational numbers.

complex Complex numbers (with real and
imaginary components. Much used by
engineers, also significantfor generating
fractals such as the Mandelbrot set.

fix/fix 16/fix24 Classes for various types of
fixed-point arithmetic.

bitset Set operationson bitfieldsof any size
bitstring Like bitset, except implementing

classes supporting a concept of a string
of bits.

This looks like an impressive collection,
although I doubt that some of the classes
would see much use outside academic or
engineering circles. The major drawback is
that all but the file, stream and bitset/string
classes are impossible to use on an ST with
less than 4MB RAM. An appropriate header
file must be "included if a class is to be used
by a program. The class definitions in in-
tegerh, for example, are so extensive that
the compiler runs out of memory on my ST
when this is "included in a source file. The
integerand string header files contain a large
number of inline functions (roughly equiva
lent to macros in C: although declared and
used as functions, their code is placed inline
in the compiled object, rather than called in
the normal way). An attempt to improve
matters by moving these out of the header
files and turning them into ordinary C++
member functions was not successful: the
classes definedare just too large for the com
piler on my ST, and may even cause pro
blems on a 4 MBmachine. Thisis disappoint
ing: while perhaps understandable given the
luxury of large amounts of RAM on Unix
machines, the fact that C++ compilers exist on



PCs (and have done for two or three years now) indicates that
this is not an insurmountable problem, and that the GNU C++
system needsseriousattention in this area.

Final thoughts

In spite of this, the GNU C++ system is still more than adequate
for anyone wishing to take some first steps with the language.
The basic stream and file classes do not generate compiler
memory problems, making using the system at this level fea
sible.It should be possible to work through any of the introduc
tory C++ texts with the system, as most of these are concerned
with class design and implementation, and not the use of
libraries.

Exercises and examples in many of these involve writinga basic
String class, which need not beascomprehensive as theproduc
tion-standard version supplied in the GNU class libraries. Once
you have cut your 00 teeth on a task like this, you might be
encouraged to attempt a greater challenge, designing classes
that can be used to model the GEM AES and VDI: as these will
not need to accessstreams and files, you have the possibility of
building classes from the bottom-up, so if you can keep your
classes small you will probably avoid the memory problem. If
yourST configuration is up to it, and if you want a taste of the
decade's most important language without having to wait for a
commercial implementation, then GNU C++ is worth much more
than its price of five public domaindisks.

In last month's C++ article, the double chevrons (« and »)
were replaced by single ones. Theoutput statement should
have read:

cout < "Hello C++ world! " « year « "\n"i

Programming

Product: GNU C++ 137/135

Supplier: STClub (PD disks PDE3812)

Manifest: 5 double-sided disks, archived.

System: ST with at least 2MB RAM, hard disk.

The disks havebeen supplemented with a copy of this review, GNU batch
files for running the compiler and linker programs, and the example GEM
program from last month's STApplications.

The package also includes GNU C135, the Gulam shell and the ZOO archive
program.

Further Reading
Bjarne Stroustrup: The C++ Programming Language (2nd Edition).
Thestandard work, much more comprehensive (and considerably better
written) than Stroustrup's first attempt. Contains an introduction to the
language, some good chapters on 00 design and C++, and a reference
manual for the language.

Stanley Lippman: A C++ Primer. A more directed tutorial approach to
the language than Stroustrup's book. Atouch dry,but very thorough.
Both arepublished by Addison-Wesley, in paperback at around £25.00.
There is an explosion in the numbers of books on C++. Avoid anything
with 'Turbo' in the title, or those books describing user interface or
graphics programming: these will tend to be specific to particular
computers and compilers (yes, mostly IBM PC).
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Inside

The TT Explored

At the time of writing there are
numerous rumours as to the

future of the TT, rumours about
re-designs of the TT, new TTs,
etc., etc. This article concentrates
on the existingTT and its perfor
mance and design issues. Most of
the limitations discussed here will,
we hope, be rectified on the next
release of the TT, but knowing
Atari - don't bank on it!

History again

When the TT was originally
designed its performance was
quite impressive: a second gene
ration 68000, the 68030 (see box),
running at 16MHzwith VGAgra
phics and lots of memory and a
fast hard disc; who could want
more? It was price-competitive
with PC clones at that time, with
better graphics and a FPU built in,
a GUI and no problems with mouse
drivers and so on. The problem
was, by the time it materialised
technology had moved on but the
TT hadn't, and a nasty reaction
from the Germans soon convinced
Atari US to try and bolster the
TTs performanceup to reasonable
levels. Unfortunately, they did
this by a cheap kludge which only
addressed half of the problem.
This accounts for the less than
sparkling performance of the TT:
its paper specifications make it
look much better thanit really is-
the uprate of clock speed from
16MHz to 32MHz only improves
performance by around 30% in
stead of the 70-80% which would
be expected.

Speed me up

The designers were obviously
given a brief to 'beef up the
machine' on a budget of $50 and
twodays. They settled on replac
ing the 16MHz processor with a

bgPaulRossiter
Following the recent re-positioning of the TT (price cuts!)
in themarket place it maynowappeal tomore users.
Previously, the TTwas overpriced and underpowered. Now
though, there may be plenty of ST users with hard disc
drives and large monitors who could upgrade toa TT with
out paying a fortune or ending up with unwanted extras
such as the horrendous TT colour monitor.
The onlythings toconfuse the buyer are: what willthemuch
rumoured new TT be like, and how much will it cost?

32MHz one and changing the
68881 floating point unit for the
68882. Unfortunately, the 68030
only has a very small cache built
in (256 bytes data and 256 bytes
instruction) and the resultant
speed increase is small.

The main busses are run at
16MHz. They need to be resych-
ronised to the CPU which once
again costs in speed terms. The
68030 can support dynamic bus
sizing to allow easy access to
devices that only use 8 or 16 bits
(smaller words are shifted around
internally within the 68030 to
appear on the top data lines). This
is performed with PALS and TTL
logic (Fig 1).

Modern memory modules are
notfastenough for true high speed
access and wait states are normal.
This is where a large memory
cache comesin handy. The TT has
trouble using even the FAST Ram

s

68030

' 32 EST
WIDE

DATA BUS «eiT \
WICE \

ADDRESS /
BUS /

OSACK lines to
cotitro:bus suing

PALS

Figure 1 68030 busses

properly - there is the advantage
of only requiring relatively slow
memory modules: 90Ns access
time will do. The 68030 supports
'burst' mode, which enables four
long words of data to be fetched
into the 68030 in half the time of
normal memory fetches. The
memory chips themselves must
support static column or page
mode for this to work, however.

ST RAM

The base TT has 2MB of ST Ram.
This is very interesting as it is 64
bits wide and directly mountedon
the main board. By adding a
daughter board, another 2MB of
ST Ram may be added. The ST
Ram is capable of 24MB/second
data rate, which would satisfy a
16MHz 68030 and leave enough

-BE

-CSS

Figure 2 ST Ram (2 MB)

spare bandwidth to drive a video
display of similar resolution to the
ST. As the 68030 cannot handle 64
bits, Atari designedan ASICcalled
'FUNNEL' to interleave the 64 bits
down to 32 bits for the 68030 and
down to 16 bits for the video and
sound. Any extra ST RAM has to
be added on a plug-in daughter
board carrying its own MMU and
16 256Kx4 DRAMS. If the
DRAMS are swapped for 1Mx4
thenthe plug-in boardwillsupport
8MB: this, added to the 2MB on
board, gives a possible 10MB of
ST RAM (Fig 2). (If the RAMS
were changed on the motherboard
as well, the TT could support
16MB of ST RAM!)

The Video

The TT can produce all of the old
ST resolutions and also enhanced
modes (from256colours in320by
200 pixelsup to 16 colours in 640
by 480 pixels). Instead of an old
crude resistor ladder network the
TT has a real DAC, which pro
duces thecolour modes up to VGA
standard (Fig 3).

Themono output isexceptional:
at 1280 by 960 pixelswith a 70HZ
refresh rate it gives a rocksteady
image perfect for DTP applic
ations.The mono signal is genera
ted by a National advanced gra
phics chip, with an output of
around 120MHz. To drive this
chip the DP8530 is used as a PLL
frequency multiplier, and in order
to produce a good clean signal
Atari decided to implement the
mono circuitry in ECL, which
gives very good quality but needs
a suitable monitor (or conversion
circuitry) (Fig 4).

The Atari mono monitor
SM194 is vastly overpriced. Pro-
tar can supply their re-engineered
Philips 19" monitor for half the
price and its image quality is

Figure 3 Colour Video
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superb; for monochrome DTPthis
setupishard to beat - allowing the
display of 2 A4 pages side by side
with readable 10 point text.

Interestingly, if the designers
had used an off the shelf controller
and video RAM they could have
saved on having 2 video shifters,
the FUNNELS, etc., and had better
video as well! Still perhaps they
will get it right next time. At the
moment there are some incredibly
sophisticated video controllers
available for very little expense,
and this may percolate through to
the Atari designers.

The MCU

This is the memory control unit
which basically works like the old
MMU/GLUE of the ST. It controls
the memory, ROM access, floppy
clock selection, real time clock
access and video sync generation.
The 68030 is clever in that is has
on-board memory management,
which allows it to remap peri
pherals (or any other memory in
8K blocks) anywhere it likes: the
peripherals can appear at hex
FFFFxxxx or at hex OOFFxxxx.
This eases problems between 24
and 32 bit addresses. Also, this
remapping is needed to allow
memories larger than 16MB - the
68030 can handle 4GB directly!
(Fig 5)

On the TT there is an 8 position
DIP switch which may be read by
the MCU asserting CCS (configu
ration chip select). According to
Atari only bit 7 is used at present,
this determining whether or not
HD floppies are present. As the
68030 has its own memory mana
ger true multitasking becomes
very easy; each application has its
own memory area and even if one
crashes the others carry on
uninterrupted.

Figure 5 MCU

MIDI

The ST, as one of the first micros
to have a MIDI port built in,
actually had a good, reliable and
efficient port in it, and the TT
designers,seeingno need to change
what already works, simply car
ried it over to the TT. It comprises
an OPTO isolator and works as a
current loop over quite long lines
at a fixedfrequency of3lKbaud.

Keyboard

Onceagain the ST had an efficient
keyboard with its own 8-bit micro
to handle key presses and mouse
movements. To ensure compatibi
lity this has also been employed
again in the TT. One interesting
variation is that the new UNIX TT
has a three button mouse which is
essential for running X-Windows.
Does this mean that there is sup
port for the third button built inor
does the keyboard need replacing
whenupgrading to UNIX?

Old Sound

The originalST had a crude sound
chip(the YamahaYM2149) which
also handled the floppy drive

Z85C30

D0-31

DCU

drive and side selection and the
printer port. Having to maintain
compatibility can become a mill
stone and so this awful chip is once
again used in the TT, and its old
problems of not enough printer
drive remains. The only possible
benefit is that the port is still pro
grammable to allow its use as an
input or output port. The floppy
select lines were also under-dri
ven, and the TT now actually buf
fers these. Interestingly, the buf
fers are enabled via a signal called
PWRGOOD (power good): if the
power supplies aren't up the flop
piescannotbe accessed.

New Sound

Since the introduction of the ST-E
the range has had good quality 8-
bit Stereo PCM digital sound. The
TT carries this on in a similar vein.
To handle the sound there is an
Atari-specific chip called
SNDSHIFTER, which controls the
soundreplay timing.Note that the
sound data must be in ST RAM as
it is fetched in a similar manner to

the video. As the sound is 8 bits
wide the chip has to multiplex it
down as it is fetched from the 64
bit wide RAM (Fig 6).

28LS30

•D
1488

-O
1489

1488

1489

LAN

Serial A

Serial B

Figure 7 LAN
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LAN and Serial ports

When it comes to serial ports the
TT is very well endowed. The
main chip used is the Zilog
Z85C30, a bit long in the tooth now
but a very good multi-protocol
serial controller; it can transfer at
around 1Mbit per secondsychron-
ously and 250Kbit asynchron
ously. To enable this chip to drive
long cables quickly the TT has
some heavy duty fast push pull
buffers (28LS30), which should
drive 50 metres or more of LAN
cabling. The LAN implementation
is synchronous to allow fast data
rates, the serial ports are asynch
ronous as usual. One interesting
point is that serial port 'A' is the
same channel as the LAN, so that
only one or the other can be used
at a time.

In order to allow maximum

throughput the TT LANhas DMA
support.It seems a shame that the
hardware for the LAN is there in

place but lacking decent software
to drive it. Other platforms
(Apple, PC, Sun, etc.) all have
excellent networks available at
low cost. The ST/TT is sadly
lacking.

Serial port B comes from the
second half of the Z85C30 and is a

general purposeRS232port.
Port C is the same 68901 pro

duced serial port as the old faithful
ST with port D being derived from
another 68901. With 3 full RS232
and a LAN/RS232, the TT should
be able to cope with any eventua
lity (Fig 7).

The VME Bus

The VME bus is a widely used
standard, which allows for very
exotic setups. The TT (of course)
doesn't implement it completely -
it can only act as a slave not as a
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master but it should still be of

interest to some add-on designers.
It has 24 address bits and 16 data

bits, the latter being achieved by
the 68030'sdynamic bus sizing.At
present the only addon that I am
aware of is the Crazy Dots gra
phics card from System Solutions.

DMA

Even with a 68030 it is better to

transfer large amounts of data
around (to/from disc etc) under

DMA control rather than letting
the processor do it (the 68030 is

very slow at interrupt response
which is used for disc I/O). The

DMA is handled with new chips
designed especially for the TT.
DMAC is the address bus interface

and holds the address transfer
registers and data count; it only
has an 8-bit interface and so needs

to use dynamic bus sizing to access
its registers a byte at a time. The
other DMA chip is the DCU,this is
the FIFO memory portion of the
DMA. It interfaces an 8-bit peri
pheral (SCSI) to the main 32 bit
data bus. (The STs DMA chip does
the same onto a 16 bit bus.) This

The 68030

In the beginning was the 68000. This was released in 1980,
contained around 68000 transistors, cost over £300 a chip and
at the time was a stunning micro processor. The family has

improved over the years with the 68010, the 68020, the 68030
and recently the 68040.

The 68030 is a vastly more powerful chip than the early 68000: it
runs at 32MHz compared to the 8MHz of the usual 68000. The
data bus on the 68030 is a full 32 bits wide as against 16 on the
base chip. Inside, the 68030 has its own memory management,
data and instruction caches, pipelining, dynamic bus sizing and
more efficient micro-code. The instructions in the 68030 have
been optimized in favour of common instructions at the expenseof
rare ones - this is a form of RISC operation with the benefit of
complicated instructions should they be needed. Implemented
correctly with fast memory or a large cache, a 68030 should be
around 10 times faster than an 8MHz 68000.

The third generation 68040 is in a different league altogether and
should perform three times faster than an equivalent 68030. This
means that a good 68040 could be 30 times faster than a base ST!
So a screen re-draw that takes 20 seconds using PageStream
would become almost real time on an '040.

It is actually easier to design a good machine using the 68040 as
the 68040 has a large high speed internal cache - this would easily
achieve a 90% hit rate. Any extra cache is really only applicable
to those 'macho' individuals who love to boast about their

machine's features, along the lines of 'my cache is bigger than
yours'. This may be seen in PC magazines as the computers are
sold on features such as the cache size. Any prospective purchaser
would be better advised to spend money on a faster bigger hard
disc than on trivia such as caches.

Now that Motorola have released the 68LC040 at prices around
£100 in quantity then cheap 68040 machines should become more
common, the removal of the FPU not being a problem for most ST
software.

-CPU

Figure 9 Fast RAM

setup appears to be able to effect
DMA transfers into both ST and

FAST RAM (Fig 8).

FAST RAM

Once the 4MB ST RAM limit is

reached then extra RAM may be
added. This can be on an Atari

board or from another manufac

turer. The memory board has to
have its own memory controller:
the TT one is only clocked at
16MHZ, yet another example of
how the design was not uprated
properly for 32MHz operation.
The FAST RAM board has 4

SIMM sockets and is normally
supplied with four lMeg SIMMS
giving 4MB of RAM. If 4Meg
SIMMS are used and a couple of
jumpers added then the board
should support 16MB(Fig 9).

Alternatively, if you have a TT
without FAST RAM then System
Solutions (Atari Workshop) can
supply a German board which will
not only expand to 32MB but is
much cheaper than the Atari
offering.

FPU

The TT supports a full speed
68882 floating point co-processor.
This chip can take over from the
main CPU to perform arithmetic
calculations very efficiently and
quickly. (Most IBM PC's up to 386
level usually have space for a co
processor but do not supply it as
they are very expensive - the TT
has it already fitted.) The draw
back is that software must be

compiled with the FPU in mind
using special code libraries. The
result is that only DynaCADD and
a few other programs make any
use of the FPU, a shame as some
calculations can be over 50 times

faster. Still, if the TT catches on
then we may see some action.

SCSI

In order to maintain its compatibi
lity with older machines the TT
has a buffered ACSI port (DMA)
which allows old hard discs, laser
printers, etc., to be connected, but
the data can only go into ST RAM.

As an addition the TT has a real
SCSI controller, the NCR5380; this
chip with its DMA support can
move data at over 1MB per
second - a pity that it is obsolete
now, as its successor can transfer

data over twice as fast. This SCSI
port can put its data into FAST
RAM or ST RAM.

If a TT is purchased without a
hard disc then the user has a

choice; the old drive (assumingit's
boxed) may be used as an external
drive and plugged into the ACSI
port, or (much better) remove the
mechanism, assuming it's a 35 inch
SCSI drive, and fit it into the TT's
case: this only needs a 50-way rib
bon cable for the signals and the
power cable fitting (Fig 10).

Floppy

At long last the HD floppy has
arrived. This unit allows the use of

High Density discs storing
1.44MB/disc. In order to use this

the floppy controller has its clock
frequency doubled to 16MHz
whenever a HD disc is detected in

the drive mechanism, and this
allows twice as many sectors per
track to be used. The floppy world
has of course moved on a bit with

2.88MB floppies becoming com
monplace - will Atari catch up?

The old floppy controller, the
Western Digital 1772, was not
specified to run at 16MHz which is
necessary for HD operation. Atari
firstly used an alternative source
for these controllers but now, on
the latest TTs, the AJAX chip has
arrived, which replaces the 1772
and can handle HD floppies
correctly.
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Blitter

But there's no blitter, you cry! The
blitter was fitted to Megas and ST-
Es to speed up graphics perfor
mance by speeding up memory
block movesby DMAcontrol.The
68030 is so efficient at these ope
rations that it can easily outper
form a blitter.

Power Supply

As is usual in micros, the TT power
supply is a switched mode unit
whichdelivers plusand minusfive
volts together with plus and minus
twelve volts. The original PSUS
used in older machines were
notorious for their unreliability.
Let's hope that these are made a
bit better.

Comment

Before rushing out to buy a TT,
consider the total cost. A 2MB
machine is no use, and so you will
need to add up the cost of suffi-

cient FAST RAM and a board to put it on. Alter
natively, consider puttinga 68030 board into a
Mega. TheMega/68030 combination will be far
faster than the TT, will have more compatibility
in terms of software and memory constraints,
most likely have a superior operating system
(EOS?) and if the user has any large screen
cards/monitors will save on disposal costs.

Special low prices on
ST-E SIMMS

0.5MB £18, 2MB £48,
4MB £95

Plus the usual low prices and top
quality service for repairs, memory
upgrades, TOS 1.4, blitters, printer
boosters, emulators etc.

Please phone or write for a quote or
price list

Speedy repairs on machines (from
£25), all on a "no-fix no fee" basis
with no diagnostic fees. All work
carries at least a 3 month warranty.

If in doubt contact the experts!

C & P Rossiter, 48 Park Drive,
Hucknall, Notts. NG15 7LU

© (0602) 631631

f. T\
London's Professional

Calamus DTP Bureau
A4/A3 film/bromide output 600-2540 dpi
Completely confidential bureau service
Typesetting/artwork/scanning also available
Fast modem link for rush work

24 hour standard turnround

Contract prices for regular publications

Sumner Type, Unit19,80 Sumner Road, London SE15 6LA
Phone forourpricelist: 071-703 4189 Fax: 071-708 5754 /f^

ima
19 BREHDAROAD
081 767 4761

TOOTOiOBEC
SW17 7DD

ATARI ST/PC
DTP/GRAPHICS RESOURCE

Extensive PD.Image Library
Over 200 PD. Calamus Fonts

Many PD. Type 1 Postscript Fonts
(for use with Pagestream 2.0)

A Selection of Shareware/PD Software from around the World
Astro DTP Disc Inc Calamus and Pagestream Astro Fonts!

Jet Dump 2.03 colour printing utility for Inteigrex/Canon Inkjets
FOR FULL CATALOQUE SEilD &1.50

(redeemable against purchase) ,
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DIY Projects

NOT TO SCALE

Overscan hardware mod for 520STFM by Jon Butler

I've had the ST Club Overscan disk

INF.29 for some time but only
recently plucked up enough courage
to have a go. The results were cer
tainly worth the £3.00 or so to
modify my STFM.

This modification should not be

confused with the commercial Over

scan kit which by all accounts solves
many of the bugs and difficulties.
This mod is certainly more difficult
and should not really be undertaken
by those with little or no experience
of soldering/wiring. If you accept
this mission do check your wiring
carefully and observe normal pre
cautions when wielding a hot iron
over a fragile medium. Don't heat
things up too much.

This article represents an aid to
the excellent information on the disk

and should be used in conjunction
with it. Full marks to Stefan Hart-

mann and Carsten Isakovic for their

information and software on INF.29.

INF.29 contains some Degas dia
grams to show you where to connect
the components and extra wires. Un
fortunately, when I opened my ST
the diagrams showed no resemblance
to the insides of my particular ver
sion of ST hardware. I embarked on a

little detective work to discover how

to make Overscan fit.

It may be useful to point out my
ST configuration before going
further. It's a 520STFM upgraded to
2.5Mb with the Frontier board. I use

a 40Mb hard disk and have a multi

sync monitor and clock connected.
The TOS is dated 1986,1987. This is
not the only set up on which Overscan
works but if you have problems con
sider the differences between my set
up and yours.

The components used for the pro
ject are listed below and available
from Maplin Electronics and the ST
Club.

♦ ST Club disk INF.29

♦ 2 1N4148 signal diodes
♦ 1 lOKOhm 0.25w 5% Metal film

(most other lOKOhm resistors

would suffice)

♦ 1 IKOhm resistor (as above)

♦ 1 BC547b transistor or similar

(check pinout of similar types)
♦ 1 lOOnF polyester capacitor
♦ 1 sub miniature toggle switch

SPST (locking both ways)

♦ 2 meters of signal wire.
♦ 10 centimeters of sleeving to

cover exposed connections.

I followed the circuit diagram on
INF.29 called PIC1 and equated it to
my ST as shown in my Fig 1. The 5V
rail on the cartridge port was used to
power the transistor (pin 1) and the
OV rail (pin 39) was used as the
return. Thin signal wire was used to
bring the supply over to the rear of
the Shifter box to connect to the tran

sistor. The transistor used was a

BC547B which is the European equi
valent to the BC550. Either can be

used and cost lOp from Maplin.
Please note that fig 1 is not really

to scale but more a London Under
ground style approach to drawing.

The Horizontal sync signal is
taken from the unused solder lands
for C31 adjacent to the monitor
socket. The land to the rear of the

monitor connector for C31 should be

used. A thin signal wire was soldered
directly to the land.

The Vertical sync signal is taken
from the unused slot for Jumper 13
behind the metal box which houses

the Shifter chip. The kathode of the
diode (indicated by a black ring)
should be soldered directly to the
landofpin4ofJ13.

The anode of the Vertical sync
diode is soldered onto the base of the

transistor. The base is also connected

to the Horizontal sync via a signal
diode. I covered this diode with rub

ber sleeving to prevent shorting.
The lOKohm 025W resistor is

soldered between the base and collec

tor of the transistor legs. The lOOnF
capacitor and IKohm resistor
(0.25W) were soldered directly onto
the transistors collector and emitter
respectively, the other ends being
soldered onto the OV wire from the
cartridge port connector.

The next step was to find the
route of the Glue chip Display Enable
signal which feeds the Shifter, MMU
and 68901 chips. It is necessary to

retain the feed from the glue to the
68901 but cut the track at a point
where the Display Enable (DE) feeds
both the Shifter and MMU. If the

track is cut at the point shown in figl
then the Glue DE still feeds the 68901

but is isolated from the MMU and
shifter chips. The information on ST
Club disk INF.29 differs from my ST
here in that my 68901 receives the
DE signal on pin 21. The other infor
mation is correct in that the shifter

receives the DE on pin 37 and the
MMU on pin 52. Pin 39 of the Glue
chip generates the DE signal.

I mounted the switch in the lower
half of the ST case just to the right of
the numeric key pad. Connect the

centre pin of the switch to the solder
land after the cut track and the bot

tom pin to the land before the cut.
The remaining pin on the switch con
nects to the emitter of the transistor.

A small hole can easily be drilled in
the side of the ST to accept the
switch.

Software
The program Overscan.PRG should
be placed in your auto folder and
with the switch in the Overscan posi
tion it should boot up with all those
extra pixels in any resolution. As
expected things did not work out so
simply.

My ST does not have TOS 1.4
which Overscan should work with

and neither has it the old TOS from

1985 which it should not work with.

My TOS is 12 from 1986 and could
be the route of some of the software

problems and other funnies.
Overscan did work, though, once

I had rearranged the order in which
my Auto files boot up, using the on/
off switch to reboot rather than the

reset button. I also discovered the

virtue in waiting about 30 seconds
before turning my ST back on, as not
doing so creates a sort of 'dirty' boot.

The order of files in the Auto fol

der to make Overscan work on my
system was found to be:

FOLDER100JRG

GDOS.PRG

QUICKSTE.PRG
OVERSCANJ>RG

AUTOTIME.PRG

Obviously the content of individuals'
auto folders varies greatly, and the
trick is to experiment with different
orders in the Auto folder and to

remember to perform a hard reboot
with the on/off switch between

adjustment of the setup. Do allow 30
seconds or so between on and offs.

The major problem seemed lo be
with GDOS. If it was loaded after
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Overscan the things certainly didn't
work and my ST kept on rebooting
itself.

If your ST boots up with 'sort of
horizontal' lines at a slight diagonal it
probably means your auto folder
needs rearranging. Look here first
before taking your ST to bits again
suspecting a hardware problem. If
your ST boots up with plumes of
smoke it probably isn't the order of
the Auto folder.

When Overscan boots up hold the
SHIFT key down if you wish to alter
the picture size. Being fortunate
enough to have a multisync monitor I
can enjoy the full mono and cofour
resolutions of 732*480 and 840*284,

although an SMI24/5 won't quite
reach the highest mono resolution.

I have also found, when in mono
rez, the monitor displays a dim image
on boot up in Overscan. This can be
resolved by flicking the Overscan
switch on off and on again quickly;
don't ask me why, though.

Overscan works OK with the

following:

• Wordwriter (old version 2, I
don't know about later versions)

/ Neodesk 3 (lets you create new
JNF files for the extra resolu
tions!)

• Public Painter (DRG19 from ST

Club)

• Redacteur 3demo(brill!!)

• DatamanagerSTvl.0

Overscan has problems with the
following:

X Calamus demo version (loads OK

but trash appears over the LHS.
DOC on disk says it works OK,
perhaps only the demo version has
probs).

X Autoroute demo version (All

works OK except bombs out when
you exit)

X Easytext demo version (Definite
no no)

X Cadja(Anothernono)

I'm sure many other programs work
with Overscan - experiment and find
out. Don't worry if your favorite
software has problems with Over
scan as a flick of the switch and a
reboot turns your ST back to what it
was before with the hardware mod
invisible and the Overscan software

automatically disabled. I haven't
found any software which refuses to
work with the Overscan software
disabled!

To sum up, I think anyone with a
couple of spare quids, an afternoon
and the ability to solder should have
a go at Overscan. Medium resolution
especially is unbelievable.
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DTP

Working ^with.

Departing from the usual reviews
format, Gunter Minnerup shares
a "hands-on" experience with the
idiosyncratic but powerful and

elegant page design package.
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The scanned photograph - in Retouche .TIH format, which is a variation
of the industry-standard TIFF - can be imported right away and left off
the page in the work area until it is actually needed. The same could be
done with text columns, vector graphics, and indeed other pages which

do not even need to be of the same size or orientation: Didot's working
area acts as a kind of pasteboard or light table, allowing you to freely

experiment with various arrangements before committing yourself to a
particular solution. As the entire contents of the working area are saved

to disk when quitting the program you can later return to exactly the
same pasteboard clutter after a break.

BothCalamus SL and DidotProfessional, the new heavyweights
on the Atari DTP scene, have been introduced and compared
in broad outline in these pages recently. There has also been

no shortage of the usual broad-brush reviews in the various glossy maga
zines, but what such reviews cannot give you is a real "hands-on" impres
sion of what the packages described really feel like in actual use. This is
what I am going to attempt to do in this article: rather than attempt to
cover all aspects of the program, I shall take you step-by-step through the
process of creating a page of text and graphics with Didot Professional.

The job in hand is the layout of the Sticks and Stones column in last
month's magazine, complete with a vector graphics logo and - why not? - a
picture of the author. The only other software used was Protext to write
the actual text, and Didot's sister program Retouche Professional CD to
edit the scanned photo, mainly by increasing brightness and contrast and
reducing the 256 grey levels to 16, the maximum that can be reproduced
on a laser printer.

Having defined a standard A4 page size, a grid is placed on the blank page
to aid in the positioning and alignment of the design elements. Didot offers
maximum flexibility here, especially the ability to choose the origin - the
top left starting point - of the grid. Since we are going to work in metric
measurements, 10mm grid units are the obvious choice, but traditionalists
accustomed to picas will be disappointed to learn that the current version
offers no alternative to millimetres anyway. This, I am told, will be
rectified with the next upgrade.
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DTP

To create text columns, a succession of dialog boxes has to be negotiated to define the default text style and column format.
Unfortunately, the manual is rather vague and confusing on the precise meaning of many of the settings, so a certain amount of
trial-and-error is needed to establish their effects. Assoon as text columns are placed on the page, they fill up withdummy text -
Didot does not know about empty text frames in the conventional sense, and this takes some time getting used to if you have
previously used frame-based programs such asTimeworks DTP orFleetStreetPublisher.

Atsmallpointsizesand coarsescreen magnifications, column text is
"greeked"inordertospeedupscreenredrawsevenfurther. Didot isfar

and away the fastest piece of DTP software I have ever come across - even
onan ordinary MegaST,as usedtoprepare thisarticle,youget that
turbocharged TT feeling.Fine adjustments to the columnsizesand

positions canalwaysbemadeat a later stage,usingmagnetised guidesif
the grid linesare notsufficiently flexible. Do notforget that there isno

needtoplacefinished columns ontothepageat allat thisstage- youcould
also dump a long "galley" onto the workspace and cut and paste it later.

The headingor logowillbea vector text objectin the Bauhaus font - a
PostScriptType 1convertedtoCalamusformatusingDidot'sbuilt-in font

editor. This conversion is not, strictly speaking, necessary as Didotcan use
PostScriptfontsdirectlyalongside CalamusCFN fonts,convertingboth

into its own internal DFN format. I really like the way the program
handles font libraries: youcan have any number of these on your hard

disk,keepingthe fontfamilies requiredfor a particular jobina library of
its own and then selecting the particular typestyle needed. You can even

view a font before selecting it.

At thisstage, it is perhaps advisable tosave our work so far toguard
againstunforeseen crashes.Didot isnotthemoststablepiece ofsoftware
in the worldand the present versiondoesnothave an autosavefeature, so
better safe than sorry. There are two data formats to choosefrom:
DIDOTEXP files include the fonts in encoded form for the benefits of
outputbureaus,butcannotbeeditedany longer. Picturesare never
included in the actual document as such and need to be available
separately ondisk- somethingtobear in mindwhen youplantosendyour
work to be output on another system.
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Text objects start life as grouped vector graphics, but to modify their
individual parts we need to ungroup them. Here the S and T have been

grouped together again to be proportionately scaled up. The second
ST in "Stones" will be deleted and the entire heading drastically

re-arranged.
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Having added some magnetised guides for precision alignment, we
can now add some variety by assigning different grey fills to the

character paths - which need to be ungrouped again for this operation -
and thickening their outlines. Colours are also available, but to view
them on screen you need a second monitor as well as an appropriate

colour graphics card.

To begin with, the vector text object consisted merely of the two letters
"ST", so we go into the text editor to add the full Sticks and Stones
heading. This same editor is, of course, also available for ordinary body
text although I prefer to avoid using it as much as possible since it is
usually quicker to carry out minor modifications directly on the text
column. The character selector is useful for those special typographical
niceties that are not easily accessible from the keyboard, such as proper
quotes, m-dashes and symbols.
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This is roughly how we want it, but of course only roughly. The beauty
of Didot is that it lets you fiddle about with the ingredients to your
heart's content with the minimum of restrictions, permitting quick and
intuitive changes in magnification by using the right mouse button.
Precision can always be attended to later, when you know what
exactly it is that you want.
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The finished logo can now be grouped together and copied, for future
re-use, to Didot's disk-based objects library. Such libraries are provided
for every type of object, from entire pages to columns to graphics, and
once you have grown accustomed to using them you really appreciate
how indispensable they are to keeping maintaining your working
environment in a structured and accessible state. For short-term storage
during one session or for use in the current document only, Didot also
provides object clipboards.
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Now let'sputthescanned photo onthepage: thevarious settings inthe
picture information dialog areofno immediate interest tousexcept for

the need to switch on picture optimisation for 300dpi laser output to
avoid unsightly moire patternsat unsuitable magnification ratios.
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Drop capsare bestcreatedbyusing thetextflow aroundobjects function:
thecapital Iwassetasa textobject, scaledproportionately totherequired
size,and the bodytext then toldtoflowaround it. Irregular flowsare best

achieved byconvertingthetextcolumn toa freeformcolumn whichcan
be stretched and distorted into any shape you require.
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Whatever output driver youchoose,it is important to screen the
halftone images on your page correctly for the intended output device

and resolution. Didot makes use of the excellent raster screens
provided byitssisterprogram Retouche Professional CD, witha choice
ofmanydifferent angles andfrequencies which youcanassigntoeach

colour. For monochromelaser output, the "Laser Medium" screen
assigned to black is the obviouschoice.
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Using thetexteditor's cut-and-paste function, wehavecopied the
introduction to a new text column but we also need to define a new text
style macro astheintroduction istobesetinitalics, at alarger point size
anda differentjustification (thelatter requiring a newcolumn format
macro). Thisisa fairly tedious processcompared tothedirectstyle
modifications possible inword processors andsome DTP programs such
as Fleet Street Publisher, but once you have defined the macros quick
global changes canbeeffected withgreateaseandelegance.

text around rectangular object
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The finishedpage in its fullglory, ready to be output to the printer or
exportedina varietyoffileformatsforprocessing bya bureauor further
work in a different software package. Didot Professionaloffersa variety
ofoutputdrivers,including a very flexible PostScript option which can
even convert Calamus fonts into PostScript Type 3 fonts. For high-speed
andquality work,thedirectroutetoDidot's ownImageSpeeder interface
connected toa Hellimagesetter is the professional option,althoughway
beyondthe budgetof the average Atari amateur.
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Redacteur3
The first version of Redacteur became the standard word processor for
the ST in France. For journalists working for the newspapers Liber
ation, Oeust-France and La Voix du Nord it has become an indispen
sable tool. Its speed and features have attracted thousands of users.

The latest version of Redacteur, version 3, has retained the speed of
the original version and added a greater degree of flexibility, and many
more functions and facilities:

• Multiple rulers, paragraph styles and page layouts;
• Choice of character height/width and line spacing;
• Footnotes and endnotes;
•Automatic creation of tables;
•Graphics handling (16 formats recognized);
• Programmable macros
• Built in switcher for toggling between programs;
• Font Editor and Editor for mathematical formulae;
• English and French spell checking plus Verb conjugation;
• Editor for user-defined dictionaries;
•Automatic Hyphenation;
• Option to save text files in compressed format;
• Saves in ASCII with or without end of line carriage returns,

First Word (Plus), Word Perfect and Microsoft Word formats;
• Full configurability of most functions;
• Database and Mail Merge.

Runs on any Atari ST(E), Mega ST(E) or TT with at least one megabyte
of memory. Colour or monochrome display.

Excellence in word processing
for just £119



Utilities

Soft Acceleration
OST programs that run on
the ST use the operating

system (TOSand GEM) to provide
common functions such as writing
to screen and disk. The software
described in this article provides
alternatives to the standard
operating system calls, and has
been optimised to execute as
quicklyas possible. Asthesefunc
tions are called frequently by any
TOS or GEM program the overall
operation of the ST can be acce
lerated. The software covers three
of the slowest parts of the ST's
operation: screen redraws, disk
access and printer output.

Screen Accelerators

Software-based screen accele

ration is dominated by the pro
grams Turbo ST and Quick ST 3.0.
Both are distributed as commer

cial programs and both aim to pro
vide routines for screen output
that are the most efficient possible.
After auto installation during boo-
tup both use desk accessories for
control of the program. To test the
efficiency of the programs the
benchmarking program Quick
Index, which is supplied with
Quick ST, was used (fig 1). Both
programs speeded up all the
screen functions tested compared
to the standard STE configuration

Software to Speed the ST

Someaspects of theST'soperation canbeinfuriatingly
slow. There are few users whohave not experienced the
frustrations of waitingwhilstthescreen redraws orthe

diskdrivesslowly grind yet again. In thisarticleDouglas
Drummond considers some software designed to help

banish the busy bee for ever.

blitter versions of TOS (about

twice as fast as TOS 1.0).

Disk Accelerators

The main delays in reading or
writing to either floppy or hard
disks are caused by the mechani
cal mechanism of the disk drive.

This can be shown by comparing
the performance of a RAM disk
which usually works at least
10,000x faster than a floppy disk.
The advantage of a RAM disk is its
speed. The disadvantages are the
memory occupied by the disk and
the vulnerability of the data to
power cuts and other mishaps.
There is simply no way to avoid
using real disk drives; however,
there are methods to speed up the
process.

The first uses disks with a

non-standard format to overcome

the slow steps in reading the data
from the disk. These delays are
mainly caused by the time taken
for the drive head to physically
move across the disk together
with allowing time for the drive
head to "settle" after each move
before it starts reading data. Dou
ble-click produced a PD fast for
mat program that speeded up the
process by fooling the software
into thinking the delay was un
necessary so it would start reading

.2

cc

TOS Text

(with blitter on). In fact both pro
grams produced enough improve
ment in the screen speed that run
ning the benchmark was not even
necessary to confirm that they
were having some effect. For once
the titles "turbo" and "quick"
actually seem modest. Quick ST
3.0 was marginally faster in most
tests; however, in practice, there is
not really any perceptible dif
ference between the two pro
grams. Quick ST 3.0 provides
other features, such as customising
the desktop by using a different
desktop pattern and font. It also
has rodent control to prevent
menus dropping, but lets the
mouse wrap round the screen. This
coupled with its lower price makes
Quick ST 3.0 the better choice.

If your ST lacks a blitter chip
it is worth considering that both
Turbo ST and Quick ST 3.0 run

TOS Strin< TOS Scroll GEM Dialogue box

Test

Fig. 1 Screen acceleration tests

Tests were run using Quick index. TOS text is speed of outputing a
single character, TOS string the speed of string output, TOS scroll the
time taken for a line of text to scroll up the screen and GEM dialogue
box the time to open and close a standard GEM box. Speeds are
expressed relative to a standard STE at 100. A1MbSTE with blitter on
and a high resolution monochrome screen was used.

ning without the blitter chip are
still faster than the standard STE
with blitter on. In fact with the
accelerators running, the blitter
chiponly gives an improvementof
about 20% in the drawing of GEM
dialogue boxes.

A few public domain pro
grams exist which concentrate on
a singleaspect of screen output. No
Zoom saves time as it turns off the

multiple redraws of GEMdialogue
boxes as they expand to full size.
This halves the time required for
each dialogue box opened. Scroll
targets the scroll function. This
gave no measurable improvement
in performance compared to the
standard STE. To be fair none of
the commercial programs mana
ged more than a few percent in
crease in scroll speed either. All
the programs would give impro
ved scrolling with older or non

Disk Accelerators

500

400

|
I 300
S
M 200

100

0;nu
GEMDOSDMA64K Program Load

Test

Fig. 2 Disk acceleration tests

The Quick Index test DMA 64Kis the time takenfor direct reading and
writing of disk sectors. GEMDOS is the time to create a new file.
Program load is the time taken for two consecutive loads of the
program Hyperdraw plus 25 associated GDOS font files. Speeds are
expressed relative to a standard STEwith twin floppies.
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Fig. 3 Cache statistics

CH-cache provides a desk accessory to check on cache
performance and help optimise the cache size.

Fig 4 The ultimate in STE performance

Quick Index statistics on an STE run
ning Quick ST 3.0 and L-cache.

on the disk such as directories and

file allocation tables.

The final method for reduc

ing the time to load data from disk
is to reduce the amount of data

loaded. This is used by the pro
gram Font Expander whichis sup
plied as part of Fontkit. It allows
GDOS fonts stored in a com

pressed format on disk to be loa
ded and decompressed for use by
any GDOS program. The com
pression is very efficient achiev
ing compression ratios of up to 1:7
for the largest font sizes. The sav
ing in disk loading time is greater
than the time required by the pro
gram to decompress the font.

Printer Output

The slow speed of printer output
is, for once, not entirely the fault
of the ST. The main problem is the
slow speed of most printers parti
cularly when printing graphics.
This means the ST must pause
idle, waiting on the printer finish
ing printing before it can send the
next block of print data. I use a
Cannon Bubble Jet printer
together with the GDOS driver
by Working Title. In 360dpi
mode this combination can take 16
minutes to print a GEM file from
Hyperdraw. Print buffers or
spoolers speed up this operation
by storing the print data from the
program in an area of memory.
The computer is then freed to get
on with the next task, which is
either calculating some more gra
phics data or running an entirely
different program. The print

data at once. This is of question
able reliability. Fastflop has a
more secure approach as it uses
software that gives the head suffi
cient time to settle but still reduces

the delay before the data is read.
This also requires an untwisted
format disk (such as TOS 1.0 pro
duced). With earlier versions of

TOS Fastflop produced an effec
tive increase in speed. More recent
versions of TOS have improved
disk routines so that on the STE

Fastflop is actually slower than the
standard desktop formatted disk.

The alternative and more

effective technique for recent ver
sions of TOS are disk caches (fig
2). Like all caches these attempt to
replace the slow storage on disk
with fast access storage in RAM.
Lack of available RAM usually
prevents the whole disk being
cached in RAM as soon as it is

accessed. In any case this would be
wasteful as time would be spent
loading unwanted areas of the
disk. The compromise is to set
aside a small area of RAM and

load it with the most recently
accessed parts of the disk. Then if
the program requires the same
data again it can be read from
memory rather from disk. There
are clearly problems in ensuring
the cache contains data that is

wanted. Optimising the size of the
cache is a compromise between
memory use and cache perfor
mance. Writing to the disk can
also be improved by a cache,
although this is slightly trickier.
To avoid any loss of data the cache
programs should write instantly to
disk. The speed improvement is
achieved because before writing
to disk the cache program first
checks if the data is in the cache. It

then checks if the data has

changed and only writes the data

blocks that have actually changed
to the disk.

The programmes Cache, L-
cache and Cold Hard Cache were

all chosen as they work with both
floppies and hard disks, and all are
compatible with the STE. CH-
cache and L-cache have full GEM

interface programs for configur
ing the caches. Cache is TOS only
which makes it harder to use from

the desktop and less flexible if it is
installed as an auto folder program
as only the default settings can be
used. It is really designed for use
with a shell and for anyone devo
ted to the command line is the bet

ter choice.

It is difficult to accurately
compare the performance of the
caches as this is very dependent on
the number and type of accesses to
disk made by particular pro
grams. Quick Index measures the
speed of reading and writing data
directly to the disk, plus the time
taken to create a new file. It is

interesting that the STE with no
cache fitted registered 161% for
DMA compared to the STE stan
dard used by Quick Index. It is
unclear if this is due to a fault in

Quick Index or to an improvement
in the STE. The result of this was

that Cache performed more
slowly than the basic STE for data
transfer. CH-cache gave compar
able performance to the basic
STE, with only L-cache having a
significantly improved perfor
mance. For file creation only CH-
cache improved on the basic STE.
As a more realistic test of the

actual time savings that might be
achieved the time taken for the

program Hyperdraw and its asso
ciated GDOS fonts was measured.

The basic STE took 64 seconds. All

the caches were faster than this

with L-cache only requiring 50

seconds. The effect of the cache is

perhaps less immediate than with
the screen accelerators; however,
the time savings quickly add up,
particularly if the cache is optim
ised for the particular program.
Both Cache and CH-cache provide
programs to measure the statistics
of cache operation (fig 3). These
measure the hit rate or number of

times that data required by a pro
gram is found in the cache rather
than having to be read from the
actual disk. CH-cache has a

further refinement which limits

the data that is placed in the cache
to blocks smaller than a given size.
This prevents long data reads such
as when a program is loaded from
flushing smaller items from the
cache. The small items are usually
the more frequently needed data

Fig. 5 Auto folder order

Incompatibility can be cured by having the correct order of programs in
the auto folder. The only problem is finding the correct order with so
many programs fitted. This order works with the programs GDOS,
Quick STE, FXPAND (font expander), Monster (large virtual screen
supplied with Quick ST), Pyro (screen saver), L-cache, L-RAM (RAM
disK), AUTOFMC (Forget-Me-Clock II auto set program), Spool. The
decorative desktop is another of the Quick ST features.
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spooler continues printing as a
background operation by occa
sionally interrupting the main pro
gram to send some more data to
the printer. The printer of course
carries on at its own slow speed,
but the main computer is free to
get on with something else. Most
word processing packages use a
print spooler to allow background
printing of one filewhilst another is
being edited. For other programs
and for printing files from the
desktop a standalone print buffer
is required. Of the print buffer
programs I tested, only "Spool by'
successfully printed the GEM file
without crashing like the program
'Barrel', or corrupting the output
as happened with 'RAMbaby'.
Spool succeeded in halving the
printing time to 8 min.

Summary

I was pleasantly surprised by just
how much improvement in speed
could be achieved by software

alone. I now have an ST that red
raws the screen faster than I can

follow, and prints graphics twice
as fast and has reduced disk access

times (fig 4). So what are the draw
backs? With such a large number
of programs which all hook into
the operating system incompatibi
lity is a potential problem. If this
does arise it can sometimes be

cured by resaving the programs in
a different order to a new autofol

der which changes their order of
execution on boot up (fig.5). A
second consideration is memory.
As all the programs are, of
necessity, memory resident this
could be significant on a 512K or
even a 1Mb machine. The largest
program is Quick ST at 42K, but
the disk caches and print spoolers
all require additional memory for
the buffer. If I were limited to just
one of the programs, I would opt
for a screen accelerator as this is

the most frequently used function
and has the most obvious effect on

the STs performance.

Programs

Turbo ST 1.84: screen acce

lerator. £34.95.

Hisoft, The Old School, Green
field, Bedford, MK45 5DE, UK.

Tel: 0525 718181

Fax: 0525 713716

Quick ST 3.0: screen accelera
tor, includes desktop customiser
and large screen emulator for
ST. £12.95.

The ST Club, 2 Broadway, Not
tingham, NG1 IPS, UK.
Tel: 0602 410241; Fax: 241515

Nozoom: turns off GEM zoom

boxes. PD: ST Club disk

TMP.ll.

Scroll: scroll speeder by LJMde
Wit. PD: ST Club disk TMP.ll.

Fastflop: Uses untwisted disk
format and special read soft
ware to speed read and writes
to floppy disk. By B. Flint. PD:
STCIubdiskTMP.il.

s

Cache: Disk cache by E. Gisen.
PD: ST Club disk TMP.ll

L-cache: Disk cache, includes
reset proof RAM disk. Share
ware registration $15; ST Club
disk TMP.ll. Keith Ledbetter,
L-utilities, 2303 Arrowood Road,
Midlothian, VA 23112, USA.

CH-cache: (cold hard cache)

disk cache. Shareware regist
ration $15. ST Club disk
TMP.ll. Robert E. Owens, 34
Pinecrest Dr., Covington, LA
70433, USA.

RAMbaby: RAM disk and print
spooler. PD: ST Club disk
TMP.ll.

Barrel: Flexible print spooler
that also allows capture of print
output to files. By M. Braner.
PD: ST Club disk TMP.ll.

Spool: print spooler by S. Rol
lins. PD: ST Club disk TMP.ll.

j IIIBIIInagecopyj
Information I
Alt-help keys A
Inage fornat F
Inage colours L
Printer type T
Print options 0

Copy inage C
Convert inage X
Save inage S

UieH inage V
Print inage P
Print screen D

••• Copy images from screen and save them in IMG, Degas or
RSC format. Images may be copied by pressing Alternate-
Help, allowing you to capture images when the Accessory
menu is not available.

*• Flexible rubber-banding system which allows images to be
selected with a fine degree of accuracy.

*• Copies images from both standard and large screens
(including virtual large screens such as MonSTer) in any of the
normal ST/TT resolutions except TT low resolution.

*• Convert images to different formats. Imagecopy reads
images in IMG, Degas, NEOchrome, Art Director, and Tiny
format, and writes images in IMG or Degas format.

*• View images on a monochrome or colour monitor (colour
images are dithered on monochrome screens). Up to four
images may be displayed simultaneously.

*• Print images and screen dumps in a variety of resolutions
on a range of different printers, including:

- 9-pin or 24-pin Epson-compatible dot-matrix printers
- Bubblejet printers (with IBM or Epson emulation)
- Deskjet and Laserjet printers

*• Print speed is much faster than normal GDOS output.

Imagecopy is supplied as a desk accessory and as a stand
alone program. A fully illustrated manual is included.

£9.95
See our order form on page 57
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Going On-Line
Shawn Smith in Canada has

been long promising this
new GEMmed version of

MaxiMiser (see Issue 15) and spent
some time beta testing it locally
before its release. The present ver
sion is 2.09b although I tested
v2.09a which contains many bugs
supposedly eliminated in 2.09b.

The concessions to GEM are

few although I am aware that
some like it like that. BBS Bulle

tins, Notices and New Files lists are
displayed in windows and there
are home-grown, non-GEM boxes
to click on for certain options.
There is a GEM menu bar to select

the options on the main screen and
a separate one for the editor. How
ever, most of the important
screens are the same non-GEM

affairs as version 1 - Read Mes

sages, Message Management,
Quote Text screens, etc. I found
this a strange mixture and was un
comfortable with it. MaxiMiser v2

appears mostly to be a slight
rewrite of the non-GEM first ver

sion with some GEM bits stuck on,
and it shows.

Options

The configuration program is still
external (for memory reasons) and
can be called from within the main

program, except that any of the
calls to external programs (Text
Editor and DOS Shell) on my set
up refused to work. The calls to
GEM objects are seriously bugged
in the configuration program
where exiting is a real problem!
There is the option of having a 8x8
font which is useful and an IBM

(ANSI) font which, as a medium
resolution font, looks very poor in
high resolution. An interesting fea
ture is the Twit List, a facility to
allow MaxiMiser to ignore mes
sages from the people on your list.
With the VS. comms scene often

full of flames and hostility, I could
see a use for this!

There are the usual message
creation, reading and manipulation
options from version 1 which are
similar to those in MTQWK (see
Issue 18). The 'Quick Scan' list

MaxiMiser v2 Update
Mark Baines tries out the new version of the MaxiMiser

off-line reader and ends up being disappointed.

works in a very similar manner to
that in MTQWK and so does the
'Read Messages' option. However,
when the message is displayed on
screen the appearance is exactly
that of MaxiMiser version 1 with

no GEM or other GUI facilities

except that a mouse click makes
the next message appear, as it did
in version 1. At the bottom of each

message are the options for Quit,
Reply, Next, Previous, etc., which
are only selected with key presses.
It would have been better to give
the user the option of clicking on
these options, his/her hand per
haps being on the mouse anyway.
An additional and welcome fea

ture is the 'Thread' option which
looks at the current message sub
ject line and displays all those mes
sages with the same text. This
enables you to follow a particular
conversation providing someone
didn't change the nature of the
subject field at any time. The Text
Search facility works well and
highlights the string when found.

Replying to a message or
entering one from scratch takes
you to a separate editor screen,
the menu bar again being the only
GEM feature. Apart from a

quirky mouse, this works reason
ably well except that quoting from
the message you are replying to
works in the same way as version
1 and is nowhere as user-friendly
and convenient as MTQWK. The
block commands are extremely
buggy and after much pain and
anguish and loss of text I have
given up on using them. A Refor
mat feature is welcome but doesn't

help and a single page marker and
text alignment control are worth
while extras. Text from external

sources can be merged into your
message, an essential feature.

The management of your own
messages has always been one of
MaxiMiser's better features. You

can read one message after
another without having to resort
to re-saving it each time as in
MTQWK. However, deletion of
messages is still not done at source
- with the consequent waste of on
line time - sending messages only
to have them deleted by the BBS
once received.

MaxiMiser still uses Tag Lines
to finish off each message, and this
appears to be causing more worry
as some networks don't like their

presence. There is some scope here

Date:
To:

Fron:
iubject:

85-1S-92 (22:18)
DLL
SHRHH SMITH
HHXIHISER UPDATE

for configuration. Registration of
MaxiMiser is not available in this

country any more owing to an un
pleasant misunderstanding - not of
the U.K. distributor's doing, I has
ten to add. Although Shawn is
looking into the matter of U.K.
registration and distribution of
MaxiMiser, at the moment your
C$18 (Canadian dollars) must go
to Canada. Those that have

already registered can continue to
use their old MaxiMiser Keys.

Update

The current version of MTQWK
is now 1.08a and looking better
every time. Look out for a new
version of FzDT (now at v2.12) -

the best comms terminal for the

ST/TT - this summer. It is repor
ted to have all its transfer pro
tocols internally installed and
many new and exciting features.
Also, the ST BBS network is get
ting a shake-up with the conver
sion of most European FNet BBsto
TurboNet with new features and a

greater consistency across nodes.
An interesting time to be involved
in ST comms.

Message Hunber: 4858 (1 of 3) Hait
Ref •:
Read: Public
Conference: T-HRXIHS

rhis Is a bug fix release. Ho neu features but Hang of the problens
'eported to He have been addressed. If I haven't gotten to gour bug,
lease drop He a line again and I Hill address it RSRP.

ihaun

XonfHall: HHST289B.LZH attached. (115628 bates)]

lOrlgln: Fnet Node 68, < - C F B •RTHRI->

*
BEflEB: [Rleply [Mult [*]Hext HPrev tPlrlnt [fllgaln [Dllsk [Tlnread

Reading a message, showing the
available options at the bottom.

Desk File Dptlpns Externals

lessage to: STEVE TAYLOR
Subject: TT MMBIHS

iT> Best Prices do a 2Mb TT for 8S
J

IItbout Hard disk?

iT> It's only the Falcon 838 holdi
iT> has good hi resolution nono an
iT> going to be alnost irresistabl

lotorola DSP?.;
J

lark

Block Start Fl
Block End F2
Block Clear F3

Block Cut «
Block Paste 4P
Black Copy '•*
Block Belete F4

Set Mark..
Eoto Mark.

icsent public Line:
le echned. Co Iwin:

i3 788714

itting a TT. If it
• chip then it's
Ice.

Left Align F7
TJEH
I F5 <Right Align

Refomat Bac FIB
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The Online Help Companion for PageStream 2,1

£29.95
Fully inclusive.

Order form • page 57

Also available:

CalAssistant
for Calamus 1.09

just £19.95

PostScript Printing
Layout lips
Dialog bo> Interaction
HutOMtic Rttribut* Pickup
Heuia pBintti'i

tritudininl. heciuie
• tu the lanauisi

twinsawt their *
___ one of the_

"lHH *«& »»ll bueinettti
output FoitScript filei

Continued on next pj|«

rc

' Canctl

• Includes an online index.

• Applying before and after
paragraph vertical spacing.

• Anchoring text around irregular
graphics

- Adding colour to black laser type.
- Creating initial capitals.
- Creating pulloul text blocks.
- Resizing objects proportionally.
- Using master pages.
- Manipulating graphics.
- Digital half-toning.
- Online help for all commands.
- Defining object centre.
- Using vector and bitmap graphics.
- When to use PS and .PSF files.

11
- Printing with UltraScript
• Layout tips.
- Picking up text attributes.
- Send summary to printer for

hardcopy reference.
- Tutorial on colour sepaation.
- Includes a 52-page manual

packed with tutorials on how to
master the macro command,

design textual and graphic effects
(such as rotating objects in a
circles, place text on a path, etc),
layout tutorials and much more.

- Resolution independent.
- Easy installation.
- Run as an accessory.

Comingsoon:
\CaiAssistant SL

The ST Club
2 Broadway
Nottingham
NG11PS

Phone (0602)410241

C-Font
rl Convert to h

® That's Mrite
O Urite SN
0 5DDS font
O Manual

i—•—I Driver 1 i
® Standard

o an . ,
O Selection Ileal

a^aouabUqoe

D Italic

•i •'" n ~r —. -= J.'v'' ):,.:

s(polnt): i- EH
(pixel): 1. EH

ID:
lie: x6LT.P_xx.xxx

SI Conpressed

O Hornal RcsolutioiKdoi); Sli
O Sgb/soper Horkontal US I>1-1 Spacln
<§> Both Vertical 115 ELJ

Kane: GUp-Bold-xx

I Info I Load CFH.,. | IGenerate font... I I Cancel

Converts outline fonts in .CFN file format to
GEM bit-mapped fonts at various point sizes
for That's Write, Write ON, Calligrapher,
Redacteur 3, Timeworks Publisher 1 and 2,
Fleet Street Publisher, and any application
that uses GDOS fonts.

See our order form on page 57

£9.95

FastCopy Professional
Lightning fast copy program and disk utility

Select Option!

Copy Disk Directory

• 'l-l-fTM fUJlHilliJ K3HE!TM m>2',LH.,i'M

Verify Destination •
Snart Farnatting !
Format Destination •
Read Disk Con-fig. •
Multiple Copy

Get Sectors lilUHHBI

Source

ED

» More Options

Save Conflg.

Disk Configuration

Sides [U MM
Sectors EHW|H
Start at EH "EH
End at E]«EH
Density IH DE

IHIefiult

Writ DP

MHO 5.2S
WHD 3.5

writ hdI

The latest versionof the numberone ST diskduplicating softwaretakes the
concepts andfeatures ofFastCopy 3 and pushes them tothelimits.

Features include:

-Copy disks: Only formats when required. Only reads those parts of a disk that
contain data, Full verification, Intelligent handling of read/write errors.

- Format disks: Format upto86tracks and 11 sectors pertrack; MS DOS
compatible disks.

• Save default settings.
• Pre-configure upto 5 default sets ofparameters.
• Convert a diskinto a file for archiving andcomms applications.
• Fast harddisk backup with data-compression.
• Fully fledged diskeditorbuilt-in.
• Virus Detector, Killerand Immunisation.
- Support for High Density 3.5" and5.25" drives.
-Worksat 8MHz, 16MHz or 32MHz on ST,STE and TT.

Supplied with a ring-bound manual, FastCopy PRO' is
the ultimate disk tool for all ST users.
FastCopy PRO iscopyrighted and-not- PD!
See our order lorm on page 57

£24.95

Key Master
Amacro accessory that allows sequences ofkeystrokes (up to 100
characters long) to be recorded and replayed as ifthe characters were
being retyped. Each letter key A- Zcan have it's own recording
assigned to it; and this can be replayed by pressing the appropriate key
whilst holding down the Alternate Key.

Key Master can be used with word processors, editors, compilers,
interpreters, adventure games, communications packages and virtually
any other ST program that allows use of the keyboard. Agreat time
saver for those ofus who have to constantly re-type the same phrases or
commands.

Current macro on RLT

IStart Rec~ll Stop Rki:. ICxtend Reel

iDelete ReTI IDelete Set |l Disable I

I Load SeT~|l Merge Set |f~Sa»e Set I

I Options 11 Saoe path ]

Pelete f i 1e|Pisplau Set|f Copg Rec~l

See our orderform on page 57
£6.95
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Information

v Desk Systen Data Card

TCOS: A Wrongly-Classified
Classification System?

Review by L.T. Freedman
EElJltalSKHMGEnH^rJ.i-K.^v'; IIKI riMrjJEI-l-LTiif.'i -;>i..-,':VrJ. ; ;'E^miHIlBEMI^iilEIaW!! EH MENUTl

IGEM IMOi^EjHRES IZE| RENAMING IMOUE CoipESKTOPIBflCKUBOR IMES Bl [J] |3[ 1^1 IRRT INlCRLflMUS "SI Look in the catalogue of any PD
library which stocks TCOS, and the

chances are that you'll find it
buried amongst the databases. I'm
not so sure that it should be there:

perhaps it ought to have a
category of its own.

IFILE MENUl ISAVE DESKTOP| H'sCREEN DUMPSl |Qg"t.ETING FtLEsl

IFILE ICONSI ~|FILE MENU|

As you can see, the system can becomequite complex with even a
fraction of the cards in use. Here, only about 50 cards, of a potential of

1600, have been written.

demonstrated in the AIDS sys
tem. In that, the user can click on

a word within the text to obtain

more information, or just carry
on reading as normal. The AIDS
system looks much more like a
hypertext system in this respect.

3. As a programmed learn-

Dgjk Sgsteti Data Card

ing tool. As indicated in the
Economics test, wrong answers
could lead on to more info. In fact,

if you have the time you can
write a whole textbook like this!

4. As an expert system, e.g.
What if the car won't start? or

the printer won't work?

5. As a means of classifying
information.

It's in this last category that
TCOS becomes very useful in
deed in the classroom. Unlike

many databases, once you've
decidedon a way of classifying a
set of data, you're stuck with it.

TCOS is, basically, a card
index system. You type onto a
card, or assign a graphic to a
card, and each card can lead to

several others.

A glance at the system tree
shown above will give you
some idea of how complex a
"system" - which is how TCOS
refers to its files - can become.

In fact, you can have up to 1600
cards if you're using 2 meg of
RAM with a hard drive, and

over 850 cards with a 1 meg
machine and no hard drive.

TCOS is a kind of hypertext
system without the hype. It
won't allow you to blaze your
very own trail through a mound
of documents, or to click on a

picture of Beethoven and be
treated to a rendition of the

Fifth. But on the other hand,

you won't need a PhD in order
to understand the instructions,

and you'll be able to produce a
pretty good system within a
very short time indeed.

Why should any clear-think
ing person choose to use TCOS
rather than a database, con

sidering that in the latter the
search facilities are much more

sophisticated?
TCOS has a number of poten

tial uses which make it more

suitable in some circumstances

than a database. In essence,
TCOS is very text based, and

this is precisely what you want
when trying to gather a lot of
information for a report or pro
ject of some kind. Also, being
rather linear, it enables you to
see very quickly how the dif
ferent parts of the subject link
up.

TCOS can be used for the

following purposes:

1. A self-contained tutorial
system. I used TCOSto write a
tutorial for newcomers to the

Atari. It enabled users to learn

how to use the computer in a
very practical way - certainly
much more efficientlythan a text
only approach could have
achieved.

2. To present information.
The careers system illustrated
here allows the user to select

cards from a range of options,
such as what jobs are available in
computing, and what you need in
order to get them. An alternative
way of presenting information is

Used as a Careers Guidance program, TCOS enables

schoolchildren to do some basic research without the

teacher's help.
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That means you have to plan it
very carefully in advance, and
ask yourself such questions as:
"What would be the effect of

classifying the information in a
different way?"

TCOS is also useful in educa

tional terms from the point of
view that it. forces you to clas
sify items of information. In
order to be able to do so, you

require the ability to match
objects and to distinguish bet
ween them - two very impor
tant skills which appear in more
subtle guises as a child pro
gresses through school. In fact,
many schools in the UK which
use Ataris do use TCOS.

TCOS is not purely text-
based. If you have Degas for
mat pictures you can convert
them to a format recognised by
TCOS, and can then assign them
to cards. This assignment fea
ture is a good idea: the card to
which the picture is assigned
doesn't contain the picture all
the time. Instead, when you
select a card containing the gra

phic, then and only then is the
picture actually loaded (from
disk).

A downside of the graphics
handling facility is that although
the graphics are converted to
IMG files, I've yet to come
across an application that
actually recognises them as

Desk jwstej Data. Card

RIDS

such! This makes it impossible
to amend the graphics later un
less, unlike me, you've kept the
originals.

Another disadvantage is the
fact that only Degas-format ori
ginalswill do.

You can buy TCOS systems
on a separate disk from the
main program. These are fairly
interesting and demonstrate
some of the uses to which the

program can be put. For exam
ple, there is one on time, in
which you can discover all the
things that can happen in dif
ferent intervals of time, from

milliseconds to billions of years.
These were written by the
author of the program.

In addition, some programs in

the Public Domain have utilised

TCOS. The most notable exam

ple of this is the work of Jim
Fanning, who has written a
great deal of stuff for History
teachers using TCOS and other
easily accessible programs.

Despite all its good points,
such as being very easy to use,
versatile, and able to handle

graphics (albeit in a limited form
compared with true hypertext),
there are a couple of annoying
"features".

First, it doesn't have a print
ing facility. If it did, it would
open up a whole range of possi
bilities, such as being able to

IAIDS is a condition which develops Nhen the body's defence
Isysten against disease is lost, People Kith AIDS develop nany
Idifferent kinds of diseases I IHhir.fi the body would usually
Ifight off oulte easily, AIDS stands for Acquired Q Innune
•Deficiency \Z~\ Syndrone. AIDS is caused by a virus • called
Ihiv •,

lue are not sure where RIDS cane fron • ,
iHe need to use the correct words •,

In the case of this AIDSeducation system, the boxes are

embedded in the text, making it almost like HyperText in
some respects.

Desk Systen Data Card

In successful advertising canpaign Mill cause the

JDenand curve to shift to the right I I
[supply curve to shift to the right I I
IDenand and Supply curves to renain unchanged

lit note to teachers:

Information

If you've got nothing to do, and plenty of time to do it in, how
about making up a programmed learning course (or a test, or a

trivia quiz...)?

generate revision cards for
exam preparation and so on.
You could always, I suppose,
use a screen dumping utility to
print the whole screen, but if
you had a system consisting of
800 cards this could take some

time!

Secondly, it has the annoying
habit of hanging up on you if
you try to draw a button
(which you click on to get to
the next card) too near the bot

tom of the card. It doesn't hap
pen often, but when it does it's
extremely aggravating. The
best thing to do is to save the
system after each new card has
been added.

Thirdly, one of the facilities
doesn't work - that of copying
cards from one part of the sys
tem to another. That means that

you can find yourself typing
the same card (e.g. "This section
ends here") over and over

again. And you can't simply
click on a card located in

another branch of the system
because you can only go up and
down the system "tree", not
across it.

Lastly, large programs take
a long time to load - several
minutes, even with a hard

drive, so it's better to use

several small systems than one
gigantic one.

Nevertheless, if you stand back
and look at TCOS, and the price it
sells at, you can't get away from
the fact that despite these niggly
bits it represents extremely good
value for money.

Points For:

• Easy to use
• Versatile

• Canhandlegraphics
• Educationally sound

Points Against:

x Noprint option
x "Copy card" facility doesn't

work

x Large systems take a long
time to load

x "Hangs up" in certain circum
stances

r
Product:... .TCOS

Version:.... .1

Supplier:... .PD Libraries

ST Club disk

TMP.ll

Age range:
System:....

.6? upwards

.Medium or

Hi-res,
colour or

mono; all
Atari STs
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PD Utilities

RDE
The Ultimate RAM Disk?

RAM disks are useful little creatures which fool the ST into thinking that an
additional physical disk is installed. The RAM disk, as its name suggests, uses

the computer RAM and its size is therefore limited by the amount of available
RAM. There are many RAM disk programs available; some are installed as

TSRs (auto folder) while others are configured via a desk accessory. In
addition, a RAM disk can be reset-proof: if your system crashes the RAM disk
contents remain intact by some magic operating system trickery. RAM disks
can be invaluable to software developers who can frequently crash the system
while creating their program and therefore need to re-boot the system many

times during a programming session. A RAM disk is blindingly fast when
compared to a floppy and is even faster than a hard disk.

My search for the
ultimate RAM

disk program
was complete
(for the time

being) when I came across RDE.
Programmed by Prof. Evans of
Kent University, it is a modifica
tion of a Mark Williams program
called RDY, which unlike RDE is
not PD. RDE and its accompany
ing utilities offer some unique
features that I have not seen in

any other PD software.

RDE itself is a GEM menu driven
program that will allow you to
determine the size of the RAM

disk (100k to 700k), its letter (C
to H) and whether you want it to
be the boot drive. The program
will then generate a small execu
table file which you can name.
Next, you will be asked if you
want to load the disk. The answer

depends on whether you have an
STe or an older ST. Unfor

tunately, STFM users cannot load
the file directly and will have to
use a small program called CRD
(included) to convert the file
before it can be run on a pre-STe
Atari. There is also a useful help
facility to remind you of all the
basic functions.

Review by Ofir Gal

Either way, when loaded, the
RAM disk can be used just like
any other RAM disk. It is reset-
proof, and if you defined it as a
boot drive you can copy your
floppy boot disk to it and re
boot. Booting the system now is
as fast as it gets, especially if you
have Pinhead installed. In addi

tion, RDE will allow you to install
as many RAM disks as you want,
all of which can be loaded to

memory, but only one can be a
boot drive.

The great advantage RDE has
over other RAM disks is that

now you can load RDE again and
save the RAM disk with its con

tents. The file created can be

named and saved to disk. I have

managed to squeeze HiSoft
BASIC, WERCS and many other
auto programs and accessories
onto a three RAM disks configu
ration which uses about 1MB.

The files generated were then
packed with PFXPAK and copied
to the auto folder of my (floppy)
boot disk. The ST now behaves

as if I had a hard disk with three

partitions. After the initial floppy
boot the system always boots

from the RAM disk when reset,
allowing me to make program
ming mistakes and to save as fre
quently as I wish. Saving is so
quick that I now save every time
I add or take out a program line.
You must remember though to
save to a 'real' disk before

switching off. I can also change
the configuration at any time and
then save the RAM disks using
RDE if I want to make the

change permanent.

To make the best use of RDE you
will need more than 1MB of

RAM, but it is a read alternative
to a hard disk and costs only a
fraction: a 2MB upgrade for an
STe is now less than £80. Who

needs a hard disk?

RD Utilities

In addition to RDE and CRD,
Evans has written RSDH, a mini-
shell for RDE. It offers access to

all RDE parameters via a com
mand line and also allows creat

ing disks with a faster 16 bit FAT
as well as other optimizing func
tions. RSDH will also let you
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create more disks (C to P) and

there is no limit on size.

Bugs

There is a slight problem which
only appears if a RAM disk is
over 95% or so full: any addi
tional files are then corrupted
when saved as an executable.

Maybe Mr. Evans can solve this
for us... Otherwise I have not

found any bugs after over six
months of daily use.

Conclusion

The best RAM disk utility I have
encountered. My only complaint
is the need to convert files to

pre-STe format. The original
RDY was STFM compatible, and
although the source code (Mark
Williams C) is in the public
domain, the program is not.
Highly recommended.

RDE and RD Utilities are avail

able from the ST Club:

Disk TMP.ll
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After reading a news item in a recent issue of Atari ST User, Adam Boocock wrote to a
programmer in Germany, Karsten Isakovic, for a copy of one of his programs. The

Chameleon. He received a disk containing a number of programs in addition to The
Chameleon. This review is his impression of some of those programs, although it

concentrates on The Chameleon.

It doesn't happen very often, but
occasionally a program appears on
the ST scene which could be of use

to almost everyone. This is par
ticularly gratifying considering
that the program in question is
available free!

There are countless useful

Desk Accessories available, both
commercially and also in the pub
lic domain. Unfortunately GEM
imposes a limit of six DA's which
must be selected at boot-up.
Should you later find that the DA
you require is not one of those six,
the system needs to be re-booted
in order to change those DA's.

Of course there are programs
available that allow you to exceed
the limit or to allow you to load
DA's at any time. These programs,
whilst of great value, do suffer
from one major problem - they
devour memory... In addition they
are rather inflexible once you
have selected your DA's. Multi-
Desk, for instance, will not nor
mally allow you to un-load DA's
unless you are working at the
GEM Desktop.

The Chameleon goes a long
way towards solving some of the
problems described above. It is a
Desk Accessory, loaded at boot-
up, just like any other, which
allows you to load and un-load
other DA's in its place, at will -
even from within other programs.

The Chameleon occupies just

5Kb of memory, and so it can be
used happily by 520 owners.

In Use

All of The Chameleon's options are
accessed by clicking on its Desk
menu entry whilst holding down
various combinations of Shift and

Alternate keys.
Loading a DA is very simple -

clicking on The Chameleon from
the Desk menu (see fig.l) brings up
the file selector showing all AC?
files in the current directory (a
default directory path can be set
as we shall see). Double click on
the required file and the DA is loa
ded and opened for use. Should
you not wish the DA to be opened
immediately, hold down the left
Shift key during the selection pro
cess and the DA will be loaded but

not run. The DA can now be used

just as though it was loaded during
the boot-up sequence.

The name of the DA (preceded
by an arrow) will replace the
entry for The Chameleon in the
Desk menu (see fig.2). Inciden
tally, The Chameleon can cope
with those DA's that occupy more
than one menu slot by dividing the
entry in two, with each half being
individually selectable.

When you have finished with
the DA, click on the relevant Desk
menu entry whilst holding down
the Shift and Alternate keys. (If

you also hold down the right
mouse button, you will be presen
ted with the file selector to allow

you to load another DA.)Any win
dows opened by the DA will be
closed and all the memory used by
the DA will be freed and returned

to the operating system.
It is possible to have more than

one Chameleon resident at once.
Simply rename a copy of The Cha
meleon file (Chmeleo2.Acc ?) and

re- boot. You now have two Cha

meleon slots, both of which can be
used individually.

Configuring

The Chameleon

There are a number of elements

within The Chameleon that can be
configured to suit your own parti
cular set-up:

It is possible to have a speci
fied DA loaded automatically - in
fact The Chameleon is already
configured to load the file CON-
TROL.ACX if it is found in the root

directory of the boot drive. Any
DA loaded by this method can
later be un-loaded as described

above.

You can configure The Cha
meleon to search a specified path
for DA's during the selection pro
cess (ie C:\ACCS\), allowing you
to keep all your DA's neatly in
their own folder.

NeoDesk File U i em NeoDesk File U ieiu

About NeoDesk fl

Turbo ST Mono
G+PLUS Rccessory
Universal III
The Chameleon™
Control Panel

Figure 1

Rbout NeoOesk Afl

Turbo ST Mono

G+PLUS Accessory
Universal III

Super Calendar
Control Panel

Figure 2
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If the key press combinations used
by The Chameleon conflict with
any of your other programs they
can be changed to suit.

Unfortunately, all these
changes can only be made by load
ing a disk editor and getting your
bits and bytes dirty (oooer mis
sus!). The process is not very user-
friendly but the changes that need
to be made are described in the

text file that accompanies The
Chameleon. (Warning: make a
back-up copy of the program
before you attempt to make any
changes.)

Problems

Yes, I'm afraid it's not all plain
sailing.

There may be some situations
where The Chameleon is unable to

load or un-load a DA. You will

normally be alerted by a dialogue
box and fortunately these are rela
tively rare. One notable program
which will not allow you to load
DA's from within it is Protext v5

unless it is replacing a DA loaded
before Protext was run!

Another program which has a
complete dislike for The Chame
leon is Timeworks Publisher. You

sire allowed to un-load a DA pro
vided it was loaded before Time-

works was run but any attempts to
load a DA will result in a row of

bombs.

There are also some DA's

which have this effect on the sys
tem whenever you try to load
them. It can be a matter of trial
and error. My advice is to test
your DA's before you use them in
anger (and lose valuable data),
perhaps creating folders of Cha
meleon-friendly DA's and others.

I did have one other difficulty
with The Chameleon which almost

caused me to ditch it altogether.
When attempting to load a DA
which makes use of a resource

(RSC) file, The Chameleon always
searches the root directory of
drive A. This is not much use if

your DA's reside anywhere else!
I had a number of attempts at

solving this problem by trying to
set the environment variables to

direct the search to the relevant

path. The option within NeoDesk 3
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failed as did a patch program writ
ten by The Chameleon's author.

At about this time I received a
copy of The ST Club Disk Mag 23
containing another patch program,
run from the Auto folder, called
Environ.prg, which manages to
achieve the desired result.

So, there you have it - The
Chameleon. A simple program
which allows you to access almost
any DA at almost any time with
out the disadvantages associated
with some of the other programs
designed to perform similar tasks.
Try it - you won't regret it.

Cons-Fix (vl.3)

Do you use Fontkit Plus 3? Do you
use QuickST or Turbo ST? Do you
use NeoDesk or Gemini? And do

you have problems using the Print
Font option from within FontKit?

If the answer to the questions
above is "Yes", then you need
Cons-fix!

Apparently, there is a com
patibility problem between some
software blitters and some

replacement desktops when it
come to the re- direction of output.

The only program I have which
has displayed this problem is Font-
kit Plus 3 which prints to the
screen (see fig.3) instead of the
printer (and causes other screen
corruption to take place). I had
found that the solution was to turn

off Turbo ST through the Desk
Accessory (I don't know if Quick
ST has a similar option).

Cons-fix is an Auto folder

patch which cures the problem ....
nuff said!

Other Programs

There are a number of other pro
grams on the disk, which I haven't
used: either they don't work, or
they don't do anything for me. I
have given very brief descriptions
below.

ENVJPRG - An environment set

ter (see above) which I have been

unable to get to run.
VDI-FIX (vl.10) - Claims to

remove a bug in the management
of VDI workstations.

TOS14FX5 - Claims to fix bugs
which appear in the Atari patch
program TOS14FIX (which itself
is a patch to fix bugs in TOS 1.4).
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Figure 3

SYSMON - For techies only. This
is a Shareware system monitor.

How to get them

The Author of these programs has
retained copyright but allows free
distribution amongst private users
- this is Freeware. He has decided

that he does not wish his programs
to be distributed through PD
libraries (which is his right), but
has authorised unlimited distribu

tion by private users.
As a private user, I am willing

to send you a copy of the disk I
received from Karsten Isakovic,
along with a disk editor and a copy
of Environ.prg, in exchange for a
disk containing your favourite PD
software. Single sided drive
owners (are there any left?) should
send two disks.

Send your disk(s) and an SAE to:

Adam Boocock

20 Caroline Close

West Drayton
Middlesex UB7 7LF

PD Update 12.5
Utilities

UTI.201: TLC Utilities v2.0:
TLC ATTR v2.0 - Allows file at
tributes to be changed: read only,
hidden, system, archive bit. and
fast load: TLC BOOK v2.05 -
Address book with a date
reminder facility: TLC FILE
FIXER V2.00 - searches a batch
of files for a given string, and re
places itwithan alternative string:
TLC FORMATTER v2.03 - up
to 10 sectors. 82 tracks: TLC
NAMER v2.0 - Allows the use of
extended characters in file
names; TLC SOUND
MACHINE v2.00 - Sound
sample player. TLC RSRC -
Converts GEM resource ('.RSC)
files into GFA basic v3.0 '1ST
files: TLC SHOW - Displays
Spectrum 512 pictures (DS).

UTI.202: AIM March '92
disk: ARCShell v3.1 - GEM
shell lor ARC and LHARC com
pression utilities. BONBON -
Two games from Germany:
Breakout and Kubis (a Tetris
clone). 8_BUNDLE - Decorative
border maker accessory for
Calamus. Creates Calamus CVG
graphicsfrom bordercorners and
sides. Comes with live borders
and documentation telly you how
to get up to 100 more!
CRAYOLA - PageStream color

paletle containing color defini
tions to match the 64 crayon set
of Crayola Crayons. DISKDIAG
- Examines your hard disks and
warns you if it finds problems.
FILETOOL - A mouse-driven
file utility that lets you copy,
rename, delete and move files,
create folders, etc. FLEABYT3 -
Three new versions of Fleabyte
calculation accessories.
Fleabyte\FFS is a full function
scientific calculator: Fleabyte\SF
is like FFS only with support for
significant digits: and Fleabyte\SX
is a "standard" calculator. All
three can export their calculations
into window-based GEM pro
grams (SGFA). FUJIWTCH -a
mouse pointer that looks where
it's going and falls to dreamland
alter a period of inactivity! A tick
ing watch replaces the boring
busy bee! A spinning or rainbow
Fuji adorns your menu bar.
GEMVLP26 - working demo of
GEMvelope version 2.6 - A fea
ture packed envelope printing
package. HDINF012 -renames
hard drive icons to reflect the
amount of free space available on
them. HSFIX - A high speed
modem fix for owners of TOS 1.4
or higherAND a 16MHz or faster
upgrade. Stops character loss
and speeds up overall perfor

mance. INSDATE - accessory
that sends the current system
dale to any open application.
LQSET - very nice utility for con
trolling the multitude of printer
settings available on an Epson
LQ printer. MSTE - collectionof
four small programs to set various
Cache and Speed settings for the
MegaSTE computer: FAST
(16MHz. Cache). NORM (8MHz.
No Cache). FASTNC (16MHz. No
Cache) and WHATAMI (tells you
your current configuration).
NBM21 - NBM v1.2 Is a
benchmarking program for your
ST/STe/TT.Itperforms a group of
six tests, times them and allows
you to compare the results with
other machines. PANTONE -
EPS graphic containing the full
Pantone colour palette. Loading
this graphic into PageStream 2.1
gives you access to all of these
colours. PGSPRNTR -fourbeta
printer drivers for PageStream
2.1: HP DeskJet 500C. HP
PaintJet XL. SpectraStar CMY
and Okimate colour printers.
PGS_CS - accessory for Page-
Stream 2.1 which allows access
to those "odd-ball" characters
which normally would require
complex key combinations. PIN-
HEAD v 2.1 - now compatible
with all versions of TOS in ROM -

speeds up the loading of all pro
grams. PROCALC - calculator
similar to the one in the STBook.
Supports Scientific. Binary. Octal.
Decimal. Hexidecimal and Time
(H:M:S) calculations. SPEL-
LONE - A very good. GEM-
based spell-checker. TURTLE -
The latest version of George
Woodside's excellent hard drive
backup program. UPDATE
MAKER - compares two ver
sions of a program and creates a
binary data file of the changes.
Can create a data file including
just the change info, or it can
create a "ZAP"file ready for use
by Superzap. (DS)

UTI.203: AIM April '92 disk:
Arkade Controller v 1.7 - con
trols sending FoReM BBS files to
games. EdHak 2.30 demo. Fully
functional as an editor for Quick-
CIS, but limited to a 4K edit buff
er. When used by itself, it will not
save to a file or disk sectors.
Adds roughly 20 new features
since version 2.25. EMPIRE20 -
Galactic Empireon-line game for
Michtron's BBS 3.0. FZT_D211
- FreeZe Dried Software Terminal
2.11. Micro Talk v 1.05 is an on
line reader/reply program for
Qmail for the PC and Turbo BBS
or MaxiDoor for FoReM.
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SEEKER - Gold Seeker, a Lode
Runner-type game. Allows you to
create your own screens. Comes
with 32 screens! (C) SNOFITE -
Even in the summertime, you can
now enjoy a good snowball fight!
Throw snowballs or slushballs
and build snowmen in this fun
two-player game. (C)
TTTIMERS - Two programs for
fixing/finding problems with sys
tem clock speeds. TTTIME is a
CPX module that allows you to
set your system clock to run
slower or faster. VENDOR -
mini-database containing name,
address, phone and CompuServe
user ID info for software and
hardware vendors. TLC_FIXR -
File Fixer allows easy searching
and replacing of ASCII text
strings within programs.
TLC_FORM - disk formatter
that formats backwards, can do a
'hard verify' and formats using the
"dead sector" scheme to make
disks read/write faster than
twister format. TLC_NAMR -
File Namer allows you to use any
of the STs extended character set
in your filenames. TLC_PLAY -
Sound Machine - loads and plays
digitized sound files from Soun-
dOff!. ST Replay. MasterSound.
DigiSound,and more! (DS)
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DMG.27: AUTOSORT - Quick
and efficient way of changing the
order that files will be executed in
your AUTO folder. AUTOZEST
- Auto ZeST creates NeXT look-a
like front ends for your own GFA
programs! Simply'draw' your own
custom graphic user interface in
this CAD type program and Auto
ZeST will save GFA code to disk.
Create 3D push buttons, sliders,
lines, carved text, info boxes, win
dows, platformsand more! Mono
Only. BONBON - Two classic
games: Breakout and Kubis (a
Tetris clone). BOOTEDIT -
Simple set-up at boot-up utility.
CAL_FMT - Calamus font fife
format plus example program.
CHKMIDI - Test your MIDI
cables quickly and easily! Just
plug one end into the MIDI out
port, the other into the MIDI in
port, and clickon Test. CLOCK -
A nice little analog clock desk ac
cessory with C source code.
DCLOFF - DC Light OFF de
selects the floppy drive, turning
the drive's light and motor ofr
DCMETER - DC Mouse-ometer
lets you know howfar your mouse

DMG.28: AV375 - Ascii-View
[v3.75] - an ASCII text viewing
progra. BENCH2 - Benchmark
ing software to compare different
ST configurations. COMPO -
text files to accompany Compo
Hotlinecolumn inST Applications
issue 16. CPX - Three modules
for the new Atari Control Panel:
Newdesk Icon editor - demo ver
sion of a utility for TOS 2,x+:
VANITY. CRSRC- a system for
eliminating resource files from
programs developed in Lattice C
v5. DBLEFEAT - DabbelFea-
ture: disables or enables the dis
play of growing and shrinking
boxes when dialog boxes or win
dows are opened and closed.
Second, it can redirect drive ac
cesses. DC Drop DTR v1.0 -
hangs up a modem quickly. DC
GTP (GEM Takes Parameters)
v1.0. Allows TOS versions below
2.x to run GTP applications. DC
Hang Up v1.0. DC Hang Up will
disconnect your modem after a

'/ft'

DMG.29: 1SPOOOL - con
figurable printer spooler - uses
1st Word Plus CFG-files. ANIM-
TOOL - utilityfor stringing a se
quence of low-res image files
together into an animation. BED
- examine or edit either disk sec
tors, files, or memory. BOINK -
twofancyanimated screen savers
for colour monitors. CHANGES
- increase storage space on disks
bychangingcluster size. DFOR-
MAT - fast and flexible disk for
mat utility. DISKFIX2 - recover
files from hard disks.
ELICOUNT - Eliemouse What
Count's Next Game - counting
game for young children. EN-
VIRNMT - Use it to set the en
vironmentstrings. EPSON_BJ -
Converts Epson (24pin) fonts into
downloadable fonts for the Can

\

has travelled during your ses
sions on the computer! DCREZ-
RUN - DC Rez Run
automatically switches resolution
for programs that only run in a
specific rez. DIVERT2 - Version
2 of the Drive Diverter. Allows
many"floppy only" software to be
usedtrom hard disk. ELFBD11 -
This is the latest revision of
ELFBOOT. which now fully sup
ports ALL TOS versions. Put
ELFBOOT in your AUTO folder,
and you'll be able to select desk-
top.inf files, choose programs to
run. select desk accessories,
select and/or re-order AUTO
folder programs, select AS-
SIGN.SYS files, and fully control
system colors and parameters.
FILETOOL - a file manipulation
accessory and a replacement file
selector. HPDESK - HP-Deskjet
500 printer utility that supports
many features such as horizontal
andvertical printing. ASCII textor
graphics printouts, configurable
Dots Per Inch (DPI) and MUCH
more. INSDATE - Insert Date
Accessory enter the system date
into a text file without typing.

user defined time of modem inac
tivity. DC Invert v1.0 - flashes
the screen whenever a BELL
character (ASCII 7) is printed.
DC No Alert v1.0 - keeps an
alert box from being displayed
and will 'fake' the return of the
DEFAULT button. DATA DIET
DEMO from Double Click Soft
ware. Demo version of this utility
that allows files to be compressed
when saved to disk and re
loaded. DIRPRINT - Simple
ACC to print the contents of a
disk. DIRSORT - Utilityto sort
files within a folder. DIVERT -
Drive Divertor - Allows software
that is designed for floppy only
systems to be run on a hard disk.
DOUBLE2 - Double Screen
Height emulator for STE and
Mega STE - Version 2 of this
super-smooth large-screen emu
lator. DSX_110 - does a quick
"Show Info" of a drive. FLGSET
- Flag Set (PRG and ACC) - set
the flags in the header of an ex
ecutable file. F_SORT11 -
simple handy utility to sort text
files alphabetically. GTP - allows
users of TOS 1.XX to pass
parameters to a GEM program
with a GTP extent. JCLABEL -

non BJ10e. FINDER10-Finder
v1.0 File Finder - simple utility
that can help you locate a file that
contains a particular combination
of words or phrases.
GHOSTWRT - The Ghostwriter
- 'types' a message so that texts
prepared off-linecan be uploaded
to BBS systems that do not per
mit uploading of text files into
message areas. JAMES12 - ex
cellent multi-function control
panel accessory. JAR12 - lists
contents of Cookie Jar. KRAS-
KA - powerful fractal package.
LISTINGS - Listings from
Programmers' Forum in issues
16. 17.18. and 19 of ST Applica
tions. MAKEFAST - set the
Fastload bit on programs so that
they load faster with TOS1.4+.
MEMORY - Freemem - Reports
total memory (RAM), free
memory, and used memory.
xxxxST - set of programs to
reconfigure STs to a lower
memory specification.
MONU DEM - Demo version of

LISTINGS - Programmers'
Forum listings forST Applications
issues 12 to 15: plus Cookie Jar
listing from ST Applications issue
15. LOCK - Password protect
your ST. MIDIKBRD - This is a
MIDI desk accessory that graphi
cally displays a keyboard on the
screen. POKRSQRS - If you
like solitaire and you enjoy poker,
you'll love Poker Squared! Mono
only. R3 DRVRS -vast array of
printerdriversfor use withRedac
teur 3 in text mode. RAM_TEST
- Comprehensive RAM testing
software. RD UTILS - Three
support utilities for MarkWilliams
Co.'s RDY/E ramdisk.
REVENGE-Jeff Minters latest
shareware offering: Revenge of
the Mutant Camels (C). ROOST
- Postscriptfontfor PageStream.
SPELLONE - Nicely done spell
ing checker withdictionary. Huns
a PRG or ACC. STUNARJ -
Here it is. an ATARI ST version of
the new hot PC compression for
mat: 'ARJ'. Extractor only.
WHATIS47 - Version 4.7 of Bill
Aycock's popular utility. Recog
nizes 86 different file types. (DS)

Powerful and easy to use label
maker. PAR_SER - Two acces
sories that capture printed output
and redirect it to either the RS232
port, or to a file. PATTERN - ir
relevant pretty patterns.
PRINT_SC - utility for quick
screen dumps. PROQUEUE -
VDOS ProQ(ueue Shareware
Public Release 3.0. Replacement
Desktop - over 50 disk. file, and
system utilitiesand slots lor auto-
execution of 101 user definable
programs. RT_MOVE2 - Hold
ing the right mouse button will
give file MOVE rather than COPY
with TOS 1.4+. STBLANK -
desk accessory which blanksyour
monitor after a user definable
time of inactivity. STDCAT5 -
STDCAT V5.0b. - An excellent
program that can be used to
catalogue diskettes and hard disk
partitions. SYNTHI - French
paint package (with optional
english menus) in the style of
NeoChrome Master. SZSHELL -
a simple graphical environment
forSozobon C programs. ULTIS-
NAP - snapshot program which
hooks itself into the system
bootup procedure and isactivated I
bypressing the reset button. (DS) I

this well featured Mono monitor
emulator for colour displays.
MOUSEBT3 - Mouse Boot is an
Accessory. Auto-boot. Desktop,
and Assign.sys file manager.
Mouse Boot will also hold up to
20 presets of the most commonly
used file combinations allowing
you to quickly select them upon
boot-up. PRTUTILS - pair of
useful simple printer utilities.
RE_BOOT3 - Configurablehard
disk spin up re-booting program
that waits a set amount of
seconds before re-booting.
SCRUB ST - permanently
erases file information from disk.
TOS_CEH - TOS-Critical Error
Handler v1.2. UVK_DEM -a
cut-down version of the "Ultimate
Virus Killer" version 5.4 - version
5.4D. VIEW - lets you view just
about any ST picture format:
Degas (Compressed or Uncom
pressed). NEOchrome. Tiny.
Spectrum. Art Director, and
Doodle pictures (DS).
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INI.58: Inside Info 58: FEA
TURES: Atari News, History -
One week in Atari history from
1985, Leonard Tramiel chews the
cud on a GEnie Real Time Con
ference. Industry News. Multi
TOS - previewof Multi TOS. FSM
GDOS - summary of FSM GDOS.
Falcon - More cranking of the
rumourmill on Atari'sforthcoming
ST replacement, Joppa Fax -
Straight Fax from Joppa Soft
ware, Explorer - editor John
Jainschigg talks about the publi
cation and Atari. Gadgets - Dave
Small warns on the dangers of
trying to cut corners with the SST
board. DSP - a lookat Digital Sig
nal Processing. SM147 Monitor-
info on the new SM147 mono
chrome monitor. Hayes AT -
descriptionof the Hayes AT com
mand set. ST BASICS: A series
of beginners articles by Will
Visser: Precautions - How not to
mistreat your Atari.The Desktop -
Fundamentals of the desktop.
About GEM - Fundamentals of
GEM. Filing System - Files,

FON.119: Calamus Fonts:
Benjamin. Caligrfy. Compart.
Crackfir. Downwind. Electrix.
Hudson. Magic. Norma_y, Party.
Pinney. Presslmc. R_honda,
RockyJ. Rockyji. Saturnus. Six
ties. Surfing. Swing. TwistJ.
Twistj, Vision. (DS)

WPden
WPR.54: TEMPUS WORD 2
demo - latest demo version of this
super-fast multi-font word proces
sor. Still in German only! (DS:M)

WPR.102 and WPR.103:
SIGNUM! 3 Demo - Demo of

Folders and the like. RAM Disks -
The ins and outs of RAM Disks.
Disk Formats - All about format
ting ST disks. Hardware - Which
processor does what in the ST.
STe Memory - The memory map
of the STe. WHATS NEW:
Calamus SL. SL Modules. HD
Utilities - review of MOS HD
utilities. Warp 9. Macros - review
of Abbreviator. the accessory
Macro maker. Megapaint 4. Multi-
play - educational software for in-
troducing children to
mathematics. Kid Publisher Pro
fessional 6.4the DTP program for
children. Where is ?. Pure C.
Turbo 30. HINTS/TIPS: TT
Games. Power Up - How to
modify an ST for a delayed start.
How to deal with the file that
refuses to budge. Replacing the
Atari SH204 HD. HD Backups.
MS Mouse - How to connect a
Microsoft mouse to an ST. ARC
Problems, How to clean your
SLM804, Summary of various
memory upgrade kits. Bob Dobbs.
(DS)

FON.120: Calamus Fonts:
Block. Capote, Comicbk.
Cstriped. Donut. Gabi. Harringt.
Lores_16. Mimeo_r. Miranda.
Norm. Pinsel. Polo. Races.
Rudelsb. Script. Shocker. Tem-
?late. Tempra. Tesla. Twist_b.

yper (DS).

the latest version of this highly
respected document processor.
This demo version does not in
clude the module for printing
documents. In German. (DS:M)

r^lfMir- 111:
EXTENDED SPECTRUM
512 PICTURES - Collections of
pictures converted from GIF for
mat into Spectrum 512 pictures
up to 6 screens high. Each disk
includes a viewer which will scroll
the picturesvertically. All of these
disks are (DS:C)

SSC.85: Hotbabaes 1-7. Hot
Pose.

SSC.86: Hotbabes8-12.

SSC.87: Hotbabes 13-16.

SSC.88: Hotbabes 17-19.

SSC.89: Hotbabes 20-23.

SSC.90: Hotbabes 24-27.

SSC.91: Hotbabes 28-31.

SSC.92: Hotbabes 32-35.

SSC.93: Hotbabes 36-37.

SSC.94: Boris 5, Eagle. Fantasy
1-5.

SSC.95: Arabian. China2. Bikini.
Blue Cat. Bumleg.

SSC.96: Batman, Bluebed.
Boris, Boris Group. Elephant.
Glass. Topless.

SSC.97: Back, Bedhumm. Blue
Box. Bluepose. Cowgirl. Indian.
Joker. Tatto. Vampire.

SSC.98: Boris 1-4. Cave.

SSC.99: China! Facet Face2.
Genie.

The order Form for these

disks Is on page 37.
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Entertainment -

^. ungeort Master" (henceforward,
DM) was the original pioneer of
the "first-person perspective
3D maze" type of adventure

game. Its success guaranteed that, for a
while at least, the imitators following in its
wake would not stray from that proven for
mula. Bloodwych, Xenomorph, Captive and
several others (some not available on the ST)

duly came and went, and although each
attempted to add something of its own to the
established standard, the basic DM mix
remained unchanged. Now, for the first time
in the five or so years since the launch of
DM, there comes a game which represents a
genuine advance on the fundamental con
cepts embodied in that revered old classic.

The advances inherent in Shadowlands are

principally twofold.

Firstly, the game rejects the familiar first
person perspective and adopts a third party
isometric outlook. This means that instead of
observing the meanderings of your party
through the eyes of one actually travelling
the twisting corridors, you take the view
point of an omnipresent body separated from
the party yet observing and controlling their
actions. However, unlike most isometric
games, the playing area is not divided into
discrete rooms and corridors but is a con
tinuously scrolling, densely detailed environ
ment. This immediately gives the game the
totally different look and feel from DM that
its predecessors have lacked.

The second development is to actually give
you a full four characters to utilise and
control. DM and its various clones all fea

tured a party of four characters with vary
ing abilities and skill levels which could be
individually developed. However, apart
from combat situations, the members of the
party were incapable of any individual
actions or responses, and even in combat
their decisions were limited to whether to

D

// somebody asked you to recreate Dungeon Master but to do

it differently, where would you start? Teque and Domark

seem to have found a satisfactory answer. Jeremiah casts an

enthusiastic eye over the Shadowlands.

join in an attack or not. Otherwise, the party
moved as a party, they solved puzzles as a
party, they rested as a party, they saw with
one set of eyes and they manipulated with
one pair of hands. For all intents and pur
poses, they represented no more than four
slightly altered aspects of the same persona
lity.

In Shadowlands however, the four members
of the party really are distinct from each
other. They can move in one direction all
together, or they can move in four different
directions separately. They can explore, dis
cover, solve puzzles, fight and collect objects
either on their own or collectively as a team.
In addition, you are not simply limited to the
individual or the full party options as you
can perm any combination of party members
from the four available. So you can have
four teams of one, one team of two with two
teams of one, one team of four, two teams of
two, one team of three with another team of
one, or any other combination which I might
have missed. In short, your options are now
considerably expanded as you really do have
to think about how to deploy the four adven
turers to best advantage.

Koranos

The plot of the game is a little different also.
It starts with your death and the death of all
your people. You are Vashnar, Warrior
Prince of Koranos, slain by the cruel Over
lord of the Shadowlands in his ceaseless thirst

for blood and conquest. But, before you died,
you swore that you would not rest until the
Overlord had been destroyed for his crimes
and your people avenged. The power of that
curse now binds your spirit to the lands that
your body no longer walks and your quest
for vengeance is about to begin. Using the
medium of dreams you have drawn adven
turers from far and wide to the entrance to

the Shadowlands. From their number you
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have selected the four whose combined abili

ties offer the best chance of success. You

must now lead these four through the
menace of the Shadowlands, past the pits and
the traps, past the undead and the beasts of
horror until they can find and retrieve the
bones which are all that remains of your
earthly body. Then, onward again, to the
Dark Temple where lies the altar of reincar
nation which is the secret of the Overlord's

long and terrible reign. Then, when your
bones are placed upon that altar, will you
live again. Then, you shall have your
revenge. Then, shall the Overlord die!

This plot is outlined in the first four pages of
the 27-page A5-sized manual and it is a
mercy that the story isn't any longer than
that since the writing is pretty poor and the
structure is full of illogicalities. However, it
is sufficient to set the scene and the tone of

the game.

The first task to be tackled when starting the
game is to generate your party of adventurers
(although a Quick Start predefined party is
available if you can't be bothered to create
your own). Character generation has three
aspects in this game. Firstly, you can custom
ise each characters appearance by selecting
your desired combination of hair, eyes, nose
and mouth from the limited number of varia

tions available. Secondly, you can give each
adventurer a name of your own choosing.
Thirdly, each character has attribute levels
relating to their Strength, Combat Ability,
Magik Level and Health. These are automati
cally assigned by the program but can be
altered, within certain limits, so that the
balance of skills better reflects your own taste
and playing style. Once you've finished with
the setting up of your party, you can enter
Shadowlands proper.

The primary means of controlling the game is
by using the mouse to click on Character
Portraits. There is one portrait for each



character and these can be positioned along
the bottom of the screen or one in each
corner. A portrait is divided into several
areas which can be individually highlighted.
For example, click on the left leg, then click
on an area of the screen, and the character
willwalk to that spot.Dothe samethingwith
the right leg and the whole party will walk
to the indicated place. Click on the left arm
and then on an adversary and your adven
turer will walk over to the nominated enemy
and commence to battle him. Click on the
right hand and then on an object on the floor
and the character will dutifully pick it up.
Finally, click on the head in order to make
the party member eat and drink, or read a
scroll or message.

The second means of control is the Inventory
Screen and there is one of these for each
character. The screen is divided into six

areas. The Backpack area contains all the
items currently carried by the adventurer
and tells you the total weight of the load
being dragged around. There is then an area
which shows the item currently being held in
the character's hand. Additional information
relating to this item is also supplied (i.e. its
name, its weight and the magikforce it con
tains). There is then a Chessboard area which
allows you to set up various formations for
your adventurers to adopt when travelling
around, so that you can protect your weaker
members by positioning the stronger ones in
front of them.

The Statistics area details the character's
combat and magik levels (these rise as the
character progresses through the game and
increases in experience). There are also rat
ings for Strength, Health and Armour. These
are fairly self explanatory and, as usual, if
Health reaches zero the character begins to
die. Finally in this area, there are barcharts
representing food, water and magikforce
levels. If any of these reach zero, the charac
ter's health begins to deteriorate.

The concept of magikforce requires a little
further explanation.Basically, there is a cer
tain quantity of magik existing in the Sha
dowlands and much of it is embodied in the
various objects you find scattered about the
place. Magikforce is required in order to
create successful spells, recharge depleted
spell scrolls and to keep the spark of life
shining brightly. Magik can only be absorbed
from objects into a character's body, and it
can only be absorbed from a character's
body into a spell scroll. However, the effi
ciency of objects increases drastically with
the level of magik contained within them.
Therefore, a sword with a high magikforce
will inflict a greater level of damage than a
weapon with a low magikforce. Likewise,
food with a high magikforce content is
greatly more nutritious than food with a low
magikforce level. So, draining the magik
from objects in order to fuel your spells
renders the original object largely useless. In
addition, the magikforce contained in a wea
pon decreases as it is used. Therefore, even
the most fearsome weapon will eventually
become useless and have to be replaced. It is

therefore a bit of a pity that depleted wea
pons cannot be recharged in the same manner
as depleted scrolls.

The fifth area on the inventory screen con
tains the icons for loading/saving a game
position, making a character eat and putting
a character to sleep. The final area contains
four more character portraits which when
clicked upon will allow you to switch at will
between the inventory screens of each
adventurer.

Photoscape
The game starts with your four warriors
assembled in an orchard field outside the
entrance to the dungeons of the Shadowlands.
The first thing to do is to search the entire
area as there are a number of useful items to

be found such as apples for food, sticks for
weapons and torches for light. Once these are
gathered in, the party will be ready to
descend into the dungeons proper.

Inside, you'll begin to see the effects of the
part of the game system which the designers
have called Photoscape - "a new realtime
system which realistically lights all areas of
the game world, casting shadows and creat
ing an unparalleled sense of atmosphere". In
short, the dungeons are dark and therefore
your adventurers must carry torches in
order to light their way. What Photoscape
does is disperse the light, from its source, in a
logical manner, so that the area around the
character carrying the torch is brightest
with the illumination steadily dying away as
the distance from the light source increases.
This keeps areas which are a fair distance
away from the party, or around corners, in
darkness until the adventurers get there. The
system works very well and succeeds admir
ably in recreating, in this different style of
presentation, the effects produced by splut
tering and dying torches in DM.

The route through the game, as far as I've
played it, appears to be fairly linear. There is
only one main corridor with a number of
dead end rooms placed off it and, although
the corridor loops and convulses wildly
about itself, it is pretty easy to follow. This
makes mapping the game to be more or less
unnecessary which quite pleased me as, for
the first time I can remember, I was actually
at a lossas to how to go about making a map
in this instance. For those of you who
actually dislike mapping, this is obviously a
bonus.

The pace starts off fairly gently. The game
doesn't bombard you with battle situations
right from the off like some role playing
games tend to do. In fact, there are only a
few adversaries to overcome in the initial
stages, which is just as well since your party
is very weak to begin with, and these serve
to introduce you slowly to the mechanics of
fighting. The emphasis is put on exploring
and puzzle solving and becoming acquainted
with the game system. However, later on,
the opponents become more plentiful and
powerful and a proficiency in combat will be
a much desired necessity.
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The quality of the puzzles is very high and
most will require a modicum of thought to
overcome. You will usually be given a clue,
often cryptic, as to what is needed for
success and pondering over the clue can
sometimes be as enjoyable as experimenting
with the problem itself. The design also takes
shameless advantage of the fact that your
party is composed of four individuals and
goes to great lengths to create extra puzzles
revolving around splitting up your resources.
For instance, you may come to a locked door
with two pressure pads placed in front of it.
The solution to opening the door is to split
your party into two pairs and get each pair
to stand on one of the pressure pads. The
door is now opened but, unfortunately, this
process also triggers a transporter beam
which instantly moves one of your pairs
from where they are to another part of the
dungeon which is densely populated by
bloodthirsty opponents. The task now is to
move sufficiently quickly so that your
remaining pair locate the transported pair
and swiftly come to their aid before the
greater enemy force can overcome and
destroy them.

I'm currently battling with a similar problem
where three members of my party have
been transported to individual prison cells
where they are besieged by man-eating rats
which ceaselessly nibble at their Health
pointsand can't be killed. The task of getting
my one remaining party member to free the
others before their Health reaches zero and
they die is proving to be a real challenge -
which is another way of saying that I haven't
actually managed to do it yet!

There seems to be little doubt that Shadow-
lands is an exceptionally polished product.
The graphics are well drawn (with an obvi
ous Japanese Manga comic art influence), the
game system is well implemented, the puz
zles skillfully created and the atmosphere
realistically rendered. I wasn't too impressed
with the system of swapping items between
characters inventories as it seemed unneces
sarily clumsy in practice. However, this
remains a small gripe. Overall, Shadowlands
does justice to its DM roots, but contains
sufficient innovation and imagination to stand
as a worthwhile and enjoyable game in its
own right.

Product: SHADOWLANDS

Designed and Programmed

by: TEQUE

Published by DOMARK
SOFTWARE

Price £29.99



A-Z of ST Computing

The

Part Twelve: T

TT
TAB: ASCII character 9 perform
ing a horizontal tabulation.
Table: Synonymous with array in
programming.
Tabulation: To move the printing

position on a printer or the cursor on a screen to
a preset position to the right (horizontal tab) or
to a lower line position (vertical tab).
Tape: Magnetic or paper storage medium, the
latter practically extinct.
Task: A logical unit of work as performed on a
computer. In multiprogramming, the basic unit to
which resources are allocated.
Telecomms: TELECOMMunicationS. The
organisation and facilities that provide a user-
to-user communications service between two
sites, encompassing telephone, telegraph, radio
and satellite-based systems.
Telecommunications network: A data network,
the lines and facilities of a common carrier.
Telecommuting: Working from home or at a
remote site, communicating with the main work
place by telecommunications.
Telemetering: Using communication links to
carry the outputs of sensors to a computer at
another location to be recorded and analysed.
Teleprocessing: Data processing in which indivi
dual parts of the total function is performed at
remote sites joined by communications links.
Telesoftware: Software distributed by Viewdata
systems, such as Prestel.
Teletex: Word processor network designed to
produce letter quality communications between
subscribers.

Teletext: System for broadcasting text material
in conjunction with broadcast television during
beam flyback time and decoded by special cir
cuits in the receiving set, such as Ceefax and
Oracle.

Teletype: A send and receive typewriter from
the Teletype Corporation. Such typewriters act
as a terminal in a asynchronous communications
link.
TELEX: World-wide, dial-up teletypewriter
service provided by Western Union.
Temporary file: A scratch file, a data file usually
overwritten at the end of the program execution.
Terminal: Device by which a user can communi
cate with a computer, such as a VDU or Tele
type, usually remote and sometimes dumb. Also,
a connector soldered or crimped to the end of a
cable or a post or screw to attach to such a
connector.

Terminal program: Software enabling an intelli
gent computer to communicate with a remote,
host computer via a telecommunications network.
Terminate: To suspend or stop a program execu
tion prematurely. Also, to connect resistors to
the end of any data carrying cable to reduce or
eliminate signal echoes.
Test data: Special input data designed to test the
functionality of a program.
Test program: Diagnostic program that is run to
test hardware circuits for faults.
Text: Data in character form as printed or dis
played. Also, that part of a message with signifi
cance in a data communications transfer.
Text attributes: The properties of text charac
ters displayed orprinted, sucrTas those of align
ment, emphasis,"Tont etc.

^rext "editor: Program used to manipulate and
structure textual data, usually not possessing the
special formatting capabilities of a word

Compiled by Mark Baines

of the ST

processor, but producing straight ASCII files.
Thermal matrix printer: Printer with a print
head containing electrically heated styli that
when pressed against special heat-sensitive
paper, form a dot matrix character. They are
inexpensive, quiet but produce poor quality out
put.
Third-generation computer: Computer using
semiconductors in integrated circuits for data
storage and manipulation.
Threshold: A level at which something becomes
evident or detectable.

Throughput: The amount or work performed per
unit time, such as instructions per second.
Time base: Repeating sequence of accurately
spaced pulses of specified interval available in a
computer or other device to control the synch
ronisation of events.

Time frame: Unit of time in which an item of
data can be sent and recognised by a receiving
system in synchronous and asynchronous
transfers.

Time-out: When a timer runs out and signals the
end of that period in which an event can occur.
Time sharing: A multi-programming, multi-user
computer system that provides multiple users
their resources in 'time slices' on rotation or other
methods. Synonymous with time slicing and time
interleaving.
Timer: Device that provides regular time signals
for controlling or synchronising a sequence of
events.

Token: The smallest meaningful representation of
a concept in a language, consisting of a character
group that loses its meaning if divided, such as
'Fred' or 'integer'.
Tone dialling: Telephone system using distinct
sound tones rather than a series of 'clicks' to
represent each dialled number.
Top-of-form: The first line that is printed on a
form or page of continuous stationery.
Topped: The uppermost and currently active
window in a multi-window environment.
TOS: The Operating System, and not Tramiel
Operating System'. The operating system of the
Atari ST/STE/TT computers with more than a
passing resemblance to MS-DOS.
TPI: Tracks Per Inch. Unit of measuring track
density.
Trace: Also log, a record of a series of events as
they occur. Also, a listing of the instructions of a
program in the order of execution.
Trace program: Program used to monitor the
execution of another, logging each instruction
and showing its result before passing onto the
next, usually under user control.
Track: Thin path on a magnetizable surface
medium (usually disks) where data can be
written.

Track density: Number of tracks per inch (mea
sured along the radius) of recording surface,
typically 135 TPI on a 3%" floppy disk. It is the
width of these tracks that mostly accounts for
the storage capacity of a disk.
Tractor: The two sets of rotating teeth on a
printer that engage the holes at the edge of
continuous stationery, thus moving it vertically
past the print head.
Transaction: In an on-line system, an interchange
between a user and the computer. Also, an
enquiry. Also, a 'job' in batch processing system
or the record that causes the updating of a
master file.
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Transaction file: A record of all interchanges at a
computer terminal used to update a master file,
or for charging and/or statistical purposes.
Transcribe: Synonymous with copy. To read data
in one location and write it to another, often with
a change of medium or representation, such as
from paper to disk.
Transfer: Synonymous with move. To read data
in one location and to write it to another on a
different medium and, usually, device.
Transform: To change the form of data in such a
way that the original can be reconstructed by a
reversal of the operation, such as a decimal to
binary conversion.
Transient: Not always present, or occurring at
unpredictable intervals. Also, in process of
change from one mode to another and an unpre
dictable short duration change in a circuit con
dition.

Transient Program Area - TPA: That area of
RAM memory reserved for programs loaded
from disk.

Transistor: Common semiconductor switch or
amplifier.
Transition: A change from one condition to
another.

Translator: Program, such as a compiler or inter
preter, used to convert source code into object
code.

Transmission: Sending data over a communica
tions link between separated locations.
Transparent: Any functional unit or computer
operation that is not evident to the user.
TRAP: An instruction used to cause a 68000
processor exception to occur. The processor
jumps to the start of a routine, the address of
which is stored at the appropriate Exception
Vector location returning control to the original
calling routine when finished. There are sixteen
available TRAPs for use, four being commonly
used by the operating system.
Trash can: WIMP environment icon represent
ing a delete function for files. Under GEM, the
files are, normally, irrecoverable. On the Mac,
they are retrievable.
Tree: An hierarchical structure of entities and
often a hierarchical net or multi-level data struc
ture.

Tribit: Three bits treated as one unit.
Tristate: Capable of assuming three different
states.

True: One of two possible logic conditions, typi
cally represented as a 1-bit or the value 1.
Truncate: To remove leading or trailing digits
from a number without regard to the effect upon
the remaining digits or to shorten a string.
Truncation error: An error in numeric data in
troduced by truncation.
Trunk: A major data transfer path within a com
munications system.
Truth: Either of the two possible input or output
states of a logic operation.
Truth table: Table that gives the output of a logic
operation for each possible input combination.
TTL: Transistor-Transistor Logic. Common
semiconductor memory and logic circuit with
high speed and low power dissipation.
TTP: TOS Takes Parameters. The Atari execu
table program file extender indicating that the
program can take parameters from a command
line.

TTY: TeleTYpe. Also often refers to to a dumb
alphanumeric text terminal.
Tuning:Optimising the performance of operation,
usually with respect to speed.
Type: In classification, attributes by which enti
ties are allocated to a group. Also, to print using
a typewriter or to enter data into a computer via
a keyboard. In printing, embossed, metallic, sha
ped characters used in printing in certain prin
ters.

Type face: A named style of letterform such as
Times or Helvetica, consisting of a family of
fonts.

Type fo(u)nt: Set of letterforms of the same size
and style in type, photographic or computer bit
representative form, such as 12-point Times
Italic.



Comment

STICKS AND STONES
Chances are thatyour first car was a rusty oldbanger,so why notstart off a
computing novice with a second-handboxof guaranteed rust-free plastic?

Giinter Minnerup delves into the bargain basement.

©i
Ine ofthe occupational risks of being
known as a "computer freak" -
although I personally much prefer

the more deferential title of "computer
expert" - is being asked for your advice by
people who are about to buy their first com
puter. Typically, this is for word processing
and the machine is going to be used as little
more than a glorified typewriter, at least
initially. The questioner usually has no pre
vious knowledge of computing and a very
restricted budget: after all, if the computer is
to replace a cheap mechanical or electronic
typewriter, why spend more than absolutely
necessary?

Tiresome as it may be to have to explain
the same basics every time, I just cannot
resist this situation. Apart from the flattered
ego effect involved in being regarded an
"expert" at something, it awakens my sense
of social responsibility - there are just too
many sharks lurking out there, just waiting
to relieve the unwary and innocent of their
hard-earned cash in return for inappropriate
equipment. What would they do without my
help? Probably walk into Dixons and be adv
ised by some YTS trainee that the Amstrad
PCW is totally compatiblewith the industry
standard because Alan Sugar is Chairman of
Tottenham Hotspurs. Worse, they could end
up in the clutches of their firm's resident PC
guru who will firmly instruct them not to
settle for anything less than a 486 with Super
VGA monitor, a minimum of 8Mb RAM, a
160Mb hard disk and Windows 3.1. Or per
haps try to flog them his old XT with green
monochrome monitor, double 5.25 inch

drives and 512k memory, a snip at £300...
If such visions do not make your hair curl

as much as they do mine, you must be a
very callous and selfish person indeed. For
the truth is that anybody setting off on the
path to word processing is very ill-advised to
trot into Dixons or come within shouting
distance of the DOS-oriented professional.
Despite occasional accusations of biased
advice, I almost always recommend the pur
chase of a second-hand ST. "Almost always"
because there are exceptional situations when
it could be better to go for a PC or Mac -

when, for example, very close integration
with an existing work environment is abso
lutely essential, or when money is no object,
or when there is a clearly-defined second use
for the machine, such as spreadsheeting or
specialised technical applications for which
the ST or its software is ill-equipped.

But for common-or-garden wordcrunch-
ing in the average, dimly-lit bedroom-cum-
study, the excellence of the STs high-resolu
tion display on an Atari monochrome monitor
takes some beating, and so does the perfor
mance and functionality of the leading ST
word or document processing packages such
as Protext, Calligrapher, That's Write or
(the invoice is on the way, Paul) Redacteur.
To achieve the equivalent with a PC Or Mac
would simply be prohibitively expensive.

But note the "second hand" - this is the

key element in my advice. Computers are a
bit like cars as far as their speed of devalua
tion is concerned, but unlike cars they tend
to remain as reliable in advanced age as
when they were first bought. To buy a first
computer to be used mainly for wordpro-
cessing on a limited budget, there is no rea
son at all why someone should pay the pre
mium charged for a brand-new machine with
a warranty, given the surfeit of perfectly
usable, cheap second-hand ones in the classi
fied columnsof your local newspaper, Micro-
mart and, of course, ST Applications. Like
car owners, computer users like to upgrade
to the latest model, thus ensuring a steady
supply for the second-hand market. But few

of the superior features of the new models
are actually essential to wordprocessing: the
extra colours, the faster disk handling, the
superior sound - even double or triple pro
cessor speeds are meaningless with software
such as Protext which is too speedy by far
for my typing on a bog-standard 1040 with
TOS Version 1.0 and two floppies.

Having recently helped a friend acquire
such a beast, I have noted some interesting
aspects of the second-hand ST market. The
machines advertised basically fall into four
categories: unwanted presents and regretted
impulse buys, discarded games machines,
those offered by enthusiasts switching to PCs
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or Macs, and those sold by upgraders to an
STe, Mega or (very rarely) TT. The first
category is, of course, as-new, but the ven
dors often have an exaggerated idea of the
price they should fetch: I have been offered
520STs at £250 but if I wanted to pay as-
new prices I might, of course, just as well go
down to Dixons and enjoy the protection of
the Sales of Goods Act. The games machines
have generally had a good hammering in
their previous life, rarely have more than a
half meg RAM, and usually come without
any monitor at all or a colour one, so they
are not a good buy for wordprocessing unless
you have enough technical expertise to give
them a thorough check-up, are prepared to
fit a memory expansion, and know where to
obtain a monochrome monitor cheaply. The
third category presents a different problem,
in that vendors switching to a different plat
form also want to get rid of their software
and whatever other ST-specific parapherna
lia they have acquired, such as stacks of
magazines, emulators, scanners or hard

disks. This is fine if you really want those,
but normally you won't and it can be diffi
cult to persuade people to split the package.
So your best bet are the upgraders remain
ing loyal to the Atari scene, as they will hold
on to their software and peripherals, and
usually have the most realistic notion of the
true resale value of their three-year-old
1040, and will often be looking to sell the old
SM124/125 with it to purchase a colour or
multisync.

In my venture into the second-hand mar
ket on behalf of my friend, I ended up with a
well-preserved 520ST, expanded to 1Mb and
fitted with a replacement double-sided drive,
complete with SM125 and a second external
floppy, for £260.1 don't believe you can do
much better than that for a good wordpro
cessing platform that will leave any
Amstrad, PC or Mac (if available for the

same outlay) far behind on performance and
ease-of-use. Add to that £70 or so for a

discounted copy of Protext, and around £150
for a decent second-hand printer, and you
have a sub-£500 set-up which no Alan Sugar
could ever match.



Forum

ORUM
The Forum pages are a regular j

feature of ST Applications, !
enabling readers to exchange
ideas and help each other out

with problems. Whilst we attempt to
briefly answerquestions here, if you have
additional information or ideas please do
submit them for publication. What you
consider to be trivial information can often
be of condiderable use to other readers!

Pleasesend your letters on disk if possible.
Disks will be returned with a PD of the
writer's choice. Longer submissions may
appear as articles, in which case you will
receive payment at our standard page-
rate.

You can now post messagesfor inclusion in
the Forum via the C1X bulletin board on
081-390-1244. All messages posted onto
our supplications conference on CDC are
considered to be for publication. Private
mail can be sent to us with mail to paglo,
but do not expect an instant reply! Mes
sages reprinted in the magazine Forum
pages are identified by the CIX stapplica-
tionsconference messagenumber after the
author'sname.

CDC isa commercialsystem with a £15join
ing fee and on-line charges of between £2
and £3.10per hour.For more detailssee the
introduction to CIX in issue 3 of ST
Applications.

Key:
The following codes are used for each
Forum entry:

J Pringte - Forum 29: Author who first
raisedthesubject,andinwhichissue. Inthis
case 29 refers to the Forum pages in Issue
29ofTheST Club Newsletter.

£§J Question

53 Answer

MM General information or 'Input', advice,
discussion,hints and tips, etc., with or with
out reference to previous Forum pieces.

• Editorial reply

K.-Spread 3
RJ Barber-Forum STA19

m I have succeeded in getting a solution to
R J Barber's problem - listings are enclosed
along with the files DGCALCSPD and
DGCALCSPM. (These are on this month's
Disk Mag, DMG30 - Ed.) The SPD file is a
small set of test data while the SPM file con
tains both versions of the solution. There are
two versions because the first involved creat
ing a temporary data sheet, which looked
very busy when it ran. The secondwas done
using the original sheet only.

Someassumptions you needtobeaware of:

* For the first solution, the sheet being
operated on must be called DGCALCSPD
(or whatever name is used in the macro).

* For both solutions the cells AYO and AY1
need to be available on the original data
sheet and to be outside the normal range
of the sheet. The 'singlesheet' solutionalso
uses AY2, AY3 and AY4.

The AY column was chosen because the mini
mum size of a K-Spread data sheet is 50x50,
which means that the AY column will always
be present.Clearly thiscan be changed in the
macro if necessary.

* All the values which need dividing by
four are assumed to begin with one of the
digits 1 to 9. The reason for this is
explained in more detail below. (If there
are fractional values an extra line will
need to be added to check for values
beginning with zero.)

The whole process of arriving at the solution
has taught methat K-Spread isinneedofsome
updating.Inthe macrossection somefunctions
do not work as documented, some work incon
sistently, and somesimplydo not work. I was
pleased to hear that HiSoft have taken on the
supportanddevelopmentofthe package.

Some of the difficulties I encountered:

i) R J Barber's problem required that the cell
contents be verified as numeric before a
divide by four was attempted. So I thought
that the obvious way to do this was to use the
function CELL, which can tell you what the
attributes of a particular cell are. The retur
ned values when you ask for the TYPE of the
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cell are supposed to be as follows:

"b" Blank

"v" Value

T Label

Unfortunately, every time I used this function
there was no result! Other uses of the CELL
function returned expected results, but not
this one. The same was true of the function
CELLPOINTER, which carries out the same
task but works on the current cell rather than
a specified cell.

It is because of this that the macros check the
first character of the cell contents and carry
out the divide if the character is a number in
the range 1 to 9. It can be done thisway but it
isa shame the required function did not work.

ii) I tried to use the function OCCU-
PIED_RNG() to check whether a particular
column or row had been completed but was
unable to do so. The command used was:

IF(ROW() >ROWSCOCCUPIED

_RNG()),true,false)

This should compare the current row against
the number of rows in the range. It failed
because the macro returned the current row
on the MACRO sheet and compared it with the
range on the DATA sheet. You cannot win
when this happens.

iii) I got nothing but errors when trying to use
the COPY command until I ensured that the
destination cell was empty. Then it would
(generally) work. This is completely undocu
mented and is certainly not the way the pro
gram worksundernon-macroconditions.

iv) When I was writing the version of the
macro which did not use a temporary data
sheet I got a macro error when trying to copy
the result of the division back to the original
location. The command used here was:

COPY([AY41,CURRENT_CELL(),0,1)

This should copy the contents of AY4 to the
current cell, without replicate, and copying
values only. The real frustration about this not
working is that there was an identical line in
the first macro which worked every time.

I resolved this problem by replacingthe CUR-
RENT_CELL() function with the string
"RIOKXOr or "RC. These strings are interpre
ted by K-Spread as an offset of 0 rows and 0
columns from the current cell. These entries



should be interchangeable with the function
but they are not.

Even more frustrating, the DELETE command
which is used to delete cell contents will only
work with the CURRENT_CELL() macro!

v) There isa specificcommandto allowyou to
set values for cells on the macro sheet itself. I
started out using these but got totally con
fused trying to manipulate them or even gain
accessto themlater on.I gave up onthisaspect
completely.

These are the major points. There were some
minor ones but these were mainly involved
with the learning curve and could have been
avoided by more detail in the documentation
on macros.

A couple of useful tips I would like to passon
about macrowriting follows:

* Start your macro with the STEPO func
tion. This function causes a macro to
single step until you tell it to continue
normally. When the macro is working
you can simply redefine the macro start
as one cell lower.

* Make all references to the data sheet
absolute (i.e. IA01 instead of AO). I did not
do this to start with and was frustrated
when all the references changed when I
moved the macro lines around.

Be warned, however, that even absolute ref
erences can change! If rows are added or
removed from the macro sheet the references
willchange because they believethey needto.
It is safest to actually move the macro cells
rather than insert or delete lines.

* If you define the macro range as A1:A1
this is sufficient to mark the start of the
macro. The macro will then run until it
finds a RETURNO statement or until it
finds an empty cell.

During testing it can beuseful to run through
emptycells. This will work if the macro range
extends past suchcells. For example, a macro
range of AM50 will run for 50 cells unless it
encounters a RETURNO statement.

Keith Thomasson

Samsung CI3312Z

W Hartley-Forum STA17
P Holland-Forum STA 18

J R Leach-Forum STA 19

By Iam writing concerning the problem that
I washavingconnecting mySamsung CI3312Z
TV to my STFM using the SCART socket
(STA 17).

Since I first wrote the letter I have found a
wiring diagram for the SCART plug that
seems to work very well. (It was described in
ST Format issue33, Page 36.)

Here's Ithe gist of the connections:

STFM TV

Pinl —> Pins 2 and 6.

Pin 2 —-> Pin 20.
Pin 13 --> Pins 4 and 17.

Anyhow, thanks to P Holland(STA 18)and J R
Leach(STA 19)for their suggestions.

W Hartlcu

SM124/125

John Dyte - Forum STA 19

Eji3 I have messed around with my SM124
monitor to get a larger image. I found that the
optimum size (by my judgement) is 265mm on
the diagonal. That's ten and a half inches, still
not full out to the edges but a lot better than
when I got it.

The problem is really one of focus: if you go
right out you cannot get both the centre and
the edges reasonably sharp. If you have ever
tried photographic enlarging witha wideopen
lens you will know what I mean!

I made up a test chart to enableme to adjust
proportions and focus using a paint program
and some of those rather boring grid pattern
fills. Presumably if the program says they
should look like squares then they are
squares... Use the edge of a piece of paper and
make pencil marks to compare dimensions on
the screen. A ruler can't get near the curva
ture or inside the mask!

I compromised my point of focus at about one
third out from the centre; the middle is just
starting to go off, whilst the far out edge is
only just noticeably soft.

I can't understand all the stuff about 'killer'
voltages inside TV's. I have had a good num
ber of shocks from various bits and never had
a burn or died yet. But I don't do it in the bath
and I usually onlybrush live bitsby accident.

There is nothing really useful in 'Second
Manual' on this topic, but there is a full article
on how to enlarge your screen on Inside Info
Issue 54 (ST Club disk INI.54)

What I wouldlike to see is a circuit diagram
for the switchbox to allowswapping from high
res. to low res., thus leaving the TV and moni
tor plugged in all the time. I understand it is
merely a matter of switchingoneground lead.

Peter R Hill

• I've not yet met anyone who has actually
beenkilledby the high voltagesin a monitor...
You can leave the TV and monitor connected
and swap between the two displays by tog
gling the High Res.(mono)detect line.

C Compilers

Deborah Pate - Forum STA 19

U This isin response toyour correspondant
Deborah Pate who is trying to learn C in order
to get text into an OCR. The obvious solution (I
presume there's a good reason why it doesn't
work, because if it does, it's a lot simpler) is to
rotate the scanner 90 degrees, scan across the
page, then rotate the scanned image back by
90 degrees to the original heading in the com
puter before running the OCR over it. If the
facility does not already exist in the scanning
software, writing a program to rotate a bit
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map would be trivial compared to one to
match up the edges of two marginally over
lapping bitmaps.

I know what Deborah means about knowinga
language in theory. I learnt C on PCs,and you
can do quite a lot on libraries. To get any sense
out of C on the ST it seems to me you have to
learn a lot of machine-specific details to begin
getting anything done. Don't get me wrong, I
don't miss the PC's awful memory structure,
but the fact that, for instance, to put a pixel
onto the screen you only need to learn about
Bios interrupts (which are relatively simple,
and have a fairly consistent interface) made
that aspect of lifea lot simpler on that machine.
(However, then you have to learn, by painful
experience, about near, far and huge pointers,
which nobody needs.) On the ST there is loads
of documentation on the AES and VDI - fine if
you want to learn GEM - but little for those
who aren't heavily into machine code on sim
pler functions, which would be the place to
start if there were instructions,so you have to
learn to run before you can learn to walk.

"Stubs'?The only place I have come across that
word in a programming context is in "The
Practical Guide to StructuredSystems Design
2nd ed." by Page Jones, published by Prentice
Hall ISBN 0-13-690777-6, a good (machine
and language independent) book on how to
design (but not code) programs. There it
means early versions of functions (or their
equivalent in another language); the stubs do
very little, but have the prototypes that the
full functions will use. These are useful in the
early stagesofwriting a program:they can be
used to check that a function that is going to
calla secondfunction at a particular pointinits
execution is going to call that second function
and respond to it correctly. A stub might
return a value to test the calling function(s),
and possibly output to the screensomething to
the effect of "Kilroy was 'ere". On the other
hand, I have Prospero C, it could be that 'stub'
isa Lattice keyword.

Richard Court

MIDI Matters

Martin Norfolk - Forum STA 19

IS Reply, thoughts and feedback on Martin
Norfolk'sletter inST Applicationsissue 19:

Keynote's excellent Chameleon is a commer
cialProgram/Desk Accessory which compre
hensivelydealswith disk storage and librarian
functionsfor Sysex dumps. (Do not confuse it
with the identically named and similarly su
perb DA accessory from Germany.) It in
cludes a programming language to write your
own profiles for unsupported instruments
(although the number of supported ones is
very large). Thoroughly recommended -1 use
it as my standard ST Sysex librarian (it costs
less than £100).

In the PD arena, my Movie program (also
available as a replay-only DA) offers pure
(and very dumb) sysex dump storage without
the librarian search and find/programmabi-
lity of commercial offerings. Movie is part of
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an extensive 'toolkit' of MIDI sysex programs
associated with my "System Exclusive' series
inSound OnSound magazine, and the toolkit is
available from the SOS software pages.

My (understandable) bias notwithstanding,
any serious MIDI musician should, of course,
already be reading SOS!

Martin Norfolk dismisses X-or as 'over-step
ping the mark'. Do not forget that X-or is a
program for integrating large MIDI systems.
It enables snapshots to be taken of all the asso
ciated sysex dumps for the configuration of a
setup which apply to a particular song or
sequence, and so avoids all the problems of
trying to relocate the sounds (etc.)whichwere
present intheMIDI instruments when thesong
was originally worked on. It automates much
of this process (if used with a MIDI controll
able Patchbay) and somakesthis type ofMIDI
system backup much easier (and therefore
muchmore likely to be done!). X-or'sAchilles
heel may be two-fold: firstly it works best
usingDr. Ts MPEswitching/variable sharing
environment, and so may not interface well
with Notator or Cubase, but secondly and
potentially more importantly for many musi
cians,the programminglanguageis rather too
much like very terse assembly language for
ease of programming.

Martin Russ

Ten Most Wanted

BrittJohnstone- ForumSTA14

fg The registered version ofCosh Sequencer
reads and writes Midi standard files.

Michael Evans

OCR Software

DavidJ Lindsay - ForumSTA19

H I have just bought the Atari ST Image
Scanner, a Naksha hand scanner, on the
strength that OCR softwareisunder develop
ment,althoughthey do not have a releasedate
for it.

The scanner works with colour or mono moni
tor and can scan at 200, 300 and 400 dpi, and
has four dither settings. The price is reason
able: I bought mine from my local one-man
computer shop for £116.

David Faxton

What can an ST do?

PJNeesom-ForumSTA19

[§j Reading through a magazine for the
Atari XL/XE I came across an article on the
"Atarilab" modules to enable 8-bit machines to
senselight and heat and graph the information
received. They sound like a useful accessory
for simple scientific experiments and I wonder
if anyone knows of anything similar for the
ST?

I might have bought the packs to seehow they

work but the software is on cartridges and I do
not know if these could be used by an ST.

They are based around an interface which
plugsinto the joystick port and into whichthe
various sensors can be plugged. I am sure I
have heard of something similar for the ST
which can be used for driving simplerobots.

Allied to the interface is the software which
interprets the data that the computer receives.
For users who do not programme their
machines, this must be the most valuable part
of the package. Has anyone already written
routines like this? Would school users be able
to link them into technology and science
classes?

What other accessories can the ST use? Can
you add a wheel and footpedals for a driving
instructor? Can it remotely control a video
recorder (perhaps mimickingthe infrared sig
nals from a handset)?

All too often computers are simply part of an
office environment and the possibility of
extendingthe use ofmy STappealsto me.

Huw Williams

• Theworld of homecomputers (magazines)
has moved away from the soldering iron
wielding hobbyist imageof ten years ago and
is now heavily product-orientated. You now
need to read electronics hobby magazines to
find DIY projectsfor usewithcomputers, and
the chances are that you will need to write
your own software for these projects as any
supplied listings will most likely be for PC
compatibles.

There are a couple of companies supplying
hobby-electronics kits for ST users: Switch-
soft (0325-464423)supply a range of I/O ports
and associated software that could be used for
the light and temperature projects that you
mentioninyour letter; RomulusData Systems
(2 Downs Grove, Basildon SS16 4QL) supply a
device that willcontrol equipmentthat uses IR
hand controllers. (Why you should want to
dedicate several hundred pounds worth of
computer to do what a collection of compact
handsets already do quite happily is another
question!) Asfor turning yourSTinto a driv
ing instructor: there are a number of sets of
controls for use with flight simulators that
couldprobably be adapted to do the job, but
no suitable.software that we know of.

Score Perfect

BrittJohnstoneSTA14

I In the February issue you reviewed
"Score Perfect", the German scorewriting pro
gramme. It certainly looked interesting,
althoughmy democopywouldn'tprint.

The programmes you compared it to are in
fact notcomparable - they are top-end profes
sional software, whereas Score Perfect is more
"entry-level". You mention EZ Track and a
couple of PD/Shareware sequencers - but
they aren't for notation!

There are two main programmes withwhichI
am familiar which are much more compar
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able, and have the added benefit of being able
to incorporate text, chord symbols and lyrics
without needing to transfer files into some
thing like Calamus.

"Best buy" as an all-rounder must be Alpha
Notator, an "education" cut-down version of
Notator, available for £180. (I'll sell you mine
for £125!) You can enter music as per Score
Writer, and editing is similar with immediate
word-processor type adjustment of spacing.
The big benefit is the ability to add text: the
drawback is that it uses a pretty primitive font
and the files can't be transfered into DTP.

However, it does a good job and is very easy
to use.

The second place (I think) must go to Tiger
Cub, further down the market at about £100
or so. Here again, music can be entered via
MIDI or mouse. You can enter text and lyrics,
but once your midi file has been "translated"
into a "music edit" file on screen, there is no
automatic adjustment of spacing when you
add or delete notes. Well, you get what you
payfor, andI think TigerCubcangiveexcel
lent results, with better fonts than Notator
Alpha, though with lessflexibility.

Third place probably goes to Dr T Copyist
Apprentice,availablefor £70or so if you look
around. This doesn't contain its own sequencer,
so if you want to enter music from a MIDI
keyboard you have to save a MIDI file from
another programme, and import it into Copy
ist; there you are - good results and nice text
but hard work and a bit time-consuming.

Why am I selling AlphaNotatorand Copyist
Apprentice? Because with the experience
gained with them I have decided that it is
worthspending £300* onNotator v3.1.I would
recommend a splash in the slightly cheaper
programmes before spending that kind of
money.

Andy Stockley

Stacu Drives

Q 1: Using a hard disk drive with DMA
interface.

This may be old news to you, but it wasn't to
me! I have at last been able to use my Stacy
computers with an additional DMA hard disk
drive. A drive with a DMA interface can be
connected directly to the Atari computer via
the "hard disk" port.

As I understand it, using a hard disk, even a
DMA one, has not been possible with a Stacy
until recently: certainly, when I bought my
machineseveryone swore blind it could not be
done because of a bug in the Stacy. I tried,
failed,and gave up many moons ago.Nowthat
AHDIV5 is on the scene, this has changed the
situation.

The excellent Karl (Vorsprung durch Atari)
Brandt at Atari Workshop (Tel: 071-708
5755) providedmewith the latest AHDI Ver
sion 5 utilities and set about installing them.

He first deleted all my existing hard disk utili
ties includingthe SYSTEMSYSfile in the root
directory of the Stacy's hard disk. He then



started HINSTALL with the additional drive
still disconnected and re-installed the Stacy's
hard disk. He then copied the SYSTEMSYS
filewhich comes on the floppy to partition C's
root directory,where it was before, finishing
offby savingthe Desktop.

Next, he powered down, hooked up the other
hard drive (Supra 30MB), powered up and
simply installed the required partitions (in my
case,G-J)and re-saved the Desktop.I can now
usethe Supraas my backupdrive, hooking it
up when I need it. The partition floppy sym
bols G-J appear even when the external drive
isnot there, but this isnoproblem.

2:Usinga hard disk drive with SCSIinterface.

In line with the belt 'n' braces approach, I am
also interfacing with an SCSI drive (Syquest
45MB removable hard diskcartridge ina PLI
drive).

This requires a DMA-to-SCSI converter unit
to be used in line between the Atari and the
SCSIdrive. Youhave a choiceof two, sofar as
I am aware: the one that Karl Brandt does is
basedonthe ICD boardandhasthe advantage
of beingexternally powered,which meansthat
it will function even if the SCSI drive does not
supply somethingcalled "Terminator Power",
where one of the SCSI lines is used to send
power from the device down the SCSI multi-
core to wherever it's needed.

Many,ifnotmost, devices dosupply Termina
tor Power, so the DMA-SCSI converter from
the friendly peopleof DAC (Tel:0784 462175)
may be preferable as it takes its power from
the SCSI cable: the advantage being that
there's no need to fuss about with external
powering, but with the downside that if your
devicedoesn't support TP, tough. In my case,
DAC kindly modified my PLI drive (see
above) so that it would supply TP. (The later
PLI's supply it without the need for a mod.)

DAC also supplied partitioning software for
the cartridge.

If you go for the DAC Converter, it's worth
knowing that if you try to save a file to a
write-protected or faulty cartridge, the soft
ware provided will not warn you that there's
something wrong and you'll think the save was
successful(apparently, this is - Atari - normal,
though the ICD-based Convertor will cause a
message to be displayed in this situation);
secondly, Terminator Power is good for cable
runs of up to a suggested 3 metres maximum
owing to the unavoidable voltage drop along
the loom to the DMA convertor.

The price of both DMA-SCSI converters is
around £175.

The nice thing is that I can use either the DMA
hard disk or the SCSIcartridge drive with the
Atari: the partitions we installed on the desk
top (G-H) can be used for either drive, and it
makes backing-up the Stacy internal hard
disk a doddle.

Will Mowat

Spectre GCR

m As a user of Spectre GCR for about six

months I can pronounce myself totally satis
fied with the system in all but one respect:
printers! Despite all of my efforts to get
answers to the following questions I remain
ignorant and fustrated. I throw myself at the
feet of your knowledgable and experienced
contributors seeking guidance.

The question is simple. How do I get an HP
DeskJet or HP DeskWriter to work with
Spectre?

I have tried the following printerswith vary
ing degrees of success:

(i)Apple ImageWriter I fromserialport using
lead as described in the Spectre manual.Total
sucess.

(ii)ImageWriter II as above using 25-pin Din
to mini 8-pin lead. Sucess.

(iii) Epson 24-pin printer throughparallel port
using"the Witch" software interface, Image-
writer LQ selected through 'chooser'. Partial
sucess.Result is very slow and ImageWriter
LQ only works with some Mac programs.
Selecting StyleWriter driver crashes thesys
tem.

(iv) HP PaintWriter using various combina
tionof leads.Almosttotal failure -1 get a series
of@@@@@'s instead ofmytext/graphics.

(v) Okilaser inHPIII emulation modethrough
parallel and serial ports using combination of
leads. Total failure.

I amwary ofinvesting inanHPDeskJet until I
am sure I can get it to work properly. Is the
problem do do with the leads I am using -
basically a 25-pin Din to mini 8-pin using the
ImageWriter connections or is the problem
more fundamental ?

I havecontacted HCS whereI bought Spectre.
They know even lessabout it than I do! I have
tried writing to Giinter Minnerup c/o Atari
User. No response as yet. I have faxed Dave
Small intheStates.Stillwaitingfora reply.
Surely I am not the first to be faced with this
problem. Pleasehelp!

Alex Mosedale

Third Coast Technologies

19 Since purchasing a Supra 65MB hard
drive for my ST in November 1990 from
Third Coast Technology, I have tried to for
mat the drive for 65MB using the Supra utili
ties but I always end up with 60 MB of usable
sectors and 5MB of bad sectors. I have con
tinuallyrung Third Coast to ask them to help
me format the drive to its full potential of
65MB, but with no success.

Every time I ring them the person who
answers the phone tells me to ring the technical
department on 0257 427 058 and when I do the
phone just goes on ringing. I then ring Third
Coast againand they give the excusethat they
must be busy and he willget them to ring me,
but they never do; when I ask to speak to the
manager I am told he works in the technical
department. It gives you the feeling that once
Third Coasthave soldyou something they are
not interested in helping with any problems
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that occur, joining a lot of companies in the
Atari field who give bad service to their cus
tomers.

I have also written to the Supra Corporation
but they refer meto the supplier.

Paul Thomas

• Fortunately, TCT are no longer able to
abuse theircustomers in this way as theyare
no longer in business.Sadly, TCT continued to
be given the 'support' of manufacturers such
as ICD and Supra, and magazines that took
their advertisements, despite the fact that
TCT were repeatedly being suedby unhappy
customers. If they had been selling cream
cakes they would have gone out of business
years ago!

Your Supra drive is simplysub-standard and,
ideally, should have been returned to TCT the
day you discovered the fault. On reflection it's
a good job that you didn't do this, as many
customers never saw their drive again and had
to battlefor a refund. Solong asthe60MBytes
on the drive that format OKare remaining OK
there isno pressing needto do anything. If the
drive is performing erratically then it would
be wise to swap the SCSI drive for a new
mechanism: you should be able to get an
84MByte SCSIdrive for around £200.

Piracy Questions

09 We are two students from Hardyes
School in Dorsetand we are doing a Personal
ResearchStudy onComputerPiracy and Soft
ware Costs.

If possiblecould you pleasesendus the follow
ing:

1.YourviewsonComputer Piracy.

2. What do you think are the best forms of
protection on software: hardware, manual or
on disk?

Richard Buckler and Patrick Shaw

• 1. Whilst remaining strongly opposed to
SoftwarePiracywe dofeel that it is important
for the industry to come to terms with the fact
that piracy in the software industry is nodif
ferent from the problems suffered by music
and,toa lesser extent,video industries. Toget
to the root of the 'problem' you should really
be asking Alan Sugar how Amstrad square
their 'pioneering' promotion of twin-deck cas
sette and video units with their responsibility
to the music and video industries that supply
the 'software' (music and films) without which
Amstrad could not sell HiFi units and video
recorders. In essence, the real problem is the
'it's OK to copy' culture that has been pro
moted and legitimised in many ways (includ
ing TV adverts) by major players in the elec
tronics industry.

Entertainment software publishers know that
thisbattle is lost: but the 'war' isseen as being
winnable. Applications software publishers
have more options open to them and are able
to continue to sell products in the face of high
levels of piracy on the strength of their after-
sales support, the need for copious printed
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documentation and regular product updates.

2. The current media types are designed for
easy copying:tapesand disksare goingto look
very oldfashioned inthree to four years' time.
The hardware dongle and the 'enter a word
from the manual' system are currently the
only worthwhile methods of protection. But
even these are readily cracked by determined
pirates.(We have yet to finda piratedversion
of Redacteur 3...)

Future media types: ROM/RAMcredit cards,
cartridges and Compact Disks offer much
more protection against piracy, and the man
ner in which these devices operate will be
designed with anti-piracy in mind. Why do
you thinkthat softwarepublishers are so keen
on CD ROMS, Smart Cards, and consoles that
use cartridges?

Stacy, PC

@ Ineed aPC Emulator for my Stacy. Has
anyoneany suggestions onthe best option?

W Lawrie

• The chances are that any PCemulator will
fit into a Stacy, the problems will start when
you try and put the machine back together
again! Contact Compo (PCand ATSpeed) and
SilicaSystems (AT Once) to see if they know
of anyone who has succeeded in getting an
emulator into a Stacy.

Maccel.cpx

tjjj I tried using Atari's new control panel, as
supplied ona discmag recently,and couldnot
get MacceLcpx to work. When I clicked on
the box I just got a messagesaying that I had
to run the program first. All the other cpx's
work perfectly well.Can you help?

Deborah Pate

• You need to have Maccel.Prg (UTI.125)
launched from your Auto folder before this
CPXcan configure mouse behaviour.

DC SEA

M It hasbeendiscovered that DC SEAhasa
couple of quirks that users have reported,
thinking their disks were bad. The disks and
the files are fine, so don't panic! Here's what to
watch for and what to do:

1) Sometimes DC SEA does not extract all the
files in an archive. If you do a verbose listing
and more files are contained in the archive
than were extracted, simply re-extract to the
samedirectory path. When asked if you wish
to overwrite the files already extracted,
answer N.

2) For very large files, DC SEA reports that
the CRC was bad when extracting the file. The
file, however, is perfectly fine, extracts from
the archive and runs without problems. (DC
SEA is incorrectly reporting a bad CRC... just
ignore it!)

• These problems can affect both ST Infor
mer and Atari Interface PD compilationdisks.

DeskJet Soft Fonts

[jy Can I produce a downloadable font for
the DeskJet based on the font I designedfor a
Star LC10using Fontkit Plus? My copy, ver
sion 2, doesn't mention DeskJets at all. And if I
can use Fontkit to create a suitable font, what
size of RAM cartridge should I aquire for the
DeskJet? HP offer no guidance in the manual
on the factors which should determine the
choice between a 128K or 256K cartridge.

Robin MacEwen

• Fontkit Plus 4 will offer import and export
of HP Softfonts along with facilities for down
loadingthese into a DeskJet fitted with a sui
table RAM cartridge. A 128K cartridge
should be sufficient if you want to download
just onefont: but with the cost of RAM chips
dropping there should be little difference bet
ween the prices of the two cartridges and it
would be wise to invest in the larger cartridge.
Fontkit Plus 4 should be available in October.

FSP3

[§ I notice that you use Fleet Street Pub
lisher 3, in part, to produce ST Applications, so
you might be able to advise me how I can
obtain printer drivers. About two years ago, I
up-graded my copy of Fleet Street Publisher
to version 3, but, for personal reasons, I have
not been able to use it since then. When I did
want to use it recently, I discovered that the
appropriate printerdrivers werenotincluded:
by the time I tried telephoning Mirrorsoft,
they were no longer trading! (Moral: don't
wait too long after purchase to try your
software!)

ST Applications, issue 18, suggested that
Acclaim at Winchester had acquired Mirror-
soft, but when I telephoned them this was
denied: they admit onlyto havingemployed a
couple ofex-Mirrorsoft staff!

Have you any idea how I can obtain printer
drivers for FSP3 for the HP DeskJet Plus and
HP LaserJet III printers, as well as Epson
LQ850 and Atari SMM804 dot-matrix
printers?

Dr. P Gordon Malan

• A LaserJet driver should have been sup
plied with your copy of FSP3. This driver
works fine with DeskJet and LaserJet II prin
ters, and it should also work with a LaserJet
III. Oddly, there is also a driver for the Atari
SMM804! The files to look for are
9_pin_a.Defand .Deo for the Atari dot-matrix
printer, and Laser.Def and .Deo for the HP
printers.Check the Read_mefileondisk 1for
the location of these files.

FSP3 had an unhappy series of 'launches'
which put paid to any chance of it making a
credible mark on the ST DTP scene, and so it is
quite possible that your copy was shipped
without all of the files on the disks.

Atari Interface Magazine To clear up the extent to which we use FSP3:
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we use both FSP3 and PageStream to
generate, as IMGfiles, the headlines used for
articles in ST Applications. The pages are laid
out using Timeworks Publisher 2. As a result
of the lack of additional fonts for FSP3 we use

PageStream 2.1 most of the time, and FSP3 is
now only used for the front cover.

James still supported

H Iam pleased to report that the shareware
programJames.Acc (the desktopbutler) isstill
beingsupported.Send your registration feeof
$15 (25DM / 500FB) to the following address:
Pascal Fellerich, 45 rue des Genets, L-3482
Dudelange, Luxembourg.

Registration brings you version 1.6b and a
disk with an assortment of PD utilities, and
TOS patches.

Mark Fairweather

Olivetti JP-350

JohnShill - ForumSTA 15

H I have had some experience with these
machines, admittedly connected to a PC and
not an ST. Below is a brief resume of the JP-
350. It's done from memory and so probably
isn't complete or 100% accurate!

The JP-350 is not a rebadged DeskJet. It does
however emulate the DeskJet (Plus, I believe)
and will take DeskJet ink cartridges. At least
on the PC, it works quite happily with DeskJet
(500 and Plus) drivers. The speed and output
are all up to the levels of the DeskJet.

Its mainproblemsare that it isbulkier than the
DeskJet and it doesn't have as many fonts or
emulations. The only built-in font is 'Courier'
and the only emulationis DeskJet (Plus).Epson
emulation appears to be available at an extra
cost.

All of the JP-350's I have seen have had the
'Times Roman' (fontcard E) included in the

package. These fontcards don't seem to be
compatible with the DeskJet,althoughthe let
tering system does.

The JP-350 has just been superceeded by the
JP-350S. This machine is almost identical to
the JP-350, but has 'Times' and 'Gothic'
actually built into the machines as opposed to
being separately available on a fontcard. In
terms of print quality, speed and reliability, no
other improvements have been made.

The JP-350(S) has a paper-in tray of 150
sheets, and a similar-sized output tray. An
optional second input tray is available which
sits underneath the machine, raising its height
by about 2". Alternatively, a tractor feed
adaptor can be fitted instead of the second
paper tray.

On a final note, although the JP-350(S) will
happily work with DeskJetcartridges, the Oli
vetti branded ones (yellow tops instead of
green) willnot fit the DeskJet.Careful use of a
sharp knife to remove the offending plastic
lugs (on a cartridge) will probably solve the
problem!

Roland Givan
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Quick - who is the largest
distributor of ST soft
ware in the UK? Virgin
Computer Games?

Boots? Wrong, it's W.H Smith,
the newsagent. Go into your local
branch and it's easy to see why -
every computer magazine these
days is apparently not considered
complete unless it has a floppy
disk or two taped to its front
cover.

The rise of the front cover
disk has been meteoric. The
pioneer in the field was Amiga/ST
Format which right from its
launch issue came with a disk. It
was quite a gamble at the time - no
one was sure whether readers
would be prepared to pay an extra
pound for the disk. Sceptics clai
med that few would be prepared
to pay a hefty three pounds for
what was, after all, just a maga
zine,and that oncethe noveltyhad
worn off sales would fail.

The pessimists were proved
wrong and nowfew machine-spe
cific magazines available in the
newsagents would dare to publish
an issuewithout a disk adorningit.
With the honourable exception of
this magazine, all ST publications
have cover disks.

ISCUSSIONS

Front Cover Disks - Software without Cost?

The magazines' thirst for material
to put on to the cover disks is in
satiable. Both ST Format and
Atari ST User use compression to
squeeze on average over 1.5
megabytes of software on to each
disk. That means that between
them, nearly 40 megabytes of
software is needed every year.
Add to that the demands of ST
Action and ST Review for soft
ware and you'll have some idea of
the size of the problem that faces
each editor every monthin trying
to find enough material to pack a
disk.

When cover disksfirst began,
their contents was largely made
up of public domain software.
Software houses quickly spotted
their potential and the demo of
some forthcoming game has
become a regular fixture on most
disks. However in the last two
years we've entered a new phase
with complete versions of soft
ware packages appearing on the
disks. At first games were given
away but in the last six months the
trend has been towards featuring
applications software.

From the users' point of view
all this nearly-free software is
wonderful. In the past few months
alone,if you had regularly bought
the ST magazines,you would now
own at least a word processor,
CADpackage and desktoporgani
ser courtesy of the magazines,
whose combined retail value
would be over £200. For an addi
tionaloutlay of only £3, this seems
to be outstanding value for
money.

But is it good for the ST mar
ket in general? That is less clear
cut. One of the reasons for the
switch from games to applications
software was that games com
panies discovered that free games
were hurting sales. Let's face it -

there are onlysomany gamesyou
can play in a year and if you get
one or more of them free on a
magazine disk, then the number
that you buy off the shelves is
going to be reduced.

Will the applications market
be hit in the same way? It's diffi
cult to guess. The lobby against
bundledsoftware say that if a user
receives a word processor such as
Write-On via a magazine are
they likely to want to buy
another? Whereas a game's
appeal is usually limited, applica
tion software can be used for
years and only replaced if the user
has a change of circumstances
which requires new software.
Hence supplying free software
could hurt the applications sales
for years, potentially causingper
manent damage to the market.

I don't think it's as simple as
that. First, a look at the applic
ations chosen for cover disk treat

ment shows that almost without
exception they are older products
with new improved versions now
on the market. By giving out the
original versions the software
companies hope that users will be
tempted to upgrade to the latest
versions at some point.

Second, are the companies
really giving away the software
for free? Case in point: Atari ST
User sported the wonderful all-
singing all-dancing Harlekin uti
lity on the cover of its May issue.
While it is the complete version,
the magazineonly explainshow to
install it. Proper documentation is
a necessity (anyone who can mas
ter Harlekin's scrap book unaided
should be snatched up by the
United Nations and have their un
questionable genius focused on
problems of more global impor
tance) and is only available from
HiSoftfor£19.95.
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Application cover disks could
even have a beneficial effect on
the ST market. What if this free
software encourages some of the
legions of gamesonlyST owners to
experiment with using their
machine for more serious pur
poses? Making users see that the
ST can be used for more than just
playing games could expand the
applications market rather than
contract it.

While I am in favour of in
cluding software on cover disks, I
feel that cover disks have so much
untapped potential. Instead of
bundling a disk with each maga
zine, why not put the magazine
itself on the disk? I'm aware that
there have been disk magazines
before (indeed I used to be an
occasional contributor to the
STuffed disk magazine) but to
date they have been little more
thansimple text readers with pro
visionfor displaying screen shots.

What about a disk magazine
that utilisedthe concepts ofhyper
text so that the reader only had to
read exactly what interested
them?That included briefsnippets
of animation, rather than just sta
tic screen shots, from software
under review? That featured a
powerful index command so that
articles containing particular
keywords or on a specific theme
couldbefoundquicklyandeasily?

Admittedly there are serious
problems to solve, such as how to
make reading text from a screen
as effortless as for paper. But it
would be refreshing to see the
magazines experimenting to dis
cover just what is possible, rather
than merely competing with each
other to see who can give away
the most expensive piece of
software.

William Hern
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final argument is a pointer to an environment
specification. This topic will be covered in a
forthcoming Programmers' Forum, but for
simplicity, one can pass NULL (0), and GEM
DOS will use a copy of the current environ
ment.

The most familiar use of Pexec is to load
and run a program. This is done by calling the
function with a mode argument of 0. The
memory for the new program (usually called
the 'child program') to load into is taken from
the free memory pool. Pexec does not return
to the calling program (the 'parent') until the
child terminates with Pterm or PterrnO. When
this happens, the child's memory is returned to
the free memory pool.

However, it is possible to exert rather
more control over the process by using other
Pexecmodes.Calling Pexecwitha modeargu
ment of 3 causes GEMDOS to load in the exe
cutable file but not to run the program. In this
case, Pexec returns with a pointer to the base-
page of the child program. For those who are
new to this field, the basepage is a 256 byte
block of memory that GEMDOS uses to store
various bits of 'housekeeping' information
about a program. It normally occupiesthe 256
bytes just before the start of the program's
code area. See the Programmers' Forum
columns in STA 2 and STA15 for more details.

At this point, the parent has the oppor
tunity to alter the child before executing it.
Thismight be useful if the childprogram needs
patchingto work properly. Torun the already
loaded child program another Pexec call must
be made, this time with either mode 4 or mode
6. For either of these modes, NULL should be
passed for the second and fourth arguments,
and the address of the child'sbasepageas the
third argument. The child is started, and con
trol only returns to the parent when it ter-

Offset from file start

$00.

$ 1 C .

text Ie n + $ 1 C

text len+data len,
+ $1 C

text len+data len

tiymbol len + $1C

minates.

The differences between mode 4 and mode

6 are rather abstruse, but alter the way GEM
DOSmanages the child's memory. Put simply,
if a child is started with mode 4, when it ter
minates, the parent will have to free the
memory it occupied. Furthermore, any
memory that the child obtains using Malice,
and does not free with Mfree, will be unavail
able to the parent. This awkward behaviour
led Atari to introduce mode 6 in TOS 1.4: in

this case, GEMDOSautomatically frees the all
of the child'smemory blocksupontermination.
Loadinga child program with mode 3 and then
starting it with mode 6 is equivalent to loading
and running it with mode 0.

A fragment of C code showing how these
calls might be used is given in Listing 2. The
code is complicated by the need to use mode 6
if it is available (TOS 1.4 or later), but yet to
remain compatible with earlier versions of
TOS by using mode 4 if not.

The executable file format

To write one's own program loading code, it is
necessary to take account of the executable
file format. Fortunately, this format is well
documented and reasonably straightforward.
The same format is used for .PRG, .TOS and
.TTP files. Figure 1 shows the basic structure.
The first block is the program header. This is
28 bytes long,and contains important informa
tion about the program. A brief introduction
to this block was given in STA 15; the full
specificationis inListing3.

Following the header, there are the bytes
making up the TEXT (executable code) and
DATAsegmentsof the program.Theseare the
sections that make up the program proper, and
usually occupy most of the executable file.

Header block

TEXT block

DATA block

Symbol table

Figure 1 The overall structure of GEMDOS executable

files. Dotted lines indicate variable-length blocks.
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After this, some program files have a block of
data containing debugging information - the
symbol table. This is used by debuggers like
MonST to attach meaningful names to subrou
tines in assembly-language listings.The format
of the information in this block is variable,
depending on the compiler or assembler sys
tem used to create the program. The most
common format is the 'DRI format'. In this, the
symbol table is made up of 14 byte entries.
The first 8 bytes specify the name of the sym
bol, the next two contain flags denoting the
symbol type, and the final four are a long-
word which is the symbol value.

The symbol type is a bitmap that gives
information about the symbol. Commonly
found bits include: 0x0100 = BSS symbol,
0x0200=TEXT symbol,0x0400=DATAsym
bol, 0x8000 =defined symbol, 0x4000 =sym
bol defined by EQU statement.

Only having eight characters for labels is
rather restrictive. A much more useful sym
bol table format is found in programs created
usingLatticeC.In thisformat, spacefor longer
names is produced by using two 14 byte sym
bol table entries for each label. This extended
format is signalled by a value of $48 (ASCII
'H')inthe lowbyte of the symbol type.

For those who wish to explore symbol
tables, Listing 4 is C source code for a quick
program to print out the contents of a pro
gram's symbol table. It understands both DRI
and the extended LatticeC formats. If anyone
manages to decipher the symbol formats pro
duced by other compiler systems, do please
write in with the information.

The last block in a GEMDOS executable
file is the relocation table. This is used by
GEMDOS tomodify theprogram after loading
into memory. On older home computers like
the Spectrum, machine code programs were
designed by the programmer to be loaded and
run at a specific position in memory. Things
are done differently on the ST: the operating
system decides where a program is to be posi
tioned in memory. A program may well find
itself in different parts of memory from one
execution of the program to the next. In order
to achieve this position-independence, all pro
gram files are stored on disk as though they
were going to be loaded at address $0,
together with a list of addresses of places in the
program which need to be altered to allow a
different start address to be used. This list is
the relocation table.

The basic rules governing the operationof
the table are that only longwords can be
altered to reflect the positionof the program,
and that these must be word-aligned.The first
entry in the relocation table is a longword
which indicatesthe position of the first place in
the program that needsaltering. The position is
expressed as an offset from the beginning of
the TEXT segment. Subsequent entries in the
table are single bytes that give the distance to
the next positionthat needs fixingup. A byte of
$00 marks the end of the relocation table.
Bytes of $01 are treated as special cases: they
indicate that the next position lies at least 254
bytes further on. No other odd number bytes
should be found in a relocation table.

An example C function showing how to use
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the relocation table to fix up an executable file
is given in Listing 5. The function also illus
trates how to navigate one's way around the
program file using the data in the 28 byte
header block.

It is possible to write truly position-in
dependent code on the ST. Such programs will
not need any relocation tables. An empty table
can by indicated in one of two ways: either by
setting the header flag ABSCODE to $FFFF,
or by making the longwordat the beginning of
the relocation table NULL. The latter method

is recommended by Atari for better compati
bilitywith early versionsofTOS.

One last point, desk accessory files have
the same format as program files, but that is
just about the only resemblance. To quote the
Pexec Cookbook on the subject:

Although their files have the same internal
structure as executable files, they are not
treated as executablefiles.

You have been warned!

With regard to CPX files, I hope to present
some details later this year. If anyone has any
information on the subject that they would like
to share, now would be a good time to send it
in.

Next month

Next month Programmers' Forum will print
more questionsand tips from readers' letters.
Keep the letters coming in - the more we
receive, the better the column gets ! Hints on
any subjects, or questions about programming

problems should be sent to the address below.
All contributions, no matter how simple or
advanced, are most welcome. Please include
your address on the letter, so I can get back to
you if anything in your contribution is unclear.
E-mail addresses are useful too.

Please send a disk if there are large chunks
of text or ASCII source code: I have no time to

retype lots of material. Naturally, disks will be
returned if an SAE is included.

Jon Ellis
Programmers' Forum

29 Ashridge Drive
Bricket Wood

St Albans

Herts. AL2 3SR

Listing 1

Programmers' Forum STA20 (August 1992)

Code fragment from Jonathan Lawrence, indicating
one method for debugging an interrupt handler. Uses
the little-exploited tas instruction to test and set
a memory location in one atomic instruction.

TESTING EQU Set to 1 for testing

; The interrupt code is entered here.

If the interrupt is part of a chain, uncomment the following
three lines to support the XBRA protocol.

del 'XBRA'

del 'myid'

•old vec del 0

interrupt routine:

IFNE TESTING

tas.b test flag Already in interrupt

bne skip code Skip on if not.

illegal MonST to stop here

ENDC

; The interrupt handling code to be debugged goes here...

; Clear flag on leaving interrupt; don't single step or set

; breakpoints beyond this point!

test_flag

skip_code

rte

If using XBRA, replace the rte with the following two lines
to pass the interrupt call onto the next handler.

move.l old_vec(pc) ,-{sp) Do indirect jump to the old
rts handler code.

IFNE TESTING

test_flag ds.b 1

ENDC

** Listing 2.

** Programmers' Forum STA 20 (August 1992)

** Code fragment showing how to use Pexec modes 3
** 4 and 6 to load and run a program in separate

** operations.

** Compiler system: Lattice C v5.51
** Compile options: Phase 1: -cargfku Phase 2: -ms

** Link with CO and LC.LIB

** Written on 20th May 1992

*/

♦include <basepage.h>

♦include <osbind.h>

♦include <portab.h>

Define modes of operation for Pexec

♦define LOAD_AND_GO 0
♦define LOAD_ONLY 3
♦define GO_OLD_VERSI0N 4
♦define GC_NEW_VERSION 6

/*
** Function to load and execute a GEMDOS program,

** allowing a chance to fiddle with the code in memory
** before execution. Where possible, Pexec mode 6 is
** used to run the program. The arguments are pointers
** to the full filename of the program to be run,

** and the command line data, already in the special format.

** The return value is the result of its execution or

** a GEMDOS error code from the loading.

** Usage: result • run_program(pathname,command^line);

** int result, run_program(char *,char *);

*/

int run_program(pathname,cmd)

char *pathname, *cmd;

t

/*

int result;

BASEPAGE *bp;

unsigned short gemdos_version;

result - Pexec(LOADjONLY,pathname,cmd,NULL);

if (result < 0)

return(result);

bp - (BASEPAGE *)result;
hack_program_up(bp);

/* Use current environment */

/* Quit if load fails */

/* Alter program as required*/

** Find out if mode 6 is available - Atari approved method

** from Pexec Cookbook. Mode 6 is available in TOS 1.4

** and later (GEMDOS version 0x15).

*/

gemdos_version = SversionO;
if ((gemdos_version £ OxFF) > 0 || (gemdos_version & OxFFOO) >= 0x1500)

result = Pexec{GO_NEW_VERSI0N,NULL,(void *)bp,NULL);

else

{

result = Pexec(GO_OLD_VERSION,NULL, (void *)bp,NULL);
Mfree(bp->p_env);

Mfree(bp);

)

return (result);

Listing 3.

Programmers' Forum STA 20 (August 1992)

/* Clean up child's memory */

/* as far as possible */

The format of the GEMDOS executable file header

block.

Offset Size Meaning

$00 Word Magic number, always set to S601A for GEMDOS program.
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$02 Long

$06 Long

$0A •Long

$0E Long

$12 Long

$16 Long

$1A Word

Length of TEXT segment in bytes.

Length of DATA segment in bytes.
Length of BSS segment in bytes.
Length of symbol table in bytes.

Reserved

Program flags - see below.

Relocation table flag ABSCODE: $0000 if there is a
relocation table, non-zero if not. Not supported
by early versions of TOS.

The program flags longword has the following entries defined at present:

Bit 0

Bit 1

Bit 2

FASTLOAD bit: If set, only the program's BSS is cleared
before execution; otherwise the whole transient program
area (TPA) is cleared. Introduced in TOS 1.4.

TT only. If set, program can load into TT RAM,

TT only. If set, Malloc calls from the program may
be satisfied from TT RAM.

TT only. These four bits indicate how much TT RAM the

program would like to have if it is loaded into TT RAM.

This is a request that GEMDOS may or may not grant. The
amount of memory requested in this way is calculated as:
program's TEXT + DATA + BSS + 128K + 128K * (flags » 28)

** Listing 4.

** Programmers' Forum STA 20 (August 1992)
#*

** Quick program to dump out the contents of a
** program symbol table.

** Compiler system: Lattice C v5.51

** Compile options: Phase 1: -cargfku' Phase 2:
** Link with CO and LCLIB

** Written on 20th May 1992
*/

♦include <stdio.h>

♦include <stdlib.h>

♦define HEADER_SIZE 28
♦define MAGIC_WORD 0x601A

♦define SYMBOL SIZE 14

♦define TRUE

♦define FALSE

** This type should correspond to a 16 bit
** quantity: alter as required for your compiler.
*/

typedef unsigned short WORD;

Global variables.

WORD header[HEADER_SIZE/sizeof(WORD)];

Function prototypes.

*/

int main(int,char **,char **);

void dump_symbols(char *,unsigned);
void end_prog(char *);

The program starts here.

int main(argc,argv,envp)

int argc;

char **argv, **envp;

FILE *fp;

unsigned text_size, data_size, bss_size, symbol_table_size;
char *buffer;

printf("\033E\nSymbol table dump\n");
printf("Written 20th May 1992, Jon Ellis\n\n");
if (argc != 2)

end_prog("Usage: dumpsym <executable_file>\n");
if ({fp = fopen(argv[l],"rb")) == NULL)

end_prog("Open failure on input file\n");
if (fread(header,HEADER_SIZE,1,fp) != 1)

end_prog("Read error on input file.\n");
if (header[0] !=MAGIC_WORD)

end_prog("Input file is not a valid GEMDOS executable !\n");
text_size = *(unsigned *) (header+1);
data_size = *(unsigned *) (header+3);
bss_size = *(unsigned *)(header+5);

Programmers' Forum

symbol_table_size = '(unsigned *)(header+7);

printf ("Text section: %u bytes\n",textjsize);
printf("Data section: %u bytes\n",data_size);
printf("BSS section: %u bytes\n",bss_size);
putchar ('\n');

if (symbol_table_size == 0)
end_prog("Program has no symbol table.\n");

printf("Symbol table: %u bytes\n",symbol_table_size);

if ((buffer = (char *)malloc(symbol_table_size)) == NULL)
end_prog ("Cannot allocate enough memory for symbol table !\n"),-

if (fseek(fp,text_size+data_size,SEEK_CUR) -- -1)
end_prog("Seek to symbol table failed.\n");

if (fread(buffer,symbol_table_size,l,fp) != 1}
end_prog("Read error on symbol table.\n");

fclose(fp)j

dump_symbols(buffer,symbol_table_size);
free(buffer);

end_prog("");
return(0);

/*

** Function to quit the program with an
** message to the user. After waiting for
** a keypress, exit{) is called.

** Usage: end_prog(text);

void end_prog(char *);
*/

void end_prog(text)

char *text;

printf("%s\nPress RETURN to continue ",text)
getchar();

exit(O);

/*

** Function to actually write out the list of

** symbols. The arguments are a pointer to the
** symbol table in memory and its size. There

** are no return values.
**

** Usage: dump_symbols(buf,len);

void dump_symbols(char *,unsigned);
*/

void dump_symbols(buf,len)

char *buf;

unsigned len;

unsigned f, g, address, hisoft;

unsigned short type;
char buffer[32];

if (len % SYMBOL_SIZE)

printf("Warning: Symbol table not a whole number of symbols in length\n\n");
hisoft = FALSE;

for (f=0; f<len; f+=SYMBOL_SIZE)
{

if {hisoft == TRUE)

(

for (g-8; g<22; g++)

buffer[g] = *(buf+f+g-8);
hisoft = FALSE;

{

for (g=0; g<8; g++)

buffer[g] = *(buf+f+g);
type = *(unsigned short *)(buf+f+8);

address - *(unsigned *)(buf+f+10);
if ((type & OxFF) == 'H')

(

hisoft = TRUE;

continue;

buffertg] = '\0';

printf("%-30sType: $%04X Address: $%08X\n",buffer,type,address);

Listing 5.

Programmers' Forum STA 20 (August 1992)

Code fragment showing how to process the relocation
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** data to fix up a GEMDOS executable program.

** Compiler system: Lattice C v5.51

** Compile options: Phase 1: -cargfk Phase 2: -ms

** Link with CO and LCLIB

** Written on 20th May 1992

*/

/*

** Define the symbols used.

♦define TRUE

♦define FALSE

Offsets into program header block...

Udefine PRG MAGIC 0x00

tdefine PRG TEXTLEN 0x02

Udefine PRG DATALEN 0x06

Udefine PRG BSSLEN OxOA

♦define PRG SYMLEN OxOE

tdefine PRG RESERVED 0x12

#define PRG FLAGS 0x16

tdefine PRG ABSFLAG OxlA

♦define PRG HEADER SIZE 28

Function to relocate a GEMDOS executable file.

The argument is a pointer to the start of the

file data in memory (the beginning of the header

block). The return value is TRUE if the file was

fixed-up correctly, FALSE if there was some error.

Usage: result = fixup_program(image);

int result, fixup_program(unsigned char *);
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Price: £19.95

Major Features of this powerful and sophisticated font
editor include:

G Font Format Conversions from Signum, Calamus,
Degas, Macintosh to GEM, and from GEM to Signum;

Global Effects: Shadow, Shade, 3D, Contour, Pattern,
Lighten, Thicken, Slant, Smooth;
Grid Edit facilities: freehand, straight line, geometric
shapes, bezier curve, nibs, block move and block copy,
fill, zoom;

256-character Buffer;

Show font to screen and Print font to paper;

Re-scale font by point size, by resolution, and by a
combination of the two;

full keyboard shortcuts.
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int fixup_prcgram(header)

unsigned char "header;

{
unsigned long text_size, data_size, symtab_size;
unsigned long *relocator;

unsigned char *reloc_table;

text_size = *(unsigned long *)(header + PRGJTEXTLEN);
data_size = *(unsigned long *)(header + PRG_DATALEN);
symtab__size = *{unsigned long *) (header + PRG_SYMLEN) ;

if (*(unsigned short *)(header+PRG_MAGIC) != 0x601A)
return (FALSE); /* Error if not GEMDOS program */

if ("(unsigned short *)(header+PRG_ABSFLAG) !'= 0)
return (TRUE); /* No relocation table ! */

relocatable = header+text_size+data__size+symtab_size+PRG_HEADER_SIZE;
if (*(unsigned long *)reloc_table -= 0L)

return (FALSE); /* No relocation table ! */

relocator = (unsigned long *)(header + PRG_HEADER_SIZE +
*(unsigned long *)relocatable);

reloc_table += sizeof(unsigned long);
while (*reloc_table)

I
if (*reloc_table == 0x01)

relocator += 254;

else if (*reloc_table i 2)
return (FALSE);

else

/* Cannot have odd-value bytes. */

relocator += *reloc_table;
*{relocator) += (unsigned long) (header + PRG__HEADER_SIZE) ;

reloc table++;

Derwent

The latest set in the FontPac Plus series is now available: the
calligraphic typeface "Derwent", based onthe 'Foundational' hand.
This set of fonts comes in three different printer resolutions:

US

ED"

05-

180dpi - standard resolution 24-pin
C12 fonts from 10 to 45 point)
360dpi - high resolution 24-pin
(10 fonts from 7 to 23 point)
300dpi - laser or inkjet '
(12 fonts from 6 to 28 point)

Each set has associated screen fonts in both high and medium
resolution, and there are at least two 'special effects' fonts.

To order, please use the followingcodes:

US' 180dpi Ql :B TriCQ'. £9.95

Z 2S:S.'.' •™»*•ST aub
The fonts are suppliedin GSTcompressed format, compatible with
FontExpander; a utility to un-compress them is also supplied.
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CAD
Column

Joe Connor provokes programmers
and explores Megapaint II

and QuickCAD, two unusual

CAD offerings.

Regular readers may have noticed coverage
of Mac and PC products recently. What par
ticularly impressed me was the quality of the
utility software available.
For example, where are the nearest ST equi
valents of the following famous utilities?
After Dark or Pyro screen savers; these
things sell by the sackload. Is Boing really
the best we can offer?

Disk Express or XTree Gold, hard disk
management software; defragments my
Spectre partitions: brilliant, but what about
the Atari partitions, DLH?
Stepping Out II, virtual screen; here the ST
has the excellent PD offerings Monster and
BigScreen. However, Stepping Out really is
milesahead in terms of usefulness, running as
a fully configurable desk accessory.
If you know better, let me know. Come on,
all you Programmers' Forum readers,
obsessed with tedious traps and graphic file
formats: do us all a favour! Send your com
ments, insults, completed software, etc., to:
65 Mill Road, Colchester C04 5LJ

Measure DIN 406 *

Both DIN 406 «•

Script measure «•
Scale measure ♦

Display accuracy «-

IIM.U.B HH«J I Both pjffi|ffi| "* I HaTtr*l Erw* B2 3 4

QuickCAD is extraordinary: once installed as
a desk accessory it combines simple CAD
functions with features usually found in gra
phics packages. Best of all, VI.08 is Free
ware.

Activating QuickCAD from the Desk menu
simply changes the mouse pointer into a
crosshair, and that's it: the current applica
tion (or desktop) remains on screen. The
advantage is that QuickCAD can be used to
trace over anything on the host screen,
manually vectorizing it in the process. After
the screen is Redrawn the host screen is

cleared to reveal the tracing.
QuickCAD is certainly different. Even the
main menu block is accessed by the unusual
combination of holding down the right mouse
button and tapping either the left button or
the CLR/HOME key. The range of drawing
functions provided is limited, but with a little
ingenuity complex drawings can be drawn.
The Arc function is quirky to say the least; I
thought I had seen every conceivable way to
draw an Arc, until QuickCAD. Even the
author, Kevin Millican, says the best way to
understand it is to try it!
Drawings can be saved as Degas .PI? or
.IMG graphic files or QuickCAD .QUI for
mat vector files. ASCII output provides a
possible route to other CAD software
although some additional work with a text
editor will be necessary.

Conclusion
The author has put a great deal of thought
into QuickCAD and challenged many usual
conventions. The limited range of drawing
tools and the omission of any view controls
make QuickCAD more suitable as a partner
to your main CAD program. All CAD enthu
siasts should take a look at QuickCAD.

CAD

QuickCAD v 1.08
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Top: All QuickCAD functions are accessed
from the pop-up menu box.

Above: The Options dialog box configures
most preset values.

Product: .QuickCAD VI.08
Supplier: SJ Club disk DRG.^
System: Monochrome, medium
resolution and Monulator supported. The
documentation mentions BigScreen
support but I could not get QuickCAD to
work with it, nor with MonSter or the
Reflex graphic card.

The line that went astray in issue 19:
"...but between...a Mac and a TT."

tePBMfel

Making the Most of Megapaint
Most Atari enthusiasts use at least one gra
phics package, and although these may not
be as flexible as true CAD packages they are
perfectly adequate for simple design tasks.
Megapaint II, from Silica Systems, is parti
cularly suitable.
Above left: Megapaint provides CAD-like
Symbol libraries which enable components to
be loaded and previewed before insertion.
Above: Using the Block functions com
ponents can be manipulated in a variety of
ways. Functions which change the size of the
block often result in jagged edges, but
Rotate does not suffer from this problem;
here the bath is rotated to position the taps
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at the left-hand end.

Above right: Using the magnifier, the tap
was drawn by editing individual screen
pixels using the mouse. Vector-based CAD
software does not do this and the tap would
be constructed using arcs and lines.
Left: Using the tools provided by Megapaint
in its Special menu drawing dimensioning is
easy and conforms to the relevant standard.
The functions used here can all be drawn

manually using other packages.
Below left: The final design ready to export
to DTP or output directly. The print quality
from Megapaint using a Star 24-pin dot
matrix and Atari SLM 804 laser is excellent.



Classified Adverts

Contacts

Go players and anyone else trying to
learn Modula 2 and struggling, please
contact Richard Thompson. 79 Mayor's
Road, AKrincham, Deshire, WA15 9RW.
(21)

For Sale

Meg I
Ext. 720K FD. SM125 B/W Monitor,
spare Mouse (new), Microtext Adaptor
with Share Master Software. Com
modore 1701 Colour Monitor (Low Res)
Also works with Microtext as TV. £400 or
may split. Also loads of Mags, Progs &
Books. Ring Bernard on 0962 78619
(Eves/W.E). (20)

Atari Printing Service. Timeworks DTP;
25 pence per page. 1st Word Plus;
That's Write; ST Writer; Public Domain
TEXT Files; Shareware Manuals; 10
pence per page. System in use is a 1
Mb ST driving a Hewlett Packard Desk
jet500. Contact:Paul Cooper, 432 Mil-
wards, Harlow, Essex. CM194SR. (20)

Signum 2 Document Processor. Master
Disks and Manual Boxed. £80.00. Con
tact Jim (0333) 429835. (20)

DTT,Copyist 2 &Copyist Professional,
brand new and unused. Also Steinberg
Editor for Proteus 1 x 2 (new, incl
manual and dongle) any reasonable
offers. Terry Dwyer0509-412076. (20)

1040 STFM TOS 1.0 (USA) plus SF314
1 Meg Drive, both 110v + transformer
and leads; UK 520STM TOS 1.0, Philips
CM8833, Lattice C Version 5, STOS,
STAC. Lots of original games, Degas
Elite, Microtime Clock Card. Offers? Call
Dave 0446 795266 (21)

SSirius 600k, 20mb HD. 1.4mb floppy,
Z80 card, opto-coupler, DAC/ADC,
green Monitor, CPM/MSDOS, much
professional software, all technical
manuals. c.£150. Princeton Real-time

CClassified

x"^dverts
Classified adverts are free to subscribers.

Please use the form on page 58.

FFT 512 point 16bit 16ms analyser,
(interface to Sirius) Cost £6000 c.£100.
Yamaha CX5M computer with full size
k/b and all music programmes, car
tridge. £60. Dot Matrix printers: Epson
FX80 (£60), Citizen 120D (£40), Seik-
osha SL89-A1 24-pin (£100),
1040STFM £200. STE TOS 1.6 (2 rom),
STFM 4-SIMM expansion kit, (2x256k
STE SIMMS), Timeworks 2 (new, un
registered), £50, Prodata + Protext 5.53
(inc French dic/thes.) £60. - Tele
phone: Cambridge (0223) 249 889.
(21)

Still available, the following ST games,
all originals with manuals: Elite, Cor
ruption, Jinxter, Castle Master, Life and
Death, Conflict Europe, Red Storm Ris
ing. Call S. O'Connor on 081 798 5435
after6.30pm. Each game £10. (26)

Timeworks 2.0a £50, KWord 3, KGraph,
First Basic, Stac, Klax, Operation
Stealth, £5 each, Uninvited, Kid Gloves,
Bombuzal, Macadam Bumper, Impact,
G-Nius, Flipside, Orbiter, Teenage
Queen, £3 each. Also, members wan
ted to join small ST User Group in

Authorware
If you would liketo seeyour software featured in the STApplic
ations Authorware column please send us a review copy of the
software and a rough outlineof the advertising copy you would
like to be printed.

South Devon. Contact Keith Harris
0626- 62271 Evenings & Weekends.
(20)

Fleet Street Publisher 3 for outline and
GDOS Fonts - £80. Headline, Font-
make and STAD - Combined price £70.
Headline makes Large Headings (inc.
IMG) Fontmake modifies Headline and
Signum Fonts, also makes fonts from
GDOS fonts and images (PI3 and PAC).
STAD-Drawing/Editing facilities for
Degas, Pic, Pac and Signum, also 3D
drawing. Tel. 0923 266636. Evenings.
(20)

Atari SM124 Monitor, Perfect working
order, only £60. Also Mouse £10, Buyer
collects. 0329-46803 (Fareham) ask for
Mandy. (20)

C-Lab Notator Sequencing Software,
Dongle and Manual £200. Phone 081-
883-9767. (20)

Mega 4 ST, SM124 Monitor, Supra 30
Meg Hard Drive - £600. Atari SLM804
Laser Printer £500. Phone 0992-
586003.(21)

Cyber Studio, Cyber Control, Cyber
Paint V2, Microbot Disc, Architectural
Disc, boxed with manuals, £100. ono.
Will split Degas Elite, Quantum Paint,
Hyperdraw, Prosprite Designer, boxed
with manuals £30 the lot Atari SM124
Mono Monitor, 1 year old £100. ono. -
Bob Craik, Dornoch, Sutherland, Scot
land (0862) 810702 after 7.00pm. (20)

STFM 1Meg D/S Drive £200, Cumana
D/S Drive £30, Timeworks DTP £25,

RAE Morse Test

Selectable letter/number groups,
thinking time, note pitch, morse gene
ration from keyboard for CQ; plus save
to disk, etc. Instruction manual and
disk for £7 or SAE for more details. R L
Tuft, 62 Admirals Court, Thirsk, North
Yorks. Y07 1RR. Telephone: 0845-
525082

Pulser

A low-resolution programme which
cycles the colours as you draw ... and
keeps them moving. Create stunning
graphics with movements. Every cir
cle, line, square, ray etc can PULSE in
any direction, all on the screen at the
same time. £7.50 inclusive or £2.50
(refundable on upgrade) Demo 1 dou
ble sided or 2 single sided disks (state
which). David J Fnght, 113 Waytemore
Road, Bishops Stortford, Herts.

SynTax
The ST adventure magazine on disk!
Reviews, solutions, hints, special fea
tures and much, much more. Runs in
colour only. Produced bi-monthly.
SynTax costs £3.50 an issue, £20 for a
year's subscription. Cheques made
payable to S. Medley should be sent
to: 9 Warwick Road, Sidcup, DA14 6LJ.

Clip Art
Clip Art specifically for Christian and
Community Magazines. Seven disks of
IMG images for DTP programs sup
plied with a printed picture catalogue
of every image. Cost: £3 per disk plus
P&P: total of £23 for the set Cheques
payable to: Peter Kempley, KemCom
Designs, 21 Chart House Road, Ash
Vale, Aldershot, GU12 5LS.

Genealogy
My geneaology program runs on any
ST(E), SAE for details or £17 for pro
gram. E G Richards, 2 Peckarmans
Wood, London, SE26 6RX.

STEN

ST ENthusiasts disk magazine - for
your copy send a disk + SAE to: Dave
Mooney, 14 School Road, Morning-
side, Newmains, Lanarkshire.

Educational Adventures

For ages 5-13. 88% in ST Format £12
each. 50p per disk for demo's. CVS, 18
Nelson Close, Teignmouth, TQ13
9NH. Tel: (0626) 779695.

Kitchen Design Program

Create kitchen plans, and elevation

views to scale from a wide selection of
units and appliances with worktops,
pelmets, etc. High resolution mono
only. Lawrence Elliott, 42 Gwaun
Coed, Brackla, Bridgend, MidGlamor
gan, CF31 2HS.

Morse Master

The complete morse trainer and simu
lator, with realistic 'on-air' emulator
and integral editor, with complete con
trol of your listening equipment In
addition to sending, your Atari can also
receive and decode morse from your
own key using the supplied interface
cable. Usable by novices and profes
sional radio operators alike. Send
Cheque/PO for£29.99 payable to Bos-
cad Ltd at: 16 Aytoun Grove, Bal-
bridgeburn, Dunfermline, Fife, KY12
9TA. Telephone (0383) 729584even
ings for technical information.

Calamus Manual

This self-tutorial guide incorporating
sections on frame drawing, entering
text,changing fonts and styles, impor-
tingtext and images, drawing boxes
and lines, loading, saving, printing, text
rulers, headers and footers and page
numbers. Available at £5 (including
postage) from: DavidWaller, The San-
don School, Molram's lane, Great
Baddow, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2
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SwiftCalc £20, DataManager Pro £15,
Turbo ST £15, G Plus + £15, First Word
Plus £30, Knife St £15, Disector£10, All
VGC. Tel. Alan 0203 33 3334. (20)

Protext 5.5, £85. Superbase Personal
£15. Rombo complete colour solution
(2 months old) £110. Tel:- Soton
(0703)293418.(21)

Timeworks Desktop Publisher (V1) £15,
more than 10 disks of GDOS Fonts £12.
Phone Ken 0708 723956 (Romford).
(20)

Lattice C V5. Three Volume Manual Set,
7 disks: The Ultimate C Programming
Tool, Make me an offer. Call Peter on
031441 7952. Also STOS - £7, Quartet
- £20 ono, That's Write V1.24 - £25,
Hyperdraw - £7, Gamemakers' Manual
- £7, Concise Atari ST 68000 Program
mers' Reference Guide - £10. (22)

8 Packages for £30, ST Word, ST Calc,
ST-Basic, ST-Graph, First Basic,
Hyperpaint 2, STAC, and Prince. Total
RRP over £250, absolute bargain. Call
Peteron0314417952.(21)

1040 STFM - £195, unregistered FSP3
£85, lots of other original software for
sale or exchange. Phone Paul on 0268
-774089 any day after2p.m. (21)

Swiftcalc V2.0 £15, Easytext Plus £7,
Abacus Chartpak £20, K-Comm V.20 -
£10, Robtek Easycalc - £5. All boxed
with manuals. S.G. Stead, 38 Lomond
Road, Hemel Hempstead HP2 6PA.
(21)

Prospero C compiler and source level
debugger - £35. Prospero Workbench
(for all Prospero languages), includes
Make, CU, and Resource toolkit - £30.
Metacomco Lisp - £30. All fairly recent
versions. Phone: 0738-37165 (even
ings). (21)

Signum II Original, boxed complete
with large letters and driver for DeskJet
500. £50. Phone Paul Evans 0743
231552.(22)

Protext V.5 for Atari STAT Boxed with
manuals £75.00 ono. Telephone Tony
Watson on (0532) 531960. (21)

Write On - £15, MS-Windows V3.0 -
£20 - all original disks and manuals.
Ring 0372 376847. (22)

PD swap - all you need is a disk, send
all PD to Darren Burks, 134 Albany
Road, Lymm Chesh. WA5 9LP. Please
enclose a SAE. (20)

7AQ. Cheques should be made out to
'Sandon School'.

RAE Morse Test

Selectable letter/number groups,
thinking time, note pitch, morse gene
ration from keyboardfor CQ; plus save
to disk, etc. Instruction manual and
disk and SAE for more details. R. L
Tuft, 62 Admirals Court, Thirsk, North
Yorks, Y07 1RR. Telephone: 0845-
525082.

Sonix Sound Sampling
We will sample your sounds from tape
to disk. Ideal for demos, games and
your own programs. 3-day turnaround
guaranteed. Write for free details to:
The Lodge, Delly End, Hailey, Witney,
Oxon,OX85XD.

DEGASART

Novel, step-by-step picture
composition for newcomers to
Degas Elite: £4.95 incl. SAE
(9"x4") for details and screen-

shots to KM, 15 Stourton Road,
Ilkley,LS299BG.



Timeworks DTP V1.12 - £20, Microsoft
Write - £20, Beetle Mouse + Mat - £15,
VIP Professional - £15. Tel:- 0533
881249.(21)

Original software in excellent condition:
Powermonger, Ultimate Darts, Cricket
Captain, Rocket Ranger, Borodino,
European Space Simulator, Epyx Sum
mer Games, Winning Tactics only £5
each. Also 'Trimbase a powerful Relal-
tional Database £20. Phone John 0742
748794. (22)

Timeworks Publisher 2 - £40. Wanted:
SM 124 Monitor. Contact: R.C.J. New
ton, 23 Blenheim Close, Didcot, Oxon,
OX11 7JQ or Tel (0235) 816492. (22)

Brand New Progate Hard Drive, 1yr
Warranty, still sealed, proof of age can
be given. Price £350 - 80MB. Ring
Catherine Danielle 081-6534367. (21)

Epson GQ5000 Laser Printer with 2mb
memory - Epson FX, LQ and H.P.
LaserJet Emulations, Spare Tower Car
tridge, 9000 copies only. £400, Buyer to
collect Ring Mike Sargent (Stowmar-
ket, Suffolk) on 0449 675502. (21)

STOS-Compiler-Maeetro Software
SEUCK. Amstrad PCW Serial Interface,
no reasonable offer refused. Pat Mid-
dleton 0702 72243. (20)

Digigram Proscore V2.0. Sequencing/
score-Writing Program. Original boxed.
£100.0532-665388.(23)

STCIearout: Legend of the Sword, Cor
ruption, Backlash, Silicon Dreams,
Jewels of Darkness, Tracker £5 each.
Single Sided Internal Disk Drive OK for
spare, £10. Books: ST Basic Source
Book £3, An Introduction to 68000
Assembly Language £2. 0422-350642.
(20)

Atari 1040 STFM, 2.5mb expandable to
4 Tower system, 32mb Hard disk, Col
our and Mono Monitor, Lots of Business
& Games software £600. Amstrad
LQ3500 24-pin printer £75.00. Contact
John Hudson 081 291 2264 (21)

Power Basic 1.31 - £20, Signum 2 -
£50, Quantum Paint V2 - £7, dBMAN

(Atari-sed dBASE 111) V2.01 - £40, "A
Concise Introto dBASE" - by Penfold -
£2,0273 502053 (Brighton). (20)

Callig'pher Pro, P'Stream 2: £35 each.
Signum, Script, Wordflair: £25 each.
Daatascan: £50.081 3974966. (20)

ST hard disk, 42MB Seagate with SCSI
adaptor and power supply, uncased
£150. Includes lots of PD software.
SM124 monitor hardly used - £75. ST
Format back issues with cover disks -
£1 to £2 depending on age. Postage
extra. Keith 0525 221962. (22)

STE with 2MB RAM, Philips colour
monitor, 2nd disk drive, Forget-Me-
Clock II - £400. Atari Productivity soft
ware pack, GFA Draft 2, Quick ST 3,
Monulator, Hit-Kit, Blitz Turbo, Virus
Killer, K-Graph3, Atari Music Maker and
Sampler Kit - £80. Memory Upgrade
520-1040 (SIMMS) - £10. Games:
Elvira, F19, Railroad Tycoon, Simcity,
'Nam 65-75, Populous, Conflict,
Dungeon Master, Metal Mutant, UMSII +
7 more: £100.0924 492766. (21)

Dream STE total working set-up (sel
ling because of Miss 456 Windows).
Hardware: 4MB STE, 30MB H/D,
SM124, SF314 3.5" drive, optical
mouse, Alfa Data tracker ball, M-105
Daatascan Professional 5" scanner.
Software (mainly on ST Applications'
recommendations): TOS 2.6 (Blitz),
neoDesk, Codehead Hotwire, Multidesk
& Maxifile, Harlekin 2; non-PD utilities
inc. QuickST3, C-Font, Imagecopy,
Mouse tricksjinc. Joybuttons), GDOS,
UIS; WP 4 DTP: Protext 5.5 (inc. French
Did & Thesaurus), Redacteur 3, Calli
grapher Pro, PageStream (& Page-
Help), Fontkit+ 3, masses of fonts, etc.
Games: Oxford Chess, Proflight, Mon
key Island. Large Vault, Chameleon,
Superb7 or Mouseboot, DC-Stuffer,
Monster, BigST, FastCopy. (All Auto
and Ace's sorted and trouble-free.) All
manuals and documentation. Complete
ST Applications mags. Offers over
£800. telephone: Cambridge (0223)
249889. (20)

Wanted

HP DeskJet Printer Resource for the

Macintosh (Spectre GCR). Tel: (0269)
845826. Ask for Nial. (20)

Battletech by Infocom (original). I also
need a cheap Hand Scanner, Modem,
or 2nd Disk Drive. If you can help, Tel.
Alan (0284) 700066. (20)

SM124 Mono Monitor. Please Phone
Robert 041 9423281. (23)

Epson FX Emulation cartridge for ori
ginal DeskJet Please Phone Chris on
Bristol. 0272781178. (22)

24-pin Colour Printer with Push Tractor
& Single Sheet Feeder + Buffer and
Fonts. Must be good condition. Good
Touch Typing Tutor with manuals. Tel.
Rod Abingdon 0235 834613. (21)

MEGA ST, also HARD DRIVE 60MB or
more, and AT EMULATOR. Must be
reasonably priced. Will purchase
separately if necessary. Phone Paul on
0268-774089 any day after 2 p.m. (21)

General

STatic BBS. (0224) 648277. All speeds
up to 14,400bps x 32bis, HST,V42 bis,
MNP. Carrying Fnet, NeST, Fido and
TurboNet message/file echoes 24
hours. ALL ST Users welcome, in
cludes Flopyshop support area. ABER
DEEN. Scotland. Free BBS. (25)

My Little Phoney BBS (0793) 849044 -
all speeds up to V32bis and HST. Spe
cialist Atari ST BBS, carrying all Atari-
relatedfidonet and Nest Echoes, and
importing international ST file echoes
(AFN/ADN). High speed and technically
aware callers especially welcome! (R)

ST Church User Group, national group
for users of the ST in Christian work.

Disk-based mag published 3 times per
year. For details contact: Revd. Joe
Clemson, tel: 091 487 6944. (20)

Crystal Tower BBS 01-886-2813 24hrs
300-2400 Baud (Towernet System)
Atari ST, PC, Languages, Comms etc +
much more. Allcallerswelcome. (R)

Guide Dogs for the Blind Appeal -
Please send used postage stamps to

Authorware

help this worthy cause to: 19 Dunloy
Gardens, Newton Abbey, Co. Antrim,
BT379HZ.(R)

STARGATE BBS: 0476-74616 V21 V22
V22BIS V23 Atari ST section; also PC,
Amiga and Comms areas. Comms help
and advice for ST and PC via ST Editor.
Give ita call and leave a message, if you
need comms software get Uniterm from
the ST Club. (R)

Professional typeset from 1st Word
disks. Over 100 Faces. Output to high
quality PMT. Much better than laser.
Also cheap printing A5/A4 single col
our. Contact: AZTRAL Games, PO Box
8, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR322AS. (R)

The Confederation BBS - Support bbs
for all 'Hitchhiker' sftwr releases and
GFA programmers. All the latest PD/
Shareware from Europe and USA as
well as Netmail message areas. On line
each evening 10pm to 7a.m., at all
speeds up to 2400. Give us a call today
and you will not be disappointed as we
are the most friendly BBS in the country
- dedicated ST BBS only. 0533 376056.

General:- German-Speaking ST User
willing to translate German Documen
tation and - as far as able - Text in Pro
gram and.RSC Files (By straight substi
tution) at moderate rates. Contact Peter
West at:- 38/42 Woodfield Avenue,
London W5 1PA (or Phone 081-997
2218), sending Text and/or disk(s). (24)

Help

I have a GST 40E Gemlock. A full
screen image on the computer is not
full screen on the video screen. I am
told that a modification to the computer
is required. Can anyone help me in
finding out what and where I can get
one? R. Bounsall, 67 Cambria Crescent,
Gravesend, Kent.

Is there anyone out there who uses
Timeworks DTP on a 1040 ST with
mono monitor, 2 disk drives and a
DeskJet 500? You might be able to help
me! Please ring Nick on 0582 602941.

SCISET-

UNIFIED TEXT AND SCIENTIFIC FONTS FOR

24-pin and laser printers SIGNUM

Over 800 characters and symbols and 120 macros all in a
consistent style with compatible weights. Supplied with a
user guide and keyboard maps.

Price: £50 (Sample printouts available on request.)

WORKING WITH SIGNUM

This new book gives both an overview of the operation of
Signum and illuminates some of the more difficult areas of
the Signum manual .Useful for newcomers and experienced
users alike.

Price: £15.

Dr. Graham McMaster, Retsum Computing Solutions,
7 Murray Terrace, Alford, Aberdeenshire AB33 8PY.

Mouse Tricks and Read Text 2.00

The ultimate mouse utility:

Use your chosen combination of speed, acceleration and limit to speed up the mouse - or
slow it down. Includes options for: movement inversion and med-res horizontal move
ment doubling; dropdown or pulldown menus; optional screen saver with adjustable
switching times and "watch modem' option; selection of 'special effects' (shift, dbl elk,

keypress, and hyperspace) activated by the right mouse button and 'joy buttons';
Hyperspace to speed up menu selections.

A text reader at your fingertips: Read text can hold up to 8 files at the same time. Files
larger than free memory are read a bit at a time. Read Text offers scrolling, find, position

mark, block print and save functions, and ASCII/lst Word conversions.

Cheque or P.O. for £ 10, or SA£. for more details:

Jonathan Lawrence, 76 Sistova Road, London SW12 9QS

CRITICAL MASS virusTooL 2.0
VirusTOOL provides facilities for
virus removal, detection and
prevention. For regular virus detection
an AutoKill option is provided; this
monitors the disks for viruses and

prompts for deletion if they are not
safe 'Antiviruses'. Also provided is a
simple bootsector editor and virus/
antivirus libraries. VirusTOOL can
work as both an application and an
accessory.

FileTOOL vl.l
FileTOOL is both a file manipulation
accessory and a replacement file selector.
FileTOOL vl.l offers:

Multiple file copying, moving, deleting and
printing.
Drive selection and file renaming.
Easy to use unique double file selector
format.

LEARNING A LANGUAGE?
ACADEMIC SOFTWARE supplyseveral budget foreign
language disks to help you in your studies. Rated at 86%and
officially recommended in ST Format. So whether you're at
school, higher education or yousimply want to brush up on
your knowledge of a language, call 0296 82524any time
(stating your address) for afree brochure sent same day.

Orwriteto 128 Ingram Ave, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP219DJ.

For demo, just send 4 x 24p stamps OR sJ&.&. * disk.

To receive further details about the above SHAREWARE software for the Atari ST
range, please send an SAE or £ 1.50 for a copy on disk. To receive information about

(and often copies of) new software and upgrades, why not register with Critical Mass for
only £5.007

Critical Mass Concepts, The Fishergate Centre,
4 Fishergate, YORK YOl 4AB
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Back Issues;

Back Issues
Newsletter Issue 28
Reviews: A Book on C, STOS, HP Desk
Jet Plus, Football Crazy, Canvas,
Goliath 2, HiSoft Forth,. Articles: Fontkit
Plus Tutorial I, NEC P2200 Ribbons,
First Steps in Prolog - I, Monitors - ad
ding an audio amplifier, GEM Retrace,
News from Japan.

Newsletter Issue 29
Reviews: Le Redacteur v3, Citizen Swift
Printer. Astronomy Lab, Hyperpaint. Ar
ticles: First steps in Prolog - II, Some
thoughts upon learning C, Fontkit Plus
Tutorial II, Canadian News.

Newsletter Issue 30
Reviews: Atari Tower, K Spread 3 & K
Graph 2, PC Ditto 2, PC Board Design,
Lattice C version 5. Articles: First steps
in Prolog - III, Calamus Comment, Hard
ware - DMA Port and Hard Disks,
Fontkit Plus Tutorial III.

Newsletter Issue 31
Reviews: Supercharger version 1.4,
Xenomorph, Scanner Appeal, Zubair Z-
RAM Board, Resolution 101, Chrono-
quest II. Articles: First Steps in Prolog -
IV, Cupertino Cowboys, DIY Half Meg
Upgrade, Fontkit Plus Tutorial IV.

ST Applications Issue 1
Reviews: NeoDesk 3, Universal Item
Selector III, Deluxe Paint ST, East Draw
3, Tristan, PD Adventure Games: In
vasion and Darkness is Forever;
Jeremiah's Journal: Adventure Probe
Convention, Operation Stealth, Tamoret;
Book Reviews: C - A Dabhand Guide,
The Oxford Dictionary of Computing; Ar
ticles: Computer Entertainment Show
'90, MIDI Hands on Show, MIDI in the
UK, Fontkit Plus Tutorial V, That's
Write, Hard Disk Backup, Searching
Directory Trees, MIDI Software in C,
Reading CP/M disks, Gadgets by Small;
Regulars: PD Update 11.1 Forum, CAD
Column, STicks and STones.

ST Applications Issue 2
Reviews: NeoDesk CLI, Le Redacteur
v3.03, Megapaint II, Protext v5, Jet Set
ters (Inkjet printer), Dr. T.'s Tiger Club,
Headstart; Articles: Whistle Stop Tour,
Fleet Street Publisher 3 or Timeworks?,
TeX Notes, Fontkit Plus Tutorial VI, ST
Parallel Port Buffer, MIDI Software in C;
Regulars: PD Update 11.2, CAD
Column, GFA Problem Page, Program
mers' Forum, Adventure Column,
Forum, STicks and STones.

ST Applications Issue 3
Reviews: Wordflair, Molgraph, Write
ON, EdScheme; Articles: Computer
Shopper Show, Living with the Atari
Laser, Working in Tandem (ST & HP
Deskjet), LaserFace, On-Line Con
ferencing (CIX), Racing Spreadsheets,
Giving it the WERCS Part 1, Dan Wilga
Interview; Regulars: News, Forum, Ad
venture Column, CAD Column, PD Up
date 11.3, STicks and STones,
Programmers' Forum.

ST Applications Issue 4
Reviews: Harlekin, CADja, Calligrapher,
Titan Designs' Reflex Board; Articles:
16-bit Computer Fair Reports, Pictures -
Scanners and Pixels, Your FirST
BASIC, ST Internals, DIY Fan Thermo
stat, Fontswitch 3 Part 1, Giving it the

WERCS Part 2, GEM Dialogue boxes in
C; Regulars: News, Forum, Adventure
Column, CAD Column, STicks and
STones, PD Update 11.4, Programmers'
Forum.

ST Applications Issue 5
Reviews: Keysl, Craft 2, ISETL,
AdSpeed, Personal Finance Manager
Plus, Master Time, Game Makers'
Manual, FastCopy 3; Articles: FastFire,
Bertha (DIY Upgrade), MIDI Fundamen
tals Part 1, Auto-Run, Software
Documentation, Fontswitch Part 2, Tern-
pus Part 1, Giving it the WERCS Part 3;
Regulars: News, ST Internals, STicks
and STones, Adventure Column, Forum
GFA Problem Page, Programmers'
Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 6
Reviews: Playback, Quartet, Opus 2.2,
Auto-Switch Overscan, In The Public
Domain; Articles: Atari Press Con
ference, ST in the Office, Scanning New
Horizons, Switch-On Delay Unit, Tern-
pus Part 2, Giving it the WERCS Part 4;
Regulars: News, STicks and STones,
MIDI Fundamentals, PD Update 11.5,
Adventure Column, CAD Column,
Forum, Programmers' Forum.

ST Applications Issue 7
Reviews: MasterSound 2, Introducing
Atari ST Machine Code, Retouche,
Deskjet Refills, Migraph Scanner and
Touch-Up, In the Public Domain; Ar
ticles: TeX First Aid, More Upgrades,
MIDI Fundamentals, STE Programming;
Regulars: ST Internals, PD Update 11.6,
Adventure Column, STicks & STones,
Desktop Discussions, Forum, CAD
Column, GFA Problem Page, Program
mers' Forum.

ST Applications Issue 8
Reviews: That's Write, Minix 1.5, Hyper-
Draw, VidiChrome, G+Plus 1.5, Head to
Head; Articles: The ST in Education,
Getting to Grips with Cubase Part 1,
STE or Mac Classic? STE Program
ming; Regulars: ST Internals, PD Up
date 11.7, Adventure Column, STicks &
STones, Desktop Discussions, Forum,
CAD Columnm, Programmers' Forum.

ST Applications Issue 9
Reviews: Replay 8, Knife ST, GO, Pro
fessional Virus Killer 2, SuperBoot ver
sus XBoot, Bible Concordance, Master
CAD, Xtra RAM ST+2, The Blag; Ar
ticles: High Density Floppies, ST Inter
nals, Cubase Part 2, In the Public
Domain; Regulars: News, PD Update,
STicks and STones, Adventure Column,
Desktop Discussions, Forum,, Program
mers' Forum, CAD Column, A-Z of the
ST.

ST Applications Issue 10
Reviews: HyperChart, Knife ST - Ul
timate Disk Editor?, CodeKeys, Cold
Hard Cache, PC Speed, Fractal Music,
Public Domain Software; Articles:
Racing Spreadsheet - is it a Winner?,
ST Internals, Getting to Grips with
Cubase Part 3, From the Hotline, File
Selector, Traps for the Wary Part 1;
Regulars: News, PD Update, Jeremiah's
Journal, The A-Z of the ST (C-D),
STicks and STones, Forum, Desktop
Discussions, Programmers' Forum, CAD
Column.

ST Applications Issue 11
Reviews: PageStream 2.1, Didot lineArt,
Mortimer, Harlekin 2, PD Software,
Adimens Database; Articles: Pilgrimage
to Dusseldorf, Harnessing Harlekin, ST
Internals, Getting to Grips with Cubase
Part 4, From the Hotline, Traps for the
Wary Part 2; Regulars: News, PD Up
date, Jeremiah's Journal, The A-Z of the
ST (E), STicks and STones, Forum,
Desktop Discussions, Programmers'
Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 12
Reviews: Hard Reign's a-Gonna Fall
(Hard Drives), MultiDesk, The Ultimate
Ripper, Hype! Calligrapher Junior, PD
Software; Articles: Dusseldorf '91 Show
Report, ST Internals, Getting to Grips
With Cubase Part 5, Proportional Print,
From the Hotline, Traps for the Wary
Part 3; Regulars: News, PD Update,
Jeremiah's Journal, The A-Z of the ST
(F-G), STicks and STones, Forum,
Desktop Discussions, Programmers'
Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 13
Reviews: GFA Draft Plus v3, Hotwire,
Avant Vector, Games in Black and
White, Printer-Q, Public Domain
Software; Articles: ST Internals (Part 9),
Getting to Grips with Cubase (Part 6),
Going On-Line, Signum - The Jewel in
the Crown, From the Hotline, Traps for
the Wary (Part 4); Regulars: News,
Licenceware Update, Jeremiah's
Journal, A to Z of the ST (H-l), STicks
and STones, Forum, Desktop
Discussions, Programmers' Forum,
CAD Column, Classified Adverts.

ST Applications Issue 14
Reviews: Redacteur v3.15 - English
version, Maxifile, UIS v3.3, Word
Perfect v4.1, Score Perfect, PD
Software, M.ROS Utilities disk; Articles:
From DTP to Prepress, ST Internals Pt
10, Going On-Line, From the Hotline,
Rainbow TOS Exposed; Regulars:
News, A to Z of the ST (J - L),
Jeremiah's Journal, STicks and STones,
Forum, Desktop Discussions,
Programmers' Forum, CAD Column
Supertest, Classified Adverts.

ST Applications Issue 15
Reviews: Computer Shopper Show,
Ultimate Virus Killer, Technobox Drafter

2, Stereo Replay Cartridge, Brother
HJ100 Inkjet Printer, Answer Back
Junior Quiz, Laser DB; Articles:
pLeisure Computing, Hard Disk Lockout,
ST Church User, Calligrapher Road
Tested, Going On-Line, Cookie Monster;
Regulars: News, PD Update, Jeremiah's
Journal, The A-Z of the ST (P), STicks
and STones, Going On-Line, Hotline,
Forum, Desktop Discussions,
Programmers' Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 16
Reviews: Redacteur 3, Lookit & Popit,
C-Font, The Word According to Atari
(DocSupport), Planetarium, Polyframe
(Part I), The K.AT; Articles: From DTP
to Prepress (Part II), Going On-Line,
Hotline; Regulars: News, PD Update,
Jeremiah's Journal, The A-Z of the ST
(N-O), STicks and STones, Forum,
Desktop Discussions, Programmers'
Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 17
Reviews: Timeworks Publisher 2,

CompoScript, Turbo 20/20, PolyFrame
(Part II), JC Label, ZapCard; Articles:
16-Bit SHow Report, Object Orientated
Programming, Redacteur Fonts, MIDI
Switch Box, Home Studio, Going On-
Line, Hotline; Regulars: News, PD
Update, Jeremiah's Journal, The A-Z of
the ST (P), STicks and STones, Forum,
Desktop Discussions, Programmers'
Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 18
Reviews: HiSoft Basic 2, Quick ST3,
Bitz TOS2, Protar T60 Tape Streamer,
Patchbase; Articles: Fonts in Publisher
2, Living With GDOS, Educational
Software, Let's Talk Smalltalk;
Regulars: News, PD Update, Jeremiah's
Journal, The A-Z of the ST (Q-R),
STicks and STones, Going On-Line,
Hotline, Forum, Desktop Discussions,
Programmers' Forum, CAD Column.

ST Applications Issue 19
Reviews: FastCopy PRO, Phonic FAX
Modem, Calligrapher PAKs, Magic
Storybook; Articles: Atari Switzerland,
Customizing Redacteur 3, Comapible
Upgrades, C++, DTP - a toe in the
water; Regulars: News, PD Update,
Jeremiah's Journal, The A-Z of the ST
(S), STicks and STones, Going On-Line,
Hotline, Forum, Desktop Discussions,
Programmers' Forum, CAD Column.

Subscriptions
ST Applications is published monthly.

United Kingdom:
12-issue subscription to ST Applications: £15.00
12-issues plus 6 Disk Mags: £22.50

Air Mail to Europe:
12-issue subscription to ST Applications: £18.00
12-issues plus 6 Disk Mags: £26.50

Air Mail Worldwide:
12-issue subscription to ST Applications: £28.00
12-issues plus 6 Disk Mags: £34.50

Your Guarantee: If at any time you wish to cancel your subscription to ST Ap
plications you may do so simply by informing us in writing. The full unused balance
of your subscription will be refunded by return of post.

Back Issues

Newsletter back issues cost £1.20 each, or just £4 for issues 28 to 31.

ST Applications back issues cost £2.00 each, £1.75 each if you are
ordering three or more issues, £1.25 each if you are ordering six or
more issues, or £9.95 for a complete set of issues 1 to 12 in
clusive.
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c ORDER FORM ")
• Commercial Software •
• Books • Accessories •

• Disks and Boxes •

Qty Title Price

ST Applications Subscription (£15)

ST Applications + Disk Mags (£22.50)

Overseas Subscription

Ultimate Virus Killer 5- £9.95

QEf0.@j.g|©©®(p27 = £g®Q®©

Redacteur 3 Demo' 75p Mono/
Colour

®©^@[^ai?spil1l@3)
See review in issue 16.

Fontpac Plus Derwent (Q1 :Q2:L2)

C-Font (£9.95)

Universal Item Selector III - £14.95

Quick ST3-£12.95

FastCopy PRO - £24.95

Fontkit Plus V3.4 (£19.95)

• PageAssistant (£29.95)B

• CalAssistant £19.95 •

Disk Boxes for 12 disks (£1.40 each)

Un-Branded Double Sided Disks

Disk Labels @ 1.5p each

Sub Total A = £

Name:

Address:

STA20

VJ

"N

Post Code:
(This is essential)

Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed and
made payable to: SIMPLE LOGIC & Co. You may pay
by Transcash at The Post Office or by Giro Bank
Transfer to our Account Number: 37»820»7806.
Overseas orders are welcome - please see Air Mail
prices in our Overseas Price List.

RD & Shareware Disks

Code
(AAA NN)

Title / Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

P© &^mmmm tiMs. \jpfl®m
Up to 6: £1.45 each
10+disks: £1.00 each

6+ Disks: £1.25 each

25+ disks: £0.85 each

Budgie UK disks are licenseware - not PD - and cost £2.95 or
£3.95 ea. - please use the left hand column to order these disks.

_ PD Disks @ £_._=

Plus Sub total A =

Plus 50p P&P on orders below £5

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

Subscription to start with current issue / issue no.

All prices include VAT • Our VAT No: 432»2334»90
Please tick here if you require a VAT Invoice

The ST Club • 2 Broadway • Nottingham • NG1 1PS • United Kingdom



Accessories
Unbranded Disks

Guaranteed and from known

manufacturers, usually Kao or
Sony. Supplied with labels.

10-£5.00
50 - £22.50

Banded Disks

Guaranteed 3.5" DS disks
- Top quality boxed with labels
- Sony branded or equivalent

Box of 10 - £9.95

Disk Labels
Coloured Labels -1.5p each

500 Sprocket Fed White Labels - £9.50

Disk Boxes

Slimpack boxfor 12disks - £ 1.40
Box for 40 disks -£5.95

Box for 80 disks - £ 7.45
Posso stackable file for 150 - £22.95

Classified Advertisement Copy
Please insert the following advert for Issues under the following
classification: / ST Contacts / For Sale / Wanted / General / User
Groups. Adverts are free to ST Applications subscribers.

Warning: It is illegal to sell unauthorised copies of commercial software - All software
offered for sale must be in the original packaging with manuals etc. Anyone found to be
selling pirated software through the classified advert listings will be reported to the
appropiate authorities. Software publishers do not normally offer user support or
upgrades to users of software purchased second hand.

,, on On
Jj

y. »iss <

'- 1mM~: <s •3 =fec£-J 3 -EST

Use this space for any feedback you'd like us to read.
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Special Offers

520STE Discovery Xtra plus
£270

1Mb 520STE
Disc Xtra plus

£280
1Mb 520STE Disc Xtra plus

with PC Speed emulator
fitted£339

Phone for details of Mega
STES

Mega 1 STE with 2Mb RAM.
52Mb Quantum hard drive

fitted£949

Mega 1 STE with 4Mb RAM.
K)5Mb Quantum hard drive

fitted£1139

Phone for details of DTP packs
520 STE with 2Mb RAM, SJ48

Bubblejet. Calamus DTP
software£739

Ladbroke Computing are the longest
established Atari dealer in the UK. We

have developed an extensive
customer service policy which means
that we test all Hardware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrive
in working order. Although our prices
are not always the cheapest we do
endeavour to oiler consistently good
service and backup. This isn't just our
opinion we were voted 'Best Dealer
1989' by the readers of ST World
magazine, not lor 'the number ol
boxes shitted', but lor quality service

All prices are correct at copy date
06/04/92 (while stocks last), and are
subject to change without prior
notice. Please phone for up to date
prices. All prices include VAT &
deiveryfin mainland UK), there are no
hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Next day
courier delivery is available lor an
extra C7 (Mainland UK). All prices
available on Mail Order. Shop prices
may differ. Shop & Mail order
premises- 33 Ormskirk Road. Preston.
Lancashire. PR! 2QP Open Monday
to Saturday 9 30am to 5:00pm
Phones answered from 9-00am
Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke
Computing International is a trading
name ol Ladbroke Computing Ltd. All
trade marks recognised..

Midi studio
Specifications

Timing:
240 pulses per quarter note (ppqn) timingresolution.
Internal clcck-synchronisaion-to-hardware of
1/3200 sec (ess than 1/3rd mlisecond).

Structure

100 tracks storage - output any 20 simultaneously.
Up to 100 phrases may be placed on each track.

Mixdown (per output):
On/Solo/Mute. Volume. Program, Stereo Pan,
Transpose, output Channel. Mo-Delay

Controls:

Play. Pause/Continue. Record, Stop/CLear, Fast
Forward (with playback), Fast Rewind, Go To Start,
Go To End.

Loop Record (Off/New/Add) Multi Channel/One
Channel Record, Mult Channel/One Channel Output
Per Track. Tempo 40 to 240 bpm. Half Mode, and
Recordable. PSG Metronome. Mid Metronome
(tunable, two tones). Phrase Size(from 1beat, lo 68
bars of 4 beats per bar). FiveSync Modes,
240/24 ppq Mode Switch Bar/Beat Position

Counter Realtime Stopwatch, Fit-Time Function. Mid
Thru (1 to 16.Otf. Multi-Channel) Intro(1 lo 16,Off,
First Note Tngger). Playback Cue Points (8,
nameabte, dsplayed in Scroll).

Edit Functions.

Direct insert/change ol any Midi event via MkJ or
mouse

Local Phrase Playback - Play and Edt only the
Current Phrase.

Step Time hput - via Mid or Mouse, user defined
step-jumps, noteptches. notelengths.
Copy, Split Merge. Append. Rename.
Quantize - 11 levels. Auto, Humanise, Staccato
Legato
Transpose - To + or - 24 semtones.
Velocity - Level-al. Increment/Decrement All, Auto,
Humanise. Rescale

Filters - Immediate Filters, plus Input Filters lor Note
On/Off, Program, Bend, After Touch, Controllers
(individual and mult).
Insert Contnuous Scaled Ccntrolter - add Pan,
Volume, etc, across a phrase.
Deimters - Transpose/Velocity/Filler delimiters: -
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A«Notes/One Pitch.Al Channels/One Channel. >
Buffer - 'Undo' the last edt/record.

File.

Midi standard lite compatbe. Load Song. Save
Song. Load Phrase. Save Phrase, Delete File,
Change Drive,Dsk Space.

And More...

GEM Interface/Menu/Accessories support. Run
'slave' programs off disk Irom within Mostudio.
TLA Data Systems Pipeline/Modutes Facility.
Memory-inked modues are calted as extra
windows.

System Exclusive modute bull in.
System ExclusiveImmediate/Auto Load+Send.Mid
Song Number Set, and Transmt, Mdi Song
Positcn Transmit,

Remote Mid-Keys Control,
Conlnuous Load+Play (Perlcrmance) Mode
Mouse Left/Right Bulton Exchange.
Text Notes Wndow.
Hardcopy Faciites, tetephone HelpHjne, and
Customisaton Servce

Pulse
Q

Quantum

Quantum Mechanics

The 3,5' Auto-parking Quantum
Mechanisms used in the Data-Pulse

range of Hard Drives are made to very
high American Military standard and are
covered by a 2 year manufacturers
warranty (from date of manufacture)They
have a typical, effective access time of
9ms utilising a 64K look ahead disk
cache. The mechanisms used are also

very bw power which means they can
operate without a fan, reducing noise.

Data-Pulse Hard drives

|3^All drives are formatted/partitioned and tested,
fvr DMAdevice selector & On/Off switch en front

of case.

Q'DMAOut port for daisy chaining extra drives/
^.Laser printer,
Im Full metal case measuring 300mm x 285mm x

51mm (wdh),providing good shielding, and
monitor stand.

|\f Choice ofcontroller boards(prices dffenMCD
board with battery backed clock or GEsoft
Both boards have a data transfer rate in excess
of 1Mb per second and are supplied with
format ting/par tjtioningsoftware.

[>f AH drives include backupsoftware. MCP sheH
programme. Mdistudio & Midstudo Master
demo's.

Memory
Upgrades

The boards are then thoroughly tested before
despatch.

The board now comes in three configurations, ,5Mb,
2Mb and 4Mb, It is possible to start with a ,5Mb
board and lo upgrade it to 2Mb and then 4Mb at a
teter date.

The boards require some sdderng. due to the
hstabi&ty of some plug Indevices, but are very easy
to fit and come comptete with lul instructors to fit
ANYST including Mega's (except STEs which use
SIMM boards). If your shifter chip is not socketed,
you wiB have to desoJder it and installa socket which
rs supplied.
A memory check program is suppled and skilfed
technicians are on hand to offer technical support

84% ST Format 25

A
Ladbroke Computng have been actve in the field of
ST Memory upgrades for a number of years and
can offer upgrade advice and solutcns for the entire
range of ST's

We have developed our own 5/2/4Mb upgrade
board using an in house designed. Mull layer circuit
board which measures just 52mm x 62mm. smaller
than a credt card. We have achieved this
mntunsaton by ullsng 4 Megabit memory chip
technology. The result of this reducton h size is a
reducton in cost and more reliable operaton. due to
the fact that the board resides under the ST's
sNeldng protectng it from interference and reduchg
Electromagnetic emissions.
The board is manufactured in the UK and hand
assembled in our workshops by skilled technoans

Atari SM144 Mono £ 139.99

Atari SC1435 Colour £ 249.99
The new colour Atari monitor comes with
cable and tilt monitor stand.

Protar Visto Col Mon £ 219.99
The Visto includes cable & 12 months on site
replacement warranty.
Philips 15" Cube TV £ 269.99
A 60 channel. FST Fastext scart input TV
which gives near monitor quality. Includes
scart cabte.

Golden Image External
3.5" Drive £64.99

Includes through port and LED track
counter

Golden Image Hand
Scanner £149.99

Includes Touch Up and Deluxe Paint
Software.

ST Secure is a security device wheh uses a
combmaton of hardware and software to prevent
unauthoreed use of your ST The 'Timelock'
hardware can be instated in your ST in approx 30
minutes with no soldering involved. Then when you
switch on your ST you must enter the correct
password ustq the 'Key disk' or your ST will reset
after 45 seconds. Only £25 he VAT& Delivery

St Internal drive £53.49
A/B Boot switch £14.99

Our technicians can carry out repairs to all
ST's. Phone lor details.

The Golden Image Brush Mouse is an opto/
Mechanical mouse in the form of a brush. It has a
resolulon of 150Dp. is switchable between ST/
Amigaand costs £19.99. The Brush mouse also
comes with the excetent Deluxe Pant software for
lust £24.99
Golden Image Optical Mouse £34.99
The Golden Image Optical mouse has a resoMon
of 250Dp, comes complete with mat and is
switchable ST/Amga.
Jin Tech Mouse £12.98
Hgh quality replacement ST mouse.

Data-Pulse Drives

Data-Pulse 52Mb GE £369.99

Data-Pulse 52Mb ICD £389.99

Data-Pulse 105Mb GE
£464

Data-Pulse 105Mb ICD
£424

Aries Upgrades (Any ST(FHM))

5I2K Aries Board £ 39.99
2Mb Aries Board £ 99.99
4Mb Aries Board £ 169.99

Our skilled technicians can install the above
upgrade boards fa £20 inckidmgVAT and return

delivery

Aries Upgrades STE

512K SIMM's upgrade £ 19.99
2Mb SIMM's upgrade £ 74.99

Pease check confpjration of your machine with
our staff before ordering SIMMs upgrades.

16/4chip upgd STFM £ 29.99
Please check the configuration of your machine before

ordering. These chips are not surface mount.

Star SJ48 Bubblejet £239.99
Star LC-20 £139.99
Star LC-200 colour £199.99

StarLC24-20 £199.991
Star LC24-200 £229.99

Star LC24-200 colour £289.99
Al Star printers include 12months on site warranty.

Allprinters Include ST/Amga/PC compatble
Centronics cable.

PC Speed.(XT) £ 90
Please state STFM or STE version.

AT Speed £ 150
Includes DR DOS

ATSPeedC16 £ 229
Includes DR DOS 5. Socket lor 80C287 Co-
Processor. Norton factor ol 8.2

AT Speed-STE Adaptor £24.99
AT Speed-Mega
Adaptor £ 24.99



GASTEINER ,eS

COMPUTERS

wVtan
520STE l/2Mb ..£239.00

520STE 1Mb ..£265.00

520STE 2Mb ..£305.00

520STE4Mb ..£370.00

1040STE 1Mb ..£339.00

Mega STE Omb
Mega STE 1/2 Mb

£529.00
..£549.00

Mega STE 1Mb
(no hard drive)
Mega STE 1Mb, 48Mb
Mega STE 2Mb
(no hard drive)

£599.00

£799.00

..£649.00

Mega STE 2Mb, 48Mb ..£849.00

Mega STE 2Mb, 80Mb
Mega STE 4Mb,

£959.00

£719.00

Mega STE 4Mb, 48Mb £919.00
Mega STE 4Mb, 80Mb £1019.00
Mono Monitor (SM 144) £109.00

MEGA STE HARD DRIVE KIT

48Mb 049.00
80Mb ...£449.00

Other capacity up to 500Mb p

TT 2Mb....#.

ease phone

.£1899.00

TT4Mb....7Vi©>i
TT 6Mb . .y.fOfy,,

£2000.00
£2350.00

TT 8Mb Special V/f £2500.00
All TT's come with colour monitors

MONITORS

SMI44 new 14" Hi-Res mono

monitor £149.00
Philips 14" COL £219.00
Atari 14" COL £239.00
Quadram 1480 £349.00
Philips 15" TV £249.00

J

PRINTERS

Panasonic

KXP-1180 £155.00
KXP-1123 £209.00
KXP-1124i £305.00

Star

LC-20 £149.00
LC24-200 £225.00
LC24-200 COL £285.00

LASERS

Panasonic 4420 £849.00

HP HIP £879.00
Atari 605 £879.00

HP Deskjet 500 £379.00

GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES

C ALL GASTEINER MEGA DRIVES are ^
AUTO BOOTING & AUTO PARKING

Come with many different capacities
12 months back to base guarantee.
Full metal case

Integral power supply
Backup software
(+ FREE throughport clock)

MEGA DRIVES (SEAGATE MECHANICS)
32Mb 28ms £269.00

50Mb 28ms £329.00

65Mb 24ms £349.00

85Mb 23ms £399.00

MEGA DRIVES (QUANTUM MECHANICS)
52Mb 11ms £349.00

105Mb 11ms £459.00

MEGA DRIVES (NEC MECHANICS)

40Mb 24ms £295.00

100Mb 24ms £429.00

MEGA DRIVES KIT

Everything needed to build
ATARI HARD DRIVE

Host Adaptor £59.00
Metal Case £35.00

50 Watt PSU £35.00

DMA Cable £5.00

SCSI Cable £5.00

BARE DRIVES

Seagate 32Mb £150.00
Seagate 50Mb £199.00
Quantum 52Mb £199.00
Quantum 105Mb £279.00

MEMORY

For STFM & MEGA

2.0Mb £99.00
1/2 Mb £49.00

ForSTE

1/2 Mb £15.00
2Mb £69.00
4Mb £139.00

PERIPHERALS

^Optical Mouse £29.95
Microswitch Mouse 300DPI £12.95

Track Ball £29.95

Track Ball (click & hold) £39.95
Internal Power Supply for ST,
STE and STF £29.95
ST Clock with thin port £14.95
Golden Image Scanner £149.00
Gasteiner Mouse £19.95

Tel:+44 081 365 1151

Fax:+44 081 885 1953

ATARI ST SOFTWARE

TOS 2.06 FOR ANY ST

OR STE. PLEASE PHONE

DATABASE
Superbase Personal 2 £59.00
Superbase Pro £169.00

MUSIC
C-LAB Notator £399.00

C-LAB Creator £249.00
CUBASE £399.00

Cubeat £219.00
C-LAB AURA £89.00

C-LAB MID1A £65.00

C-LAB ALPHA £189.00

DTP

Pagestream V2.1 £149.00
Fleet St £159.00
Calamus £248.00
Calamus SL P.O.A

That Funface £29.00
Time Works V2 £84.00

WORD PROCESSORS
That's Write VI .4 £29.00

lstWord+ £4.5.00
Calligrapher Pro £1 10.00
Calligrapher Jrtr £65.00
Protext £109.00

MISCELLANEOUS
NeoDesk 3 £28.00
Easy Draw 2 £34.00
Data Manager Pro £29.00
Cyber Studio £45.00
Cyber Control £35.00
Cyber Paint £45.00
3D Developer £15.00
1st Mail £10.00
LDW Power £89.00
Maps & Legends £ 15.00
Datamap 1 £10.00
Datamap2 £10.00
Vide Titling £10.00
3D Fonts 1 £10.00
3D Fonts 2 £10.00
Human Design Disk £10.00
FutureDesignDi.sk £10.00
Architectural Design Disk. ..£10.00
CAD 3D £10.00

The Navigator £10.00
Kemit £10.00

Flash £10.00
G.I.S.T. £10.00
Fractal Generator £10.00

"THIS MONTHS

SPECIALS"

GASTEINER 105Mb
(QUANTUM) 11ms £399.00
4Mb ATARI RAM UPGRADE
FOR STF, STFM
OR MEGA ST £149.00

GASTFTNKR, Unit 3 Vlillmead Business Centre, Millmead Road, London \17

Tel: 081 365 1*51. Fax: 081 885 1953. Mon-Fri (9.30am-5.3()pm) Sat (9am-2pm)
Please iidcl t.<postage and packaging (of all orders over $120. All prices include \ AT. (Jcslctner accepts payment l>\ \ isa. Access,cheque or postal order.

es subject in change uithnut notice, (ioiids subject to a\;


